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• Abstract 

Technological advancements in the Web have made substantial impact on every aspect of life and 
education is no exception. Both traditional and emerging engineering models have been influenced by 
enormous opportunities offered by the Web for collaboration, communication, dissemination of content 
and implementation of emerging pedagogies. The different types of online resources supported by the Web 
include a) digital content such as e-books, tutorials, and lecture notes, b) learning objects such as 
simulations, animations and structured lessons, and c) interactive, dynamic and multi-user learning 
environments. Professional communication is supported through synchronous and asynchronous Web tools 
and tools for real-time interactions and collaborations are integrated with the learning environments. This 
chapter outlines opportunities created by the Web in improving engineering education by discussing major 
Web enabled initiatives implemented by various engineering institutions with reference to the recent 
research. It also discusses factors that in some cases may impede use of Web in engineering education 
despite its established usefulness and need. Further, it discusses measures that could be placed to foster 
computer and Web based training in engineering pedagogy. 

Keywords: e-Learning; Engineering Education; lCT; Higher Education; Applications of e-Learning; 
Engineering Paradigm 

• Introduction 

Engineering is a discipline of facilitating acquisition of scientific, mathematical, economic, social, 
and practical knowledge to design and build structures, machines, devices, systems, materials and processes 
and to translate it to address the needs of society in challenging and complex environment. Traditionally, 
engineering education has been content-centric, design-oriented, and permeated by the development of 
problem solving skills having societal implications. Some non-engineering subjects like management, 
finance, law, humanities have been included in the course structure of all denominations of engineering as 
these deal with contemporary and social issues besides helping in acquiring soft skills. Collaboration, team 
work, leadership and entrepreneurship have become important aspect of engineering education. Further, the 
course layout and curriculum contents thereof are frequently updated to contemporary requirements. 

Desired competencies for engineers include domain knowledge, project handling capability, finance 
management and soft skills besides having temperament to work in trying circumstances as an individual or 
in a team. Besides, an engineer is required to possess skills to address societal and environment issues and 
ability and zeal for lifelong learning [I]. Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET) 
(http://www.abet.org/), requires that engineering programs equip their graduates to: a) apply knowledge of 
mathematics, science, and engineering in problem solving, b) design and conduct experiments, to analyze 
and interpret data, c) design a system, components, or develop process to meet intended needs, d) function 



on multi-disciplinary teams, e) identify, formulate, and solve engineering problems, f) use the techniques, 
skills, and modern engineering tools necessary for engineering practice, g) communicate effectively, h) 
understand professional and ethical responsibility, i) understand the impact of engineering solutions in a 
global and societal context, j) recognize the need for, and an ability to engage in, life-long learning, and, k) 
knowledge of contemporary issues. Further, engineering education must be dynamic and adaptive to 
inculcate competencies in engineers that support current engineering practices and research. The approach 
to engineering education has transformed from traditional to constructivist paradigm worldwide, however, 
the traditional paradigm is still practiced at most institutions around the world especially in developing 
countries. Adoption of JCT and Web in engineering education is considered as a major enabler for this 
transformation as they permit easy implementation of new pedagogy with or without displacing the 
traditional setup of classrooms. ICT and Web when applied in traditional engineering paradigm extends 
communication between its peers and makes relevant content timely available to learners. When applied in 
emerging engineering paradigm they besides permitting greater communication and extensive content also 
create ambiance for problem based learning, lifelong learning, discoveries, innovations, entrepreneurial 
opportunities, social linkages, etc. Web creates a platform for modern learning theories such as blended 
learning and community of practices where traditional learning theories are both supplemented and 
complemented by online facilities. Web throws open diverse opportunities for institutions to exploit and 
share its teaching expertise and learning resources through widely adopted standards and software tools 
which can benefit not only learners and teachers but institutions as well. 

• Engineering Paradigm (Traditional vs. Emerging) 

Traditional engineering education is based on positivism and is teacher-centric while as emerging 
or modern engineering education is based on constructivism and is learner-centric. A recent study conducted 
by McCabe e] has demonstrated how two approaches of teaching and learning engineering differ in 
curriculum structure, course design, delivery of lessons and student assessment. The key findings of the study 
are as follows: a) In traditional paradigm, curriculum is deductive, curricula and courses emphasize content, 
courses are compartmentalized, self-contained and taught by an individual instructor, content is determined 
by the syllabus, and design is taught in capstone design courses while as in emerging paradigm curriculum 
is integrated, curricula and courses balance content and skills, courses are horizontally integrated across 
subjects and disciplines and/or vertically integrated across years of curriculum, content is determined by 
learning objectives, and design is taught throughout the curriculum, b) In traditional approach, teaching is 
conducted deductively, teaching style addresses only one learning style, most in-class activity (theory 
classes) is done by the instructor, homework and tests involve exclusively convergent problems, all 
homework outside of projects and labs is done individually, teaching evaluation is based on student 
evaluation, and courses are taught by lecturing in classrooms. While as in emerging approach teaching is 
conducted inductively, teaching style addresses a broad spectrum of learning styles, active learning is used 
where courses are shared by instructors, homework and tests involve convergent and divergent problems and 
troubleshooting, interpretation and problem formation exercise, some homework is done individually and 
some cooperatively, teacher evaluation is based on student rating, peer rating, self-rating and learning 
outcome, and courses are taught by lecturing using technology based tools, using interactive multimedia 
tutorials and also online, c) In traditional approach, teachers are Ph.D. degree holders specializing in frontier 
disciplinary research while as in emerging. approach teachers are people specializing in scholarship of 
discovery or integration or application or teaching and learning, and, d) In traditional approach, faculty 
members are not prepared to teach while as in emerging approach, faculty is prepared through staff 
workshops, seminars, learning committees and mentorship. The study concluded that some of the emerging 
practices require no additional resources while as other require some costs to be implemented. 

In traditional approach of education, teacher presents material as clearly as possible to the students 
who understand it. Students' inability to understand the presented material indicates either their lack of 
aptitude or diligence or the instructor's lack of teaching skills. Traditionally, engineering curriculum 
comprises of four components namely theory courses, practical courses, seminar on contemporary topic and 
project work. In traditional mode of teaching and learning, all topics of the theory courses are taught in the 
classrooms using black/white boards, experiments of practical courses are conducted in the laboratory using 
relevant equipment under the supervision of teachers. The students prepare seminar paper under the guidance 
of teachers on a topic duly approved by the seminar evaluation committee. Students collaborate in groups to 
complete assigned project work in the laboratories. Students' performance in theory courses is assessed on 



the basis of score obtained by them in written tests. For practical courses the knowledge of instruments used, 
theory of experiment, graphical representation of data obtained in measurements and write up are evaluated 
to grade the students. Continuous assignment component is assessed through transparent open evaluation 
system comprising of quiz tests based on multiple choice questions, assignments, seminars and viva voce. 

Traditional engineering education model is inadequate for preparing students to address complex 
issues of the twenty-first century [3]. Engineering education has been studies by Rugarcia, et ai, who have 
given an exhaustively enumerated list of deficiencies in its various components [4]. Teaching and learning 
suffers on account of various factors that include: i) inadequate student-teacher interaction, ii) complexity of 
teaching and learning, iii) loss of synchronization, iv) weakness in collaboration and communication, and, 
v) massive curriculum, and, v) difficulty in student management, vi) lack of teaching aids and facilities, vii) 
unstructured study material, and viii) inadequate classroom environment. Time allotted to classroom and 
laboratory sessions often are inadequate to complete the course curriculum and therefore, all queries of 
students cannot be answered adequately. Further, slow learners are worst sufferers. Since in almost all theory 
and laboratory courses of engineering programs, diagrams (circuit diagrams, network diagrams, process 
diagrams, flowcharts, etc.) are drawn to explain a particular topic or to demonstrate the functioning of a 
circuit or process, the timing for interaction between students and teachers and students and students is 
further reduced. Lab demonstrations are of limited durations and students have to learn at the pace of the 
teacher which may be too short for some slow learning students who fail to synchronize learning with 
teaching. Demonstrating an experiment in laboratory sessions has to be repeated for each group of students 
as it is not possible to demonstrate the same to entire class in one go. Further, hands on training in laboratories 
can suffer due to high enrolment and disproportionate number of requisite apparatus and components. To 
keep abreast with the developments purchase of new apparatus and consumable components and 
maintenance of apparatus has to frequent. An academic disconnect between students and teachers occurs 
during winter/summer vocations and examination preparatory holidays. Students make most of the study 
during examination preparatory days and vocations where many questions and queries surface but due to 
physical disconnect between students and teachers, and students and students these queries cannot be 
responded. The functioning of a particular component, circuit, program or process has to be imagined by 
both the teachers and the students. Every theory course is supported by sufficient experiments in laboratory 
courses. Teaching them separately creates disconnect between these courses and quite often synchronization 
is lost between a particular session of theory course and respective experiment in laboratory course. The 
work undertaken in seminar paper, project report, experimental write ups, etc. is collaborative in nature 
where students and teachers have specific roles to play. This activity demands communication and 
collaborative preparation of the content between a group of students and the mentor. Due to overwhelming 
workload of teachers, it becomes very difficult for them to check the content of these reports and suggest 
improvements during working hours. As a result, there is not only delay in the submission of such reports 
but content is also not well organized. Hand written or computer printouts of continuous assessments 
pertaining to each theory course are submitted by students to respective teachers for evaluation and 
assessment. Each teacher award marks to students for the continuous assessments component but do not 
provide descriptive comments to each student and also finds difficulty in establishing the ownership of the 
content. 

Engineering practices and research worldwide has undergone changes due to impact of technology 
on global economy. Engineers are required to have deep understanding of global market, possess capability 
to work in different culrures and interdisciplinary intellectual span rather than focused practice within 
traditional disciplines [5]. Further, the offshoring of engineering positions' and outsourcing of engineering 
jobs have complicated the engineering practices. State funding for research is inadequate to research in new 
knowledge generated by fundamental scientific discovery into the innovative new products, processes, and 
services required by the society, therefore, private investments are necessary to produce the ingredients 
essential for innovation to flourish. These changes have surfaced serious deficiencies in traditional 
engineering education and raised calls for changes in curriculum structure, its delivery and assessment to 
meet the new challenges such as globalization, demographic change, and disruptive new technologies by 
transforming old paradigms into new paradigms. Research work [6] suggests that the new paradigms for 
engineering education must: a) respond to the incredible pace of intellectual change, b) develop and 
implement new technologies, c) accommodate a far more complete approach to address social needs and 
priorities, link social, economic, environmental, legal, and political considerations with technological design 
and innovation, and, d) reflect in its diversity, quality, and rigor the characteristics necessary to serve a 21 st 
century nation and world. Twenty first century engineers must be globally sophisticated, culturally aware, 
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technically competent, innovative and entrepreneurial, nimble, t1exible, and mobile [7]. Research works such 
as those of Clough [8] and Duderstad [9] have recommended that engineering education must be able to 
produce engineers capable to meet national challenges. They further, advocate that the new paradigm of 
engineering education must include lifelong learning as the shelf life of taught knowledge has declined to a 
few years and broadening of engineering curriculum to provide opportunities to students to learn the 
innovation and entrepreneurial skills. The study further recommends that institutions must strive hard to 
provide exciting, creative, and adventurous educational experiences capable of attracting the most talented 
students. In emerging approach of education teacher present new information in the context of what students 
already know and help them to develop understanding and skills through activity and reflection rather than 
making them passive recipients of information [2]. Several research such as Svinicki et al [10], Ambrose et 
al ["], Sousa ['2], Prince [,3] and Bransford et al [14] have confirmed the advantages of learner-centric 
educational paradigm over traditional teacher-centric paradigm for almost any targeted learning outcome. 

• Web in Education 

The last decade has seen Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) dramatically 
transforming the world, enabling innovation and increasing productivity, connecting people and 
communities, improving standards of living and opportunities across the globe, bridging economic and social 
divides and reducing poverty [IS]. Different rCT tools for use in education are: tools for data collection, 
processing and interpretation, databases, spread sheets, and simulators, graphing and modelling tools, 
multimedia software for audio, video and 'virtual experiments', publishing and presentation tools, recording 
equipment, optical character recognition tools, computer projection technology, etc. ICT makes conceivable 
target oriented practical and theoretical aspects of teaching and learning as it: a) Increases Efficiency by 
Expediting and enhancing work production, Offering release from laborious manual processes and more 
time for thinking, discussion and interpretation, b) Establishes Linkage by increasing currency and scope of 
relevant phenomena by linking school science to contemporary science and Providing access to experiences 
not otherwise feasible, c) Facilitates Experimentation through supporting exploration and experimentation 
by providing immediate, visual feedback, focusing attention on, over-arching issues, and increasing salience 
of underlying abstract concepts, and d) Promotes Collaborative Efforts by fostering self-regulated and 
collaborative learning, and improving motivation and engagement. ICT is a major enabler for education as 
it can help meet different learning objectives. It has transformed the roles of teachers from knowledge 
transmitter to learning facilitator and that of learners from passive recipients to active participants. ICT 
increases efficiency ofteaching, learning, planning and management, facilitates experimentation and lifelong 
learning and promotes linkage and collaboration [16]. Widespread acceptance of ICT and their advancements 
especially advent of the Internet and its continuing progresses revolutionized the global economy and made 
its impact on all aspects of society. These new ICTs were swiftly adapted to provide learning opportunities 
to anybody without restrictions of time and place. A new concept of learning which uses electronic means 
for learning called e-learning got conceived. It is believed that this concept has been developed by Nonaka 
et al among other innovators [17]. No single agreed upon definition of e-learning exists in the literature. 
Different researchers have defined e-learning in different perspectives either to supplement formal or 
informal learning modes of traditional education or to enable emerging educational approaches. A broader 
definition of e-Iearning as given by Wentling et al [IR] defines e-Iearning as "the acquisition and use of 
knowledge distributed and facilitated primarily by electronic means". The study further explain that "this 
form of learning currently depends on networked computers but will likely evolve into systems consisting 
of a variety of channels (e.g. wireless, satellite) and technologies (e.g. cellular phones, PDAs) as they are 
developed and adopted". E-Learning is learning with a motto "Anytime, Anywhere and Anybody" 
sometimes also called as A3 which in recent years has been added with Anyhow. E-learning uses ICTs 
particularly the Internet technologies such as Web to deliver content and instructions synchronously and 
asynchronously for enhancing efficiency oflearning and to increase knowledge. Recent development in Web 
especially, the Web 2.0 Apps, frameworks, and architectures made online interaction, collaboration and 
information sharing possible, giving its users deep and rich experience. Social aspects of e-learning, support 
for varied pedagogical approaches, and facilitation for integrating self-directed and collaborative learning 
into lecture management systems has been made possible by the read-write characteristics of Web. Web 2.0 
applications provide users with a deep and rich experiences. It makes easier for people to find information 
and connect with one another online, allows users to create and share information on the web and allows 
users to collaborate with others interactively. It is not a new version of the World Wide Web, and does not 
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necessarily refers to any updated technical specifications. Where previously online users were restricted to 
viewing web content passively, the new Web 2.0 applications allow users to change web content in some 
websites, while in other sites they can keep in touch with friends, organize meetings, exchange news and 
photos. With Web 2.0 anyone can easily create their own materials and publish or communicate these among 
groups of friends and colleagues, or to a worldwide audience. There are many Web 2.0 apps available for 
use in education or that can be some or the other way used in education. These apps or tools have facilities 
for personal note, book marks, tags, peer to peer learning, comments and feedback, live instructions, 
collaborative classroom, teacher absence preparation, notebook share, bulletin boards, group 
communication, reusable APTs, collaborative class projects, fun and creative activities, micro-blogging, 
stalking, FOSS, learning management system, online course management system, etc. 

The emergence of semantic Web which employs artificial intelligence for intelligent searching, 
personalization, three dimensional visualizations, and interactions, it is envisaged that learning shall be 
further benefited as tasks such as finding relevant courses, most relevant books, and connections between 
peer groups of learners, finding most competent teacher shall be automated. 

• Web Tools for Education 

The core components of e-learning are the leamer, the content, the teacher and the technology [19]. 
E-Iearning has been defined by Resta et al [20] as learning by communicating and interacting using Internet 
with contents accessed on Internet within the context of sound pedagogy. It has content and communication 
dimensions and can be categorized into four categories namely e-resources, online courses, blended learning 
and community of practice. This classification along with relevant web tools has been explained by Banday 
[21]. Figure 1 shows this classification along with relevant web tools in each form. Web tools including 
social networking sites are being extensively used in e-learning. A study [22] has examined and studies the 
opportunities created by these tools in various areas of education other that engineering. 

Enriched 
Communication 

Rich 
Professional 

Communication 0- 0 

Community 
of Practices 

Certain Degree of 
Communication 

Figure 1. Forms of e-learning and relevant web tools in each form 

E-Resources: In this form of e-learning, the content is not organized for instructions and there exists 
little or no human interaction between teachers and students or teachers and teachers. The content can take 
several forms such as Websites/Web Portals, reference material, e-books, video tutorials, sample projects, 
models, demos and simulations. A website is a set of web pages hosted on a web server which can be 
accessed using a network such as the Internet or an Intranet. A website can be accessed using a unique 



address known as a URL. World Wide Web is a collection ofa large number of web sites globally accessible 
via the Internet. Websites consist of one or more web-pages which are documents containing plain text, 
images, graphs, charts, animations etc. The various web-pages in a website are interlinked to each other 
using hyperlinks to allow easy navigation. Website usually contains information and resources intended for 
a particular audience. There are large number of websites on the Internet providing study material for 
students and scholars for the purpose of education and learning. The Internet is full of reference material 
for students and scholars including digital versions of various books, references, user guides, thesis, 
research papers and scholarly articles. This kind of online reference material helps in learning online 
effectively and efficiently. An e-book (electronic book) also known as e-edition is a full book publication 
in digital format containing text, images, charts, etc., which can be read on computers, laptops and other 
hand-held devices. An e-book is usually a digital version of a printed book or reference. Some e-books exist 
only in digital format without a printed version. E-books can be downloaded directly from the Internet or 
from the publisher's websites. E-books are very helpful and popular in e-learning because they are very 
easy to acquire, buy, carry, store and read. They can be read across multiple devices without having to carry 
them around including computers, laptops mobile phones, e-book readers, tablet computers etc. The Internet 
provides access to a number of video sharing websites like You Tube, Vimeo, DNA Tube, etc. These websites 
contain a large number of educational videos used for education and learning purpose. Video tutorials may 
contain recorded lectures, step by step instructions and walkthroughs for problem solving, experiments and 
procedures. Video tutorials can be viewed online on the Internet and may also be available for download 
and storage for future reference. Video tutorials enhance the process of e-learning because videos are highly 
effective for quick learning and thorough understanding of subject matter. Sample projects available in 
digital format can be a very effective mode of learning and understanding via the electronic media. Students 
and scholars can acquire and analyze sample projects online for the purpose of developing and carrying out 
new projects effectively. Software applications which can be downloaded and installed or used online 
provide educational models, demos and simulations of real world objects and situations with a vast amount 
of information e.g. medical instruments, human and animal body models, flight simulators etc. These 
models help effectively speed up the process of learning at minimum costs and risks. A limited interaction 
in terms of asynchronous messaging such as e-mail may exist in this form of learning. E-mail (Electronic 
Mail) also referred to as email or e-mail is one of the widely used asynchronous communication application 
over the Internet. The use of email has increased due to the increasing level of globalization. E-mail is the 
most basic and popular way of communication among learners, facilitators and instructors. 

Online Courses: In this form of e-learning, the content is organized and constructed by the teacher 
and there exists a certain degree of communication between the teacher and the student. Online courses are 
often used in distance education. Internet is used to reach the website(s) offering online course. The 
important web tool used include Course Management Systems and live video streaming. Content 
Management System (CMS) which is a dynamic web application used for easy management of various 
types of content such as text, images, videos etc. The CMS allows easy categorization, classification and 
cross linking of various articles or web pages. Various educational institutes, colleges and universities· 
across the world use different types of content management systems for providing a vast amount of learning 
material to their students registered for various online courses to study remotely. Websites like ustream 
allow users to stream videos online in real-time. Trainers and teachers can create their own channels and 
provide their lectures via Internet in real-time to students all around the globe. The channels are usually 
assigned to a unique access link with proper permissions which can be shared with students allowing them 
to attend the lectures and trainings. Besides e-mail, various text chat tools are used for communication 
between peers. Text chat unlike e-mail is a synchronous way of communication between two or more users. 
The users login through their respective accounts and can write and read messages in real time and discuss 
their subject matter. In text chat, communication is made via written text, exchange of diverse types of files 
and links to resources in real time. Students make use of text chat to interact with their teachers and 
colleagues to discuss subject matter. 

Blended Learning: In this form of e-learning the content is not only organized and constructed by 
the teacher but is also supplemented and complimented easily by the teacher and there exists a highest and 
enriched level of communication between teachers and students and between students. In this form face to 
face learning is supported by technology. The important web tools used besides CMS include various 
communication tools that enable students and teachers to collaborate and share resources such as Podcasts, 
Wikis, e-Portfolios, Fonuns, Quiz and Puzzles, Blogs, Answer Engines, and Social Networking. A podcast 
also known as a netcast is a digital medium in which audio, video, PDF, or e-books are made available in 



episodic series. These resources are made available through web syndication, online streaming, download 
or sent to the subscribers directly through e-mail or website account inbox. This type of media is very 
effective e-Iearning tool for various organized online courses. A blog is a website consisting of posts or 
articles published by individuals or organizations on the Internet. Most of the blogs are dynamic and 
interactive, allowing the readers to leave comments or' discuss the posts or articles. Scholars, teachers, 
colleges, universities and other educational institutions can set up blogs to post various educational articles 
for their students to read and discuss. Blogs are becoming a very common source of knowledge for e 
learning. A Wiki is a web based application which allows users to manage its content in collaboration with 
other users. Wiki is a type of eMS but there is no single owner or author of the content that exists in the 
system. Wikis are a great source of information as well as information sharing and maintenance tool. Wikis 
have been successfully used to enable hundreds of students to participate in a collaborative icebreaker 
exercise at Deakin University illustrating howe-learning practitioners can use wiki technology to enhance 
social interaction amongst students online. An e-portfolio is a learner-centered approach of learning, 
training and development. It is a demonstration and record of work, achievements and goals of students in 
electronic format usually published online. E-portfolios allows users to get comments, reflections, 
suggestions and support from other users and scholars. This way, the students are able to take their learning 
process in their own hands. Online forums are a type of dynamic and interactive web based application 
which allows users to post topics for discussion and brainstorming. The forum usually has a way to organize 
and classify the topics under various sections or subjects. The users can post a topic of their interest in the 
relevant section of the forum so that other users can read and discuss the topic. The forums usually allow 
comments on topics as well as comments on comments known as threaded comments and these threads are 
displayed in a very user friendly manner. The forums allow e-Iearners to seek the views and understanding 
of other users on their topics for in depth and more clear understanding of subject matter. Education 
institutions also set up official forums for their students and teachers to discuss course material. Answer 
engines like Yahoo Answers, Wiki Answers, etc. are dynamic web based applications that allow users to 
post a question and other users can attempt to answer the questions being asked. The asking user usually 
has the possibility of choosing the correct and most helpful answer from all the received answers. The 
process of asking questions and answering the questions is encouraged by reward points or reputation points 
in the answer engine. The answer engines are a useful tool in e-Iearning allowing students to seek answers 
to questions and solutions to their problems online from anywhere while learning. There are number of web 
application allowing learners to participate in quizzes and puzzles to help them assess their understanding 
of subject. These applications provide quick results with thorough performance reports. Social networks 
are websites which allow people to connect to each other, share information and send messages. The e 
learning process is enhanced by the proper use of social networks in education. Students, teachers and 
educational institutions can share valuable information with each other to benefit students as well as 
teachers. Sharing links to useful articles on the Internet, sharing educative videos, images, blogs, new 
discoveries on related subject matter can transform e-learning further. Besides all tools used for 
communication in previous discussed forms of e-Learning, various other communication tools such as 
Online Chat, AudiolVideo Chat, Real-time Whiteboards, Social networking Connections, Microblogging, 
Desktop Conferencing, Remote Desktop Access and File Sharing tools are used for enriched 
communications. Online chat is a synchronous mode of communication between multiple users. The users 
can join predefined chat rooms online and even create new chat rooms. In some cases unregistered users can 
also participate in online chat in read-only or read-write modes depending upon the policies of the chat 
rooms. Online chat systems may allow storing the chat and a transcript can then be mailed to participants or 
placed on the website for participants and others to read later. Audio and video chat is the most effective 
mode of online communication using Internet or intranet. This involves sharing of voice and video stream 
between two communicating users. The quality of the video or audio is depends on the hardware, software 
and network performance. A number ofVoIP applications e.g. Skype etc. allow audio, video chatting on the 
Internet. Students and teachers participate in audio and video chats to improve e-learning process. Real-time 
whiteboard is an online application that allows various users to view a virtual whiteboard online. The users 
can write on the board using available tools like markets, painting tools, etc. Anything drawn by a user is 
reflected on the whiteboard of all other participants in the real time. A teacher for example can write on the 
board, make drawings, and solve equations while the students located globally view the changes immediately 
thus making an online remote classroom look like a real life classroom. Social networking platforms allow 
students, teachers to stay in connection and learn in collaboration with each other. The social networking 
tools allow personal messaging, newsfeeds from connected users, text streams and even live chat. In e- 



learning, these conununication, collaboration and sharing capabilities of social networks serve as efficient 
communication tools to help learn effectively. Microblogging sites are web based applications which allow 
sharing small and short messages, links to articles, images and other resources with connected peers. 
Microblogging is an excellent tool for asynchronous communication for students learning remotely using 
the Internet. Desktop conference is a mode of communication where the participants can share their screens 
with each other. The users can remotely view demonstrations, presentations, etc. from the computers of other 
remotely located users via the Internet. Desktop conference is usually accompanied with text, audio and 
video chat for explanation of the content being shared. Teachers find desktop conference beneficial for e 
learning as they can teach their students online by sharing their pre-prepared presentations, slideshows, and 
whiteboards in real time. Remote access is a technology with which a user (host) can provide control on their 
computers to remote users (guest) via Internet or Intranet. The guest user can control the computer of the 
host, perform various tasks, demonstrate some steps or techniques while the host user can watch and track 
the actions. File sharing is a mode of communication by which users can share files online. The users are 
able to upload their files to their accounts and send a link to their friends in order to share the files. Through 
the medium offile sharing, students located across globe can send content and files to each other. These file 
sharing services usually allow sharing large size files which are not possible to share using other means of 
communication like email etc. 

Communities of Practice: In this form of e-Iearning, teacher and students co-construct courses, 
regularly update, upgrade and share them on the Web and there exists not only communication between 
teachers and students, and between students but also between teachers to share their experiences and ideas. 
This form of learning uses extensive Web tools that include Collaborative Documents, Collaborative CMS, 
and Online Document Management Systems besides all those discussed earlier. Collaborative documents 
are an online real-time dynamic application allowing creating, editing, sharing and downloading documents. 
These tools allow editing the document in collaboration with other users in real-time. Multiple users can 
work on a single document at the same time and each user can use what and where the other users are 
working on. The changes made by each user are reflected across all users in real-time without any delay. 
The documents may be in form of word documents, spreadsheets, slideshow presentations etc. The 
collaborative documents allow learners to collaborate and create documents, charts, spreadsheets, 
presentations together remotely. Online document management systems are web based applications 
allowing users to store files and documents and track the changes made by different users. It is the 
responsibility of the document management system to keep versioned copies of documents after every 
modification to them. The document management system is a handy tool on working together on 
collaborative assignments, projects and tasks provided by the trainers. The communication tools used in 
this mode of learning are Video Conferencing, Audio Conferencing, Online Planning and Management 
tools, Mobile Apps besides all those used in other modes of learnings. Video conferencing is a Web tool for 
groups of users to interact with each other while sharing their live video streams. This type of communication 
is helpful in holding group meetings and conferences. All users can see all other users on their screens. This 
is an effective way for brainstorming, discussion and learning. Audio conferencing is a Web tool for group 
discussions and e-conferences using voice. All users are constantly listening to the speaker. A user can 
indicate the need to talk by a method called hand-raising. Once the user raises hand, he is added to the queue 
and the system provides the users a chance to speak based on the hand raising in a first cum first serve basis. 
Online planning and management Web tools allow users to plan their activities, share tasks and track the 
progress of each other. Each user has an account while they update the status of their projects, tasks and 
assignments, letting other users know information and further actions. The online planning tools typically 
have the tools to allow discussions and planning online. 

• Web in Engineering Education 

Currently, ICT and e-learning are implemented in engineering institutions all over the world, 
however, the breadth and depth of this implementation differs importantly between nations and across 
institutions despite its perceived need and strong desire. These differences are much more in case of e 
learning (web based learning) in which different types of resources are made available online to learners. 

One such resource is digital or digitized content such as lecture notes, tutorials, e-books, etc. 
available for download or studying online using some online system such as OpenCourseWare Consortium 
(http://www.ocwconsortium.org), and Open University Openl.earn project (http://openlearn.open.ac.ukl). 
The Open Course Ware Consortium is a worldwide community of hundreds of higher education institutions 



and associated organizations committed to advancing open education and its impact on global education. It 
is the name given to open educational resources that are presented in course format, often including course 
planning materials, such as syllabi and course calendars, along with thematic content, such as textbooks, 
lectures, presentations, notes and simulations which are developed by experienced educators and are 
available for use, repurposing, and modification (including translation), in whole or in part, by everyone, 
everywhere in the world free of cost. As on Jan 2014, it tracks 22868 courses from 72 providers besides 
other resources such as Webcasts, toolkits and Open Textbooks. Free and open sharing increases access to 
education and knowledge for anyone, anywhere, anytime and allows people to make changes to materials or 
to combine resources in new ways to build something new. OpenLearn aims to break the barriers to education 
by reaching millions of learners around the world, providing free educational resources such as online 
courses including engineering and technology. As on January, 2014, it offers 650 online courses besides 
other educational resources. 

Second type of online resources are learning objects such as simulations, structured lessons, 
animations, videos, etc. such as MERLOT (www.merlot.org) and JORUM (www.jorum.ac.ukl). MERLOT is 
a program of California State University in partnership with educational institutions, professional societies 
and industry. It is a community of staff, volunteers, and members who work together in various ways to 
provide users ofOER (Open Educational Resource) teaching and learning materials with a wealth of services 
and functions that can enhance their instructional experience. In MERLOT there are over a dozen 
communities, over 50000 educational material of varied types such as animations, assignments, case studies, 
collections, drill and practices, ei'ortfolios, learning objects, online courses, open journal articles, open text 
books, presentations, quiz/tests, reference materials, simulations, tutorials, workshop and training material, 
etc. Several tools for content creation such as content builder, development tools, assessment tools, and social 
networking tools are also hosted on it. JORUM is a service for further and higher education, to collect and 
share Open Educational Resources COER), allowing their reuse and repurposing. In Jorum educational 
resources can be deposited as well as linked to. This online repository service is part of the wider landscape 
of repositories being developed institutionally, locally, regionally or across subject areas. 

The third type is multi-user, dynamic and interactive learning environments permitting constructive 
learning, where a learner learns by doing such as Finesse [23], and WiFi Virtual Laboratory [24] such as 
Advanced Network Technology Virtual Lab (http://virtual-Iabs.ac.in/). The Advanced Network 
Technologies Virtual Lab has been to impart state-of-the-art knowledge on advanced topics in Computer 
Networks in an interactive manner through the Web. It introduces the concept of network simulation to the 
students and involves them in analytical studies of computer networks through network simulation. To 
provide a complete learning management system around the Virtual Labs in subjects of Science and 
Engineering where the students can avail the various tools for learning, including additional web-resources, 
video-lectures, animated demonstrations and self-evaluation has been setup by the Ministry of Human 
Resources Development, Government of India (http://www.vlab.co.inl). There are scores of such virtual labs 
that have been come up from various academic institutions recently. Recent research works such as [25], [26], 
[27], [ZS] shows that several institutions have created their own virtual and remote laboratories to support 
life-long learning and students' autonomous learning activities in various disciplines including electronics 
and microelectronics, power electronics and electrical drives, chemistry, physics, and control and 
automation. Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) besides supporting online delivery of content also 
support e-mail, newsgroups, and bulletin boards. These VLEs evolved into managed learning environments 
(MLE) that also support notice-boards, chat rooms, online assessment, white boards, and other web tools. 
Both commercial and open source VLEs and MLEs such as MoodLe (http://moodle.org) (most popular LMS) 
[ 29 ], WebCT/BLackboard (http://www.blackboard.com), Ilias (http://www.ilias.de), .LRN 
(http://www.dotlrn.org), Sakai (http://www.sakaiproject.org/), Claroline (http://www.claroline.net) are used 
in engineering education. MoodLe is a learning platform designed to provide educators, administrators and 
learners with a single robust, secure and integrated system to create personalized learning environments. It 
is a Course Management System (CMS), also known as a Learning Management System (LMS) or a Virtual 
Learning Environment (VLE). It is a free web application that educators can use to create effective online 
learning sites. As on January 2014, over 46 thousand virtual learning environments have been created in over 
200 countries which hosting over 7 million courses. There are over 65 million users, 1 million teachers, and 
over 77 million enrolments to these courses. Blackboard offers solutions to higher education, K-12, career 
colleges, corporations, associations, government and military to improve individual and institutional 
performance by using a range of platforms such as Learn, Collaborate, Connect, Transact, Analytics, Mobile, 
and Engage to make teaching and learning more effective in the classroom and on the Web .. LRN is a full- 
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featured application for rapidly developing web-based learning communities, Using .LRN instructors can 
administer classes or communities, customize various aspects of their courses. Currently .LRN includes 
various applications such as Assessment, Forums, E-mail, LORS Management, Curriculum, News, Photo 
Album, Project Manager, Homework Dropbox, Survey, Gradebook, etc. Sakai is a vibrant community 
creating technology that enhances teaching, learning and research. Currently, Over 350 educational 
organizations use Sakai as a learning management system, research collaboration system and ePortfolio 
solution. Claroline available in many languages is an open source and free software to create a dedicated 
learning and online collaboration platform which includes generic tools such as calendar, documents, videos, 
etc. allowing the platform to be used in a variety of contexts. It is based on a flexible instructional model and 
is driven by the motivation and interaction. The wide range of tools available to the user allows any teacher 
or learner to establish or operate a pedagogical device that promotes learning. Web enabled lifelong learning 
projects such as nQuire (http://www.nquire.org.ukl) and LIFE (http://life-slc.orglresearch/reports.html) 
support complementary of both formal and informal learnings. The nQuire software enables to design and 
run science inquiries. Students are guided through the inquiry process, in creating their research question, 
planning research, collecting data, and in sharing and presenting results. Teachers can choose from a set of 
readymade inquiries for their students, modifying them as they need, or create their own inquiries using the 
nQuire authoring tools. Teachers can monitor their students' progress through inquiries, and give them access 
to new parts of inquiries. 

Besides creation of Innovative learning technologies, web permits educational institutions to share 
their teaching expertise and learning resources globally. Various initiatives for online laboratories e.g. 
Webl.ab-Deusto (www.weblab.deusto.es/web). iLab Shared Architecture 
(http://icampus.mit.eduiprojectsliLabs.shtml), LabShare (www.labshare.edu.aulhome), VISIR [30], OCELOT 
(http://ocelot.ow2.org), LiLa (www.lila-project.orgl) have emerged to provide sharing of virtual and remote 
laboratories among different universities. Webl.ab-Deusto is a research group of the University of Deusto 
which provides different solutions to different scenarios related to remote experimentation. A solution named 
Webl.ab-Deusto which is an open-source distributed remote lab used by students at the University of Deus to 
for their practice works in different engineering-related subjects. It makes possible to offer real experiments 
such as FPGA, CPLD, PIC microcontrollers, etc. to a certain group of users through any computer network, 
such as Internet. The experience of using the experiments remotely is exactly the same as using them in a 
traditional laboratory. Another solution named WebLab-Box is a micro server based solution for deploying 
standalone remote laboratories. iCampus is a research collaboration between Microsoft Research 
and MIT whose goal is to create and demonstrate technologies with the potential for revolutionary change 
throughout the university curriculum. iCampus has initiated diverse range of projects for engineering 
education through Web enabled collaborations and interactions. OCELOT 
(Open Collaborative Environment for the Leverage of Online instrumentation) is a complete solution 
framework for projects of remote and collaborative online remote instrumentation. It can be used from PCs, 
tablets, smart phones, etc. LiLa an acronym for the "Library of Labs", is an initiative of eight universities and 
three enterprises, for the mutual exchange of and access to virtual laboratories (simulation environments) 
and remote experiments (real laboratories which are remotely controlled via the Internet). LiLa builds a 
portal which grants the access to virtual labs and remote experiments. It includes services like scheduling 
system, connection to library resources, tutoring system, and 3D-environment for online collaboration. 

With an aim to enhance the quality of engineering education in the India by providing free online 
courseware, National Program on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) (http://nptel.iitm.ac.in/) has 
been initiated by leading national engineering institutions of India. Currently, NPTEL provides e-learning 
through web and video courses in engineering, science and humanities. As on January, 2014, more than 250 
online courses have been made available for different branches of engineering. Various initiatives such as 
Khan Academy (http://www.khanacademy. org), Coursera (https://www.coursera.org!) and EdX 
(http://www.edxonline.org) for creating free global platforms to develop and deploy web enabled learning 
resources are running successfully. In Khan Academy students can make use of extensive library of content, 
including interactive challenges, assessments, and videos from any computer with access to the web. 
Coaches, parents, and teachers have unprecedented visibility into what their students are learning and doing 
on the Khan Academy. Coursera is an education company that partners with the many universities and 
organizations to offer free online courses. It offers courses in a wide range of topics including humanities, 
medicine, biology, social sciences, mathematics, business, and computer science. EdX offers interactive 
online classes and MOOCs from MIT, Harvard, Berkeley, UT and many other universities. The topics 
include biology, business, chemistry, computer science, economics, finance, electronics, engineering, food 
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and nutrition, history, humanities, law, literature, math, medicine, music, philosophy, physics, science, 
statistics and more. Some edX courses now offer TD verified Certificates of Achievement which is a new 
way to demonstrate achievement. According to Manchester Institute of Technology, a co-initiator of edX 
10,000 students have passed a midterm examination to an online course named 'Introduction to Circuits and 
Electronics" for which 120,000 signups were made in March 2012. 

Besides efforts at institutional, national and international levels, individuals are very active in 
developing learning objects for engineering education. Ebner et al [31] used web based course management 
system in structure con create and found that it gave students deep insignt into more complex structures of 
civil engineering. Haep et al e2] who used ICT for student assessment found that ICTs can facilitate the best 
aspects of assessment through web-based tests for practice and self-assessment, assessment of group work. 
Ribeiro et al [33] performed student evaluation of a problem-based learning (PBL) implementation in the 
postgraduate engineering curriculum using a qualitative and collaborative design. It was concluded that this 
approach was very satisfactory as it promoted the acquisition of knowledge and developed skills and 
attitudes, such as teamwork and communication skills and respect for divergent ideas. Cagiltay [34] studied 
the relationship between engineering students' learning styles and their performance. It was found that 
assimilators and convergers performed better than the divergers and accommodators and the performance 
difference between assimilators and divergers is statistically significant. It was also found that the learning 
style theory is a potential tool for guiding the design and improvement of courses and helping students to 
improve their individual performance. Smail! [35] used a web-based tool for skills practice and summative 
assessment in electrical engineering that delivered individualized tasks, marks student responses, supplies 
prompt feedback, and logs student activity. It was reported that the software helped instructors to manage 
workloads in spite of rising class sizes and that student learning had been enhanced rather than compromised. 
The students found the software easy to use and were of the opinion that it helped them improve their skills 
and understanding. Wen et al [36] developed an online group-based cantilever beam pilot application using 
low lag audio and interactive three-dimensional models learning environment in solid mechanics course. 
Using this system learners are capable to manipulate three-dimensional models, change the view point and 
apply forces in various locations using a browser. Ray et al [37] developed a Virtual Proteomics Lab that 
demonstrates different proteomics techniques, including basic and advanced gel and MS-based protein 
separation and identification techniques, bioinformatics tools and molecular docking methods, and their 
applications in different biological samples. Zhai et al [38] designed electrical online laboratory that enables 
autonomous, interactive and collaborative learning of electrical engineering experiments. 

• Challenges for using Web in Engineering Education 

Critical success factors are a set of parameters that must be ensured by an organization to be 
successful. CSF when applied to educational institutions in e-learning context help these institutions to enact 
e-learning policy and manage efficient implementation of e-learning. CSFs of e-learning have been studied 
and proposed from different perspectives by several researchers including Henry [39], Gasco et al [40], Selim 
[41], Zhang et al [42], and Mahdizadeh et al [43]. These CSFs include parameters for all core components of 
e-learning. Since the integration of ICT in education passes through various stages, the degree of importance 
of individual factor for an institution at a particular stage shall vary. The most important CSFs for an 
institution which intends to implement of e-learning in education consolidated from these studies are: a) 
Institutional Level: e-learning policy, leadership and technical staff, control mechanism, curriculum 
structure, and training, b) Technology Level: ICT infrastructure and standards, resources, and Internet access, 
c) Teacher Level: workload, motivation, aptitude, ICT competence, teaching style, d) Learner Level: 
motivation, participation, collaboration, and ICT competence, and d) Content Level: quality, scale, breadth, 
flexibility and accessibility. A recent study by Bhuasiri et al [44] to find CSF with respect to the developing 
countries has identified and prioritized the CSFs of e-learning system adoption in developing countries. The 
study was based on the opinion sought from faculty and ICT experts and revealed 20 factors from 6 
dimensions that influence the success of e-learning implementation in developing countries. The identified 
dimensions are: learners' characteristics, instructors' characteristics, institution and service quality, 
infrastructure and system quality, course and information quality and extrinsic motivation. A cross 
disciplinary survey conducted in studies [45] and [46] have found that the factor most likely to predict e 
learning use was its perceived usefulness and perceived effectiveness. They however, concluded that since 
integration of technology is complex and influenced by issues other than those that had not yet been 
recognized and therefore, called for further study to understand other influencing factors. 
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With varying degrees of integration, higher education institutions including engineering institutions 
throughout the world have successfully implemented e-Iearning in their educational process, however, due 
to some barriers others are facing difficulty to adapt e-Iearning. Challenges that impede the adoption of e 
learning have been studied by several researchers who identified a number of barriers with varying degree 
of severity. A study by Mehra et al [47] found that majority of the teachers find technology tools and 
techniques more complex, feel intimidated, fear to lose the personal touch with students and are of the 
opinion that e-Iearning requires high administrative support. Challenges of poor and undeveloped existing 
infrastructure and a lack of skilled, qualified and ICT -savvy teachers present a great challenge to the current 
educational reform process [48]. Lack of adequate technology, improper curriculum design, resistance to 
change, and lack of managerial support are key barriers to e-Iearning [49]. Further, challenges due to culture 
and language [50], attitude, awareness, and motivation [51], social, cultural and economic issues [52], English 
language competency [53], lack of awareness [54], student resistance [55], privacy and security [,6], and 
environmental factors [57] have also been reported. Research work conducted by Sife et at [58] suggests that 
flourishing of e-Iearning in developing countries can hamper on account of weaknesses in one or more of 
the following: systemic approach to ICT implementation, awareness and attitude towards ICTs, 
administrative and technical support, transforming higher education, staff development, lack of ownership, 
and inadequate funds. Implementation of e-Iearning in developing countries face challenges on account of 
lack of monitoring and evaluation such as a) absence of evaluation framework, b) limited local capacity for 
evaluation, c) limited funding and resource, d) Lack of demand and ownership, and e) confusing updating 
with upgrading [5Y]. The study further raised issues of content copyright and technological challenges in 
realization of 3D multi-user virtual learning environments. 

A study conducted by Benchicou et al [60] has consolidates various barriers to e-Iearning as identified 
in studies [61], [62] and [63] in seven major categories namely: a) personal or dispositional; b) learning style; 
c) instructional; d) situational; e) organizational, f) content suitability; and g) technological barriers. These 
researchers have found that barriers to e-Iearning are heterogeneous and of a multi-dimensional nature. Also 
situational and organizational barriers are the most dominant while personal barriers can be the least 
common. Further, four key factors namely: a) organization b) self-efficiency, c) computer competence, and, 
d) computer training were found to be significant predictors of e-learning barriers. Furthermore, factors such 
as age, gender, ethnicity, marital status, level of education, prior experiences with computers and e-Iearning, 
computer ownership, location of study were found to be influential variables on e-Iearning barriers. 
Engineering education being based on science and mathematics makes it a significantly different from other 
disciplines. These subjects are traditionally difficult to teach online because of the need for laboratories and 
equation manipulation. Although advances in technology over years permits complex structures and objects 
to be represented by computers but it requires greater technical skill. Therefore, developing e-Iearning 
structures for engineering education may pose unique challenges as compared to other fields if the 
instructional material is not adequately designed to facilitate learning at all levels as it has to deal with 
multiple levels of intelligence. Further, the absence of the social context is one of the key challenges facing 
the development of remote laboratories, and the move from group work to individual work has significant 
consequences for the nature of the learning [64]. Challenges in simulation requirements [65], problems to 
connect the real to the virtual world [66], challenges in remote laboratories [67], and issues with virtual and 
collaborative laboratories [6~] have also been reported in studies focused towards e-learning in engineering 
education. 

A list of the critical success factors arranged in six dimensions namely: learner, teacher, course, 
institution, technology and environment for considerations while implementing lCT and e-Iearning in 
engineering education is given in figure 2. Factors under Learner dimension are indicative about the 
competence and comfort oflearners in using technology but also how does the learner perceive its usefulness 
in learning. The learners may often have to put in extra efforts to learn use of lCT and other Web tools for 
improving their learning abilities. The factors under Teacher dimension besides indicating teacher's ability 
to use the technology for teaching and learning also indicate their perceived usefulness and motivation to 
learn technology and adapt modern pedagogy in their practice. This may put teachers into pressure of 
learning modern techniques and tools in a time bound manner for which teachers' readiness and willingness 
are also included in this dimension. The third dimension, Course includes factors that besides other indicate 
its scale, quality, flexibility and methodology to be adopted for learning. The well design course has 
methodology that allows modern engineering paradigm, is flexible and up to date. The factors under 
Institution dimension are most critical as all other factors are controlled by institutional policy about lCT 
and Web integration in education. These factors motivate and regulate all stakeholders. Service quality and 



guarantee, equipment access, and guidelines/policy and framework are the most critical factors under this 
dimension. The Technology dimension includes factors that determine the quality of service and information 
that is available and provided by the institution to its stakeholders. The services and information must be 
reliable, easy to use, up to date, consistent, and. must be provided timely to learners, teachers and 
administrators. The Environment dimension includes factors that are both internal such as technological 
setup, academic environment, facilitation, etc. and external to the institution such as socio-cultural, linguistic, 
etc. A negative influence on some key factors such as religion, social, etc. in this dimension may hamper the 
successful integration ofICT and Web based learning tools in education. 

Figure 2. Critical Success Factors for implementing rCT & e-Learning in Engineering Education 

• Fostering Web use in Engineering Education 

The characteristics of e-learning (web based learning) as summarized in [69] are: a) it is web based, 
b) information available as networked courses, c) worldwide distribution and sharing, d) variety of study 
environments, v) flexibility of study, and, e) virtual study environment. Research work of Benchicou et al 



[60] has summarized the benefits of e-learning as follows: a) wide availability and accessibility, b) 
convenience, c) improved retention, d) instant feedback, e) accommodation of different learning styles and 
multimedia formats, f) hands-on training, g) collaboration, h) standardized course delivery, i) information 
resource, j) learner control and ownership, k) lower costs and international visibility. ICT and e-Iearning can 
effectively be used in engineering education whether offered through traditional or emerging approaches. 
Thousands of initiatives at personal, institutional, national or international levels have been carried out 
successfully to use ICT and e-Iearning in engineering education. Researcher works eO] and [71] have 
demonstrated that the required competencies for engineers as identified by ABET are enhanced by e 
learning. Research study [72] focused to find the effect of teaching and learning through technology based 
studied more than twenty thousand research articles and concluded that the teaching has moderate and 
positive impact on cognitive student outcome. The four basic components of engineering curriculum namely 
theory courses, practical courses, seminar on contemporary topic and project work are benefited by the 
application of relevant ICT and Web tools. With varying degree of adaptability are being used in 
engineering institutions throughout the globe. The integration oflCT and Web in education does not occur 
instantaneously but instead passes through several stages from emerging stage through applying and 
infusing stages to the transforming stage. A recent research C3] conducted by the present author to examine 
the adoption of ICT and e-Leaming in engineering education has classified teachers practices of ICT and 
Web in two categories namely Computer Based Training and Web Based Training. Figure 3 shows 
computer based training practices grouped into six groups along with individual component and few 
relevant tools for each group. 
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Figure 3. Computer Based Training Practices in Engineering Education 

Basic implementation ofICT in engineering education involves use ofICT for delivery of classroom 
lectures, demonstration and conduct of laboratory experiments, course and class management and 
administration. Classroom teaching is assisted by presentations that contains sufficient material, circuit 
diagrams, network diagrams, process diagrams and flowcharts. Softcopies of the books prescribed in the 
syllabi may be used while delivering the lectures. While explaining a circuit or program simulation software 
and compilers may be used in classrooms for better understanding of the lessons. Animations and 
visualizations can used to demonstrate the working of a component, functioning of a circuit or process. lCT 
equipment like visualizers, or digital still and video cameras can be interfaced to projectors in absence of 
visualizers to demonstrate experiments in laboratories to cover entire class in one go and thus save time 
which otherwise may require repetition for each group of students of a particular class. Simulation software, 
engineering design and evaluation tools, mind-mapping tools e.g. MatLab, Mathematica, MathCad, Octave, 
OrCAD, SPICE, AutoCAD, Solid Works, Inspiration, MindManager, etc. can be used in networked 



computing laboratory to demonstrate and carryout experiments which otherwise could have not been carried 
out in hardware laboratories due to non-availabi lity of relevant or sufficient instruments or component( s) or 
due to time constraints. There are numerous such computer based tools both closed and open source that 
support engineering laboratories for each branch of engineering. Various experiments in engineering 
laboratories employ direct or indirect use of computers as many laboratory equipment are nowadays operated 
via some computer based interface. 

Figure 4 shows teachers Web based training practices grouped into six groups along with individual 
component and few relevant tools for each group. 
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Figure 4. Web Based Training Practices in Engineering Education 

Web and e-Learning can further argument engineering education by use of e-resources, blended 
learning, lecture management systems, and other communication and collaboration tools. A typical lecture 
management system has facilities for content delivery, e-mail.tasks/exercises.forums.mailing lists, exams, 
self-assessment, surveys, group work, chat, calendar, FAQs, wikis, blogs, glossaries, videoconference, 
notebook, white board, learning paths, student portfolio, podcast, student tracking, and vodcast. Other web 
tools like SkyDrive, MS Office 365 for education, Google Docs, etc. can be used to work in collaboration on 
seminar papers, project reports, experimental write-ups, etc. In absence of lecture management system Team 
viewer, MS Lync or other similar tools may be used to deliver short online lectures, simulations, etc. Such 
tools often have an online white board for narrations during the delivery. E-mail is used as a communication 
tool to take up student's queries during vocations and schedule online instructions and presentations. Online 
tools and Social Networking websites such as Google Talk. Skype, etc. can be used for A V and text 
Instructions, sharing relevant news and notices, etc. Relevant news, articles, and information about subject 
of interest and related disciplines can be shared on the social networking websites. Several studies such as 
[74J have reported positive impact of the use of these tools on the learning outcome in some courses of 
electronics engineering. 

• Conclusion 

Traditional engineering education is markedly different from present model both in content and 
method. This change has been necessitated by the fact that the traditional engineering education model is 
inadequate for preparing students to address complex issues of the twenty-first century society. The focus of 



attention has taken a shift from early positivism to present constructivism - from teacher centric approach to 
learner centric approach. This paradigm shift has also impacted engineering pedagogy and has harbingered 
change in curriculum structure, course design, delivery oflessons and student assessment. Diverse collection 
of leT and Web tools all over the world are enhancing engineering education to allow learner-centric 
engineering pedagogy with a high degree of communication, interaction, collaboration and structured 
content. Web has made different forms of e-learning such as e-resources, online courses, blended learning, 
and communities of practices possible through abundant Web tools for dissemination of content and services 
for asynchronous, synchronous and real-time communication. Various initiatives at international, national, 
consortium, institution and personal levels are offering Web based educational services such as learning 
objects, courseware, experimentations in remote laboratories, virtual learning environments, etc. to benefit 
engineering students and teachers. However, challenges for successfully using Web in engineering education 
such as lack of skilled manpower, lack of material resources, unwillingness and un-readiness for change 
from tradition to evolution impede some institutions to take full advantages of Web despite its recognized 
usefulness and need. 
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Abstract - Digital signature certificates are digitally signed 
identity certificates issued by trusted Certitication Authorities 
(CA's) to individuals, devices, applications; or services. E-mail 
Certificates (EC's) arc issued primarily for the purpose of 
signing and encrypting e-mail messages. E-mail clients use 
sender's E-mail Certificate (Private Key) for signing and 
recipient's E-mail Certificate (Puhlic Key) for encrypting an c 
mail message. This paper proposes inclusion of multiple e-mail 
addresses in E-mail Certificates and puts forward modified 
procedure to allow e-mail clients to use a single E-mail 

. Certificate of an individual for different e-mail addresses to 
sign and encrypt e-mail messages. Further, it discusses 
generation of multiple e-mail address certificates and 
demonstrates their working using an e-mail client developed 
for the said purpose. 

Keywords - Digital Signature; E-mail Certificate; 
Encryption; Public Key Cryptography; Digital 10; Digital 
Signature Certi ficate 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Secure Multi-purpose Internet Mail Extensions 
(S/MIME) [I] [2] is a prominent security protocols that 
provides end-to-end encryption by using asymmetric key 
cryptography. It adds cryptographic security services to c 
mails through MIME encapsulation of digitally signed and 
encrypted objects. Every participant has a key pair; private. 
key is kept secret and public key is made available to 
everyone. E-mails encrypted using somcone's private key 
can only be decrypted using his public key and vice versa. 
Encryption is used for both digitally signing and encrypting 
contents of the message. S/MIME uses ITU-T X.509 [3] 
digital signature certificates to provide privacy, 
authentication, message integrity and non-repudiation [4] [5]. 
The current version 3.2 of S/M1ME (RFC 57"50 [6] and RFC 
5751 [7]) has increased the required key sizes, made the 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-C8C) [8] the required 
content encryption algorithm, and made SHA-256 [9] the 
req uired digest algorithm. 

A. Data Encryption and Decryption 
Public Key Cryptography [10] also called Asyr-unetric 

Key Cryptography is based on a public/private key pair. The 
keys arc mathematically related so that the data encrypted 
with one of the keys is decryptable with the other key. This 
characteristics is used to implement data encryption and 
digital signature. Private key is never distributed and is kept 
secret while as public key is distributed freely and widely. ]1] 

its simplest form, the sender encrypts plaintext to cipher text 
using the public key of the intended recipient and the 
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recipient using his private key decrypts ciphertext into 
plaintext. The cipher text can only be transformed to plain 
text by using the private key that corresponds to the public 
key used for encrypting it and therefore, sender has 
assurance that only the recipient will be able to read the 
message. This scheme ensures privacy of message but does 
not assure authentication, integrity and non-repudiation. 
However, the sender has to be certain that he possesses the 
correct public key of the intended recipient and that the 
public key is valid. This uncertanity can be resolved through 
digital signature certificates, explained later in this paper. 

B. Digital Signature and Verification 

In addition to encryption, a digital signature of the 
message can be created and send along with the message by 
the sender. A digital signature is a value produced as a result 
of cryptographic transformation on data by the message 
sender to bind message data to the sender's identity. When 
properly implemented, it provides a mechanism to. verify 
origin authentication, data integrity and signatory non 
repudiation. 

In this case, the sendcrs private key is used to create the 
digital signature of the message and the corresponding publ ic 
key is used by the recipient to verify the signature. The 
sender uses a one way function called as hash function [II] 
to- compute a small and fixed length message digest also 
called finger print or hash or message abstract and then 
encrypts it using his private key to produce message 
signature. Signing message digest instead of entire message 
ensures faster signing at no security risk because message 
digest is small in comparison to the message itself and plain 
message cannot be reconstructed from the signature. The 
message, computed message signature and the public key of 
the sender are packed together for transmission. The 
recipient uses the same hashing function to compute the 
message digest of the received plain message after separating 
it from the public key of the sender and message signature. 
Using the public key of the sender, the received message 
signature is decrypted to produce the message digest. The 
received message digest and the computed message digest 
are compared with each other to verity sender authentication, 
data integrity and signatory non-repudiation. A small change 
in the plain message produces a considerable change in its 
digest and thus invalidates the signature and therefore, 
changes can be easily detected by the recipient. However, the 
recipient has to ensure that the publlic key received with the 
message is of the claimed sender. 
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The remaining paper is organized as follows: section II 
presents brief review of digital signature certificates. Section 
III describes e-mail certificates, their structure, uses and 
limitations. In section IV, proposed multiple e-mail address 
certificates are discussed. Section V presents the results of 
experiments conducted for generation of keys and multiple 
e-mail address certificates. Section V also discusses 
development of a compitiable e-mail client and its use for 
sigining and encrypting e-mail messages using multiple e 
mail address certificates followed by conclusion. 

II. DIGITAL SIGNATURE CERTIFICATES 

The simple implementations of encryption and digital 
signature are not applicable in situations wherein the number 
of communicating parties are very large e.g. e-mail system, 
because it is very difficult to bind public keys with 
individuals or systems without uncertaintity. Further. 
creation. distribution, and management of keys and 
interoperability is difficult to achieve. Digital Signature 
Certificates (hereafter referred as certificates only) a key 
component of public key infrastructure addresses this 
problem. The ITU-T X.509 is the most prominent 
certification method currently employed. A certificate is a 
signed (encrypted) data structure that binds a public key to a 
particular distinguished name (person, computer, code, 
service, etc.) in the x.SOO [12] tradition, or to an alternative 
name such as a DNS-entry or an e-mail address. Before 
issuing a certificate, the Certification Authority hashes the 
contents, signs (encrypts) the hash by using its own private 
key, and includes the encrypted hash in the issued 
certificate. The corresponding public key of the CA is 
distributed in the form of a self signed CA certificate. X.509 
certificates are generally obtained from CA for a subject by 
submitting a certificate signing request which contains the 
subject's name, the public key, and the algorithm that is used. 

When CA is used to issue X.S09 certificates, the 
encryption and signature procedures are modi tied. The 
sender and receiver both obtain their certificates from some 
trusted CA, keep private key secret and publish their 
certificate (public key) widely and openly. Further, both 
sender and receiver have to agree on some CA or have to 
trust each others CA. The plain message is hashed to produce 
a message digest which is encrypted by the private key of the 
sender extracted from his private key store to compute 
message signature. The certificate of tbe intended recipient 
is verified to confirm his identity and validity of the 
certificate. Since the size of the message to be encrypted can 
be large and asymmetric key encryption/decryption 
algorithms are slower than tbeir symmetric key counterparts, 
therefore, a symmetric key is calculated from the plain 
message, message signature and the recipients certificate 
using any algorithm. The plain message, message signature 
and the certificate of the sender are packed together and 
encrypted using tbe previously generated symmetric key. 
The symmetric key is protected by encrypting it using the 
public key of the intended recipient extracted from his 
certi ficate. The encrypted and signed message is packed 
with tbe encrypted symmetric key for transmission. The 
recipient unpacks the packet into individual components and 

decrypts the encrypted symmetric key using his private key. 
The encrypted and signed message is decrypted using the 
symmetric key and unpacked to produce plain message, the 
message signature and the certificate of the sender. The 
certificate is verified and public key contained in it is used 
to decrypt the signature into message digest. The plain 
message is hashed to compute the message digest. The two 
message digests are compared to verify message integrity. 
With a certificate instead of a public-key, a recipient can 
verify tbe identity of senders, validity of certificate and 
validate signature of CA on the certificate to verify its 
integrity. 

III. E-MAIL CERTIFICATES 

An E-mail Certificate (EC) is a digital signature 
certificate that does not necessarily facilitate authentication 
of the identity of an individual but certainly authenticates an 
c-rna i I address. The subject field of such a certificate 
contains an e-mail address or includes e-mail address in 
subject or subject alternative name fields. It is issued 
primarily for the purpose of signing and encrypting e-mail 
messages. The CA binds only an e-mail address or an e-mail 
address and personal/company information with the public 
key contained in the certificate. Once a request is made to the 
CA for issuance of an EC for a particular e-mail address, the 
CA validated the address by sending a validation e-mail to 
that address. Once the address is verified, an X.S09 e-mai I 
certificate along with its private key in PKCS # 12 defined 
archive file format (usually pjy) is send through a mail as an 
attachment or a link is provided to download the same. The 
private key is protected by the specified password in the 
received file which can be export to X.509 e-mail certificate. 
In some cases the certificate can also be obtained on some 
secure device. The EC (public key) is distributed widely (U1e1 
openly so that recipients of signed e-mails can verify the 
originator's e-mail address. This can be helpful to check 
spoofing and attain non-repudiation of the originator. When 
both sender and recipient have obtained EC's either from 
same CA or from different CA but trust respective CA's, e 
mails can also be send in encrypted form. This ensures 
privacy of conversation and integrity of message. E-mail 
certificates are available free of cost or for some minimum 
charges from reputed corporates like Asccrtia 
(www.ascertia.corn/), Globsign (www.globalsign.com/), 
Entrust (www.entrust. com), Com.odo (www.cornodo.com/), 
etc. who issue one ECtor one e-mail address. 
A. Structure ofErmail Certificates 

E-mail certificate is an X.509 digital signature certificate 
that enable mail agents to use it for signing and encrypting e- 

. mail messages. Any digital signature certificate can be used 
as an e-mail certificate by mail clients provided that it meets 
certain criteria e.g. binds a valid e-mail address in subject 
field or subject alternative name field with the public key 
included in the certificate and contains appropriate usage 
information in key usage or extended key usage extensions. 
Since an e-mail certificate is essentially an X.509 digital 
signature certificate, therefore, its structure is a sequence of 
three fields namely TBS certificate (TBSCerfilicate), 
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algorithm identifier (signature A Igorithm) and digital 
signature (signature Value). SIM[ME clients validate and 
process certificate as described in RFC 5280. The RFC 5750 
focuses on e-mail addresses, and user agents' certificate 
processing, therefore, certain considerations and criteria as 
discussed in this document have to be meet for a digital 
signature certificate to be correctly used as an e-mail 
certificate by user mail agents. Some of these criterions 
include the following: 

a. Both C A Certificates e.g. Cross Certificates, Self-Signed 
Certificates and Self-Issued Certificates and end-entity 
certificates can be used as e-mail certificates. 

b. Though, e-mail address should be in the subject 
alternative field and not in the subject distinguished 
name, yet receiving agents must recognize e-mail 
addresses in distinguished name tiled. The address must 
be encoded in IA5String format with upper bound of 255 
characters. Simultaneous inclusion of e-mail address 
attribute in the subject distinguished name to support 
legacy implementations is deprecated but permitted. 

c. Mail agents must also recognize certificates with no e 
mail address by some alternate methods like address 
book lookup. 

d. A minimum required set of certificate extensions having 
greatest value in S/M[ME are basic constraints, key 
usage, authority key identifier, subject key identifier, and 
subject alternative name. 

e. Basic constraints identify whether tbe subject of the 
certificate is a CA and the maximum depth of valid 
certification paths that include this certificate. In all CA 
certificates that contain public keys used to validate 
digital signatures on certificates must contain this 
extension and must be marked as critical. No end-entity 
certificates should contain this extension. 

f. The key usage extension defines the purpose (e.g, 
encipherrnent, signature, certificate signing) of the key 
contained in the certificate. It serves to limit the technical 
purposes for which the public key listed in a valid 
certificate may be used. An e-mail certificate generally 
has digitalSignature, keyEncipherment bits set to true and 
the key usage extension is marked as critical. SIMI ME 
receiving agents must not accept signature of a message, 
if it was verified using a certificate that contains the key 
usage extension without either the digitafSignarure or 
uonkeputudation bit st:l. 

g. The subject alternative mime extension is used 111 

S/MIME as the preferred means to convey the e-rnai I 
addresses which must be in rfc822Name form, If the only 
subject identity included in the certificate is an alternative 
name form (e.g., an electronic mail address), then the 
subject distinguished name must be empty (an empty 
sequence), and the subject alternative name extension 
must be present. 

h. The set of technical purposes for the certificate are the 
intersection of the uses indicated in the key usage and 
extended key usage extensions. E.g. if the certificate' 
contains a key usage extension indicating digital 
signature and an extended key usage extension that 

includes the email protection OlD, then the certificate 
may be used for signing but not encrypting S/MIME 
messages. Similarly, if the certificate contains a key 
usage extension indicating digital signature but no 
extended key usage extension, then the certificate may 
also be used to sign but not to encrypt S/MIME 
messages. If the extended key usage extension is present 
in tbe certificate, then interpersonal message SIMJME 
receiving agents must check that it contains either the 
emailProtection or the anyExtendedKeyUsage OlD. 

1. E-mail certificates are often procured online and some 
companies also offer such certificates free of cost for 
limited time. The structure of these certificates vary from 
one another. In some certificates the e-mail address 
appears in the subject field while as in other it appears in 
subject alternative name field and for some in both of 
these fields. Some certificates besides including e-mail 
address also include name and a text describing that the 
person is not identified. The key usage included in such 
certificates is at least digital signature, and key 
encipherrnent. 

B. Signing and Encrypting using E-mail Certificates 
Mail agents supporting S/MIME are user software that: 

a) create SfMTME CMS objects, MIME body parts that 
contain CMS objects or both (Sending Agents), and, b) 
interpret and process S/MJME CMS objects, MIME body 
parts that contain CMS objects, or both. S/MTME message 
creation involves MIME processing followed by signing 
andlor encrypting the message. A signed messages may 
either follow multipart/signed (also called a clear-signed 
message) or application/pkcs7 -mirnc structure. The M 1M E 
processing output is passed to the eMS signed-data process, 
then wrap the result in a CMS content-info structure, and 
finally insert it in the appropriate MIME entity. In case of 
encryption. after MIME processing of the message, the 
output is passed to the CMS enveloped-data process, then 
the result in wrapped in a CMS content-into structure, and 
finally inserted into an application/pkcs7-mime MIME 
entity. For the case where the message is first signed and 
then encrypted, the output of the signed message becomes 
the input to the encrypted message process. 

C. Limitations ojE-mail Certificates 
ln today's world, e-mail has become very common and 

individuals are having multiple e-mail accounts on different 
mail servers. E-mail certificates currently issued by 
certification authorities contain one e-mail address in either 
subject field or subject alternative name tiled, besides there 
mayor may not be personal information in these fields. 
Therefore, exactly one e-mail address is bound to the public 
key or the certificate. E-mail clients use an e-mail certificate 
that contains "From" address in its subject field or subject 
alternati ve name field to sign an e-mail messages. Further, 
they use an e-mail certificate for encryption that contains 
'To" address in subject or subject alternative name field to 
encrypt an e-mail message. Before signing and encrypting 
an e-mail message with keys contained in selected 
certificates, the e-mail client confirm the validity of various 
fields of the certificate including e-mail address associated 
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with it. Since only one e-mail address is associated with 
each certificate, therefore, an individual possessing multiple 
e-mail addresses has to obtain multiple certificates; one for 
each e-mail address and lise corresponding certificate for 
sending signed e-mail messages and also must use different 
encryption certificates to send encrypted e-mail messages to 
same individual on different e-mail accounts. This process is 
cumbersome because it involves management of multiple 
certificates by both sender and recipient. Further, it is also 
expensive because certificates have to be purchased and 
renewed frequently. E-mail client applications support 
configuration for connecting to multiple mailboxes of an 
individual on same or different servers, however, do not 
support any method for using a single certificate with more 
tban one e-mail address of an individual. 

IV. MUL T[PLE E-MAfL ADDRESS CERTIFICATES 

A multiple e-mail address certificate is an X.509 
certificate that can bind a public key to a particular 
distinguished name or to an alternative name which includes 
more than one e-mail address. The e-mail addresses may be 
in the subject field or in the subject alternative name field or 
in both fields of the certificate. Further, since key usage and 
extended key usage extensions limit the technical purposes 
tor which a public key listed in a valid certificate may be 
used, therefore, the intersection of uses indicated in these 
two extensions must permit the certi ficate to sign and 
encrypt. Such a certificate shall permit an individual to use 
it tor signing and encryption with more than one e-mail 
address. 

The RFC 5280 does not recommend to include e-mail 
address in the subject distinguished name field. Yet, it 
suggests that receiving agents do recognize e-mail addresses 
in subject distinguished name field. It also does permit 
simultaneous inclusion of the e-mail address attribute in the 
subject distinguished name to support legacy 
implementations. Therefore, including more than one e-mail 
address in the subject distinguished name (e.g. E: 
sgrmtb@gmail.com, sgrmtb@maiLcom or E: 
sgrmtb@gmail.com E: sgrmtb@lllail.com) would not be 
desiriable as per RFC 5280 recommendations but as per the 
same recommendations would sti II work. It is worth to state 
that the personal e-mail certificates currently issued oline by 
various companies contain subject distinguished name as the 
e-mail address which is also against the RFC 52l:W 
recommendations. These certi ficates work correctly with e 
mail clients including MS Outlook and Mozilla 
Thunderbird. 

The RFC 5280 does not put restrictions on the number 
of e-mail addresses a certificate can include in its subject 
alternative name field. However, when the subject 
alternative name extension contains an e-mail address. the 
address must be stored in the rfc822Name which is defined 
as type fA5String with support for internationalized e-mail 
addresses described in RFC 6818 [13]. Starting version 3, 
S/MIME allows a sender to match the name in the 
certificate can let an originator to use more than one 
mailbox if implemented. Therefore, including more than one 
e-mail address in the subject alternative name field (e.g. 

RF0S22 Name= sgrmtb@gmail.com, RFCX22 
Name=sgrmtb@mail.com) would in no way be against the 
recommendations of RFC 5280 or RFC 5750. However, 
before issuing this type of certificate all e-mail address 
requested for inclusion in the certificate have to be verified 
for ownership. This can be achieved by sending a 
verification e-mail to all requested addresses. 

To work with multiple e-mail address certificates, the 
sending and receiving mail agents have to modify the 
certificate handling procedures to match From/To addresses 
with all e-mail addresses listed in the subject or subject 
alternative name fields of the selected certificates. They 
have to permit signing an e-mail message with the private 
key listed in the selected signing certificate, if the mail 
"From" address is present at any place in either subject or 
subject alternative name fields. Likewise, they must permit 
encrypting an e-mail message with the public key listed in 
the selected encryption certificate, if the "To" address is 
present at any place in either subject or subject alternative 
name fields. Similar modifications need to be incorporated 
in the procedures adopted by receiving agents to decrypt and 
verify the signature of the receive e-mail message. To 
achieve this, the signing and encryption processing steps 
that match "To/From" address with the first e-mail address 
included in the certificate have to be modified so that the 
"To/From" address is compared with all e-mail address 
included in the certificate to find a match. 

Inclusion 0[" multiple e-mail address Il1 e-mail 
certificates will make them visible collectively and 
therefore, may not be desired in situations where users send 
e-mail from some e-mail address and prefer to keep secret 
their other c-rna i I addresses, 

V. EXPERIMENT' AND RESULTS 

This section discusses generation of multiple e-mail 
address certificates and their usage tor encryption and 
signing of e-mail messages. Tt demonstrates the working of 
these certificates through experiments carried out using an 
e-mail client developed by the current authors for handling 
multiple address e-mail certificates. 
A. Generation ofKeys and Certificates 

Various programs have been developed to assist 
generation of digital signature certificates. These include 
OpenSSL (http.z/www.openssl.org/), GNU Privacy 
Assistant (http.z/www.gnupg.org/), and X Certificate and 
Key Management (http.z/xca.hohnsraedt.de/ and 
xca.sourceforge.ner/). For its easy operability and graphical 
user design, the authors used X Certificate and Key 
Management. program for the generation of e-mail 
certificates with desired properties. Using X Certificate and 
Key Management program following CA and E-mail 
certificates were generated: 
a. A self-signed Root Certificate (CA) named M. Tariq 

Banday tor signing end-entity certificates. 
b. End-entity E-mail Certificate for user Taheem Banday 

with subject [reid containing his e-mail addresses on all 
e-mail servers(gmail.com.mail.com.inbox.col1l. etc.) 
with no additional e-mail addresses in subject 
alternative name field. 
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c. End-entity E-mail Certificate for user Tayyiba Banday 
with subject tield containing her e-mail addresses on all 
e-mail servers (gmail.com, mail. com, inbox.coni, etc.) 
with no additional e-mail accounts in subject alternative 
name field. 

d. Further, end-entity E-mail Certificates wherein all e 
mail addresses were placed in Subject Alternative 
Name field and no e-mail address was place in Subject 
field and e-mail certificates wherein some e-mail 
addresses were placed in subject field and others in 
subject alternative name field were generated for both 
users. 

e. The certificates generated above were exported to .pf): 
with private key and .eer file formats and stored in 
proper folders accessible to the e-mail client program. 
The certificates were named as taheembanday pfx, 
tayyibabanday.pfx, taheembanday.cer and 
tayyibabondav.cer. 

To verify the functionality of the developed client with 
commercial certificates currently available, e-mail 
certificates including personal e-mail certificates wen: also 
obtained for the test users from commercial companies. The 
experiments did not involve system certificate store as the 
developed client loads the certificates directly from the 
designated folders. 

B. Development ofEsniail Client Program 
An e-mail client program with both mail submission 

and retrieval interfaces supporting digital signing and 
encryption of e-mail messages was developed during the 
current study. The development was carried out using 
Visual Studio.Net (2012) and has utilized encryption and 
decryption libraries of Microsoft and other third parties. 
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Figure I: Mail Submission Client Interface for Multiple Address 
E-Mail Certificates 

The mail submission interface shO\VI1 in figure I 
permits users to load signing and encryption certificates 
having multiple e-mail addresses in subject and subject 

(gt) 

alternative name fields. E-mail addresses found in the 
subject and subject alternative name fields of selected 
signing and encryption certificates are shown to the user in a 
transparent way permitting them to select proper 
certificates. The e-mail client permits signing of e-mail 
messages send from any e-mail address in subject tield or 
subject alternative name field with private key contained in 
the single signing certificate. Further, e-mails send to any e 
mail address present in the selected encryption certificate 
can be encrypted using public key contained in the 
encryption certificate (certificate containing public key of 
the intended recipient). 

The mail retrieval interface shown in figure 2 permits 
users to retrieve mail from mailboxes using POP3 and 
TMAP protocols, store them in the local computer and read 
them. Jt can extract certificates from signed e-rnails, view 
and verity their integrity and validity. It allows users to 
decrypt e-mails received in encrypted format. Private key 
contained in single certificate can be used to decrypt e-mail 
messages received in different e-mail accounts of a 
particular user. 
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Figure 2: Mail Retrieval Client Interface for Multiple 
Address E-Mail Certificates 

Initial experiments with the proposed PECs were 
carried out with e-mail accounts on author's personal 
domain names. Later, test e-mail accounts on different 
commercial e-mail servers (includinggmail.com,inbox.com 
and mail.corn) were created. Signed, encrypted, and both 
signed and encrypted e-rnails were submitted/retrieved 
from/to these e-mail accounts through the developed c-ma i I 
client. 

C Mail Submission and Retrieval 
Using the developed e-mail client program (submission 

interface) e-mails were submitted from all e-mail accounts 
(on gmail.corn, mail.com, inbox.corn, etc.) of user Taheem 
Bandav to all e-mail accoLLllts(ongmail.com.mail.com. 
inbox.corn, etc.) of user Tayyiba Banday and vice versa. The 
submitted e-rnails were: i) unsigned and unencrypted, ii) 
signed only, iii) encrypted only, and iv) both signed and 
encrypted. All signed e-rnails that were submitted 1'1'0111 
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Taheem Banday's e-mail accounts used taheembanday.pfx 
certi ficatc tile for signing. All signed e-rnai Is that were 
submitted from Tayyiba Banday's e-mail accounts used 
tavyibabanday.pfx certificate file for signing. The certificate 
file taheembanday.cer was used for encryption for sending 
encrypted e-rnails to all e-mail accounts of Taheem Banday. 
The certificate tile tayyibabanday.cer was used for 
encryption for sending encrypted e-mails to all e-mail 
accounts ofTayyiba Banday. 

Using the developed E-mail client program (retrieval 
interface), all classes of e-rnails of users Tayyiba Banday 
and Taheem Banday on all e-mail servers (ongmail.com, 
mail.corn, inbox.corn, etc.) were successfully retrieved from 
the respective mail boxes of the two users. Signed e-rnails 
retrieved from different e-mail accounts of a particular user 
tTayylbo Banday and Taheetn Banday) contained same 
certificate (public key) of the sender and their signatures 
were successfully verified and validated. The included 
certificate was also viewed successfully and its import to 
system certificate store was also successful. The body of the 
encrypted e-rnails was successfully decrypted by using the 
certificate containing private key of particular user. All 
encrypted e-mails received by user Tayyiba Banday in her 
mail boxes on different mail servers were decrypted by her 
single certificate tile. The e-rnails that were both signed and 
encrypted were also retrieved successfully. The signature 
was verified and validated successfully and body was 
correctly decrypted with single' certificate of particular 
recipient. 

Mai I submission and retrieval experiments were 
repeated with other types of e-mail certificates wherein all 
e-mail addresses were placed in subject alternative name 
field or some in subject and others in subject alternative 
name fields. The public and private keys in the certificates 
correctly signed and encrypted e-mails, Further, signed and 
encrypted e-mails using commercial and personal e-mail 
certificates procured from commercial companies were also 
successfully submitted and retrieved using tbe developed 
client. Thus proving that the client can handle both single e 
mail address and multiple e-mail address certificates. 
Further, cross examination of the developed client with MS 
Outlook and Mozilla Thunderbird was also successful, 

CONCLUSION 

Secure Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 
(S/MiME) uses lTU-T X.509 digital signature certificates to 
attain privacy of conversation, authentication of sender, 
integrity of message and non-repudiation of sender. Such a 
certificate is called e-mail certificate. It includes a valid e 
mail address in subject field or subject alternative name field 
and appropriate usage information in key usage and extended 
key usage extensions. Currently, e-mail certificates are 
issued per e-mail address, therefore, an individual having 
more than one e-mail address must have multiple e-mail 
certificates, one for each e-mail address. E-mail client do 
not support use of a single certificate with more than one e 
mail address. The RFC 5280 standard allows a certificate to 
include more than one e-mail address. Including multiple e 
mail addresses in certificates will permit a single certificate 

to be used with multiple e-mail addresses for signing and 
encrypting e-mail messages. This wi II not only make the 
management of certificates simple for a user having 
multiple e-mail accounts but would also be economical. The 
generation of multiple e-mail certificates using an open 
source tool and working of the scheme through a mail client 
developed in MS Visual Studio have vaLidated the working 
of the proposed scheme. This effort can be further 
augmented by developing multiple e-mail address certificate 
handling Add-on's for existing mail clients such as 
Microsoft Outlook and Mozilla Thunderbird. Further, 
studies may be undertaken to address privacy concerns of 
users due 10 collective visibility of e-mail addresses through 
ajoint e-mail certificate, 
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Editor's View 
Nature has bestowed different regions with various 

resources which differ in occurrence, magnitude and 
quality. With growing pressure . on resources, the 
concept of locational benefit has intensified the 
resource sharing competition, often leading to conflicts. 
The imbalanced resource structure making the world 
highly inter-dependent, prompted for universal 
integration and forced humans to foster regional 
cooperations. So the future stability and sustainable 
development seems to depend mainly upon how 
economies, societies and technologies respond to 
globalization and to what extent the regional sub 
systems will merge in world system. Here it is pertinent 
to note that although the globalization contributes to 
international integration and homogenization but it also " 
enhances diversity by providing space for the 
propagation of new ideas about regional identities - a 
dichotomy within the emerging developmental model. 
Hence for ushering in global peace, security and 
development, pooling significant physical and non 
material resources, minimizing the globalization - 
regionalism nexus as well as a fair treatment to the 
residue emanating from global 'development process, 
should go side by side. 

In view of the heterogeneity of two major blocks of 
Eurasia, we can strike a balance in terms of all principal 
developmental components for dwarfing the 
implications of locational benefit issue by encouraging 
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the concept of specialized economies and societies, 
taking the 'benefit of prominent physical resources of 
Asia and non-physical resources of Europe. Apparently, 
it looks plausible but on the ground it demands a 
thorough investigation of ground realities and the 
possible options, taking all the stakeholders on board. 
Furthermore, as a result of global economic 
competition, the likelihood of some changes mainly 
owing to some shock therapy measures that are 
considered to have ihlpacted negatively on the welfare 
system of some areas, also require to be taken care of. 
This whole complicated situation demands the true 
spirit of globalization and its proper dissectional study 
for careful application. .• 

The Eurasian response to globalization alongwith 
the growing regional significance in terms of geo 
political and economic endowment, has drawn 
international attention which prompted the 
stakeholders to engage themselves in this macro region. 
The aftershocks of Soviet demise as well as few other 
sub-regional developments, have led to a number of 
problems. The economies and societies of this dual 
continent have got some problems in legacy while 
others are the product of change. Due to the paradigm 
shift from command system to open economy especially 
in erstwhile Soviet Union, and the post-z'" World War 
issues in other parts of Eurasia, the region has impulsed 
some vulnerabilities. The challenges vary among the 
states in their toddling stage of independent nationhood 
and the politically matured countries. Obviously, their 
negotiating mode with the global economy also differ, 
some remaining at a rudimentary level while others 
have reached almost up to the optimum threshold. 

The politics of resources, relations and routes is 
giving rise to a contradictory model in the region. 
Exploitation of raw-hydrocarbons from Central Asian 
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held on October 18-21, 2011 at the Kashmir University 
campu~, was attended by a galaxy of scholars 
comprising Subject Experts, Area Analysts, Diplomats, 
Policy Planners etc. almost from all OVer the world. After 
threadbare analyses, the papers presented in the 
seminar were updated in light of the feedback received 
and finally screened for the proceedings. I am fully 
confident that the views expressed by the learned 
contributors will help subsequent scholars and inspire 
all stakeholders to further investigate and anaLyze 
various facets for balanced Sustainable development of the region. 

G. M.J\1ir 
Editor 
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S/MIME with Multiple E-mail Address Certificates: 
A Usability Study 

M. Tariq Banday 
Department of Electronics & Inst. Technology 

University of Kashmir, Sri nagar, India 
E-mail: sgrmtb@yahoo.com 

Abstract-M ultiple e-mail address certificates have been 
proposed very recently, therefore, neither certification 
authorities currently issue such a certificate nor does any mail 
client permit its use for signing or encrypting e-mail messages. 
Further, no study has been made to evaluate their effectiveness 
for practical use. This paper studies the usability of multiple e 
mail address certificates in secure messaging. It discusses 
S/MIME, its usefulness in e-mail security, current adoption by 
users, advantages, and disadvantages. It illustrates procedures in 
vogue for singing, encrypting, and both Signing and encrypting e 
mail messages using e-mail address certificates. It further reports 
the results of study carried out to evaluate user efficiency in 
sending/receiving S/MIMEmail with and without the use of 
multiple e-mail address certificates, 

Keywords - Digital Signature; Secure Messaging; DSC; 
Personal E-mail Certificates; PEC; Encryption; Public Key 
Cryptography; DigitallD 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To ensure secure messaging, many security protocols are 
deployed, however, among them Secure Multi-purpose Internet 
Mail Extensions (S/MlME) is the most adopted protocol. 
S/MIME adds several security features to the insecure SMTP 
but it sutlers from some disadvantages as well. These include: 
a) privacy concerns of mail senders as recipients of signed 
messages can pass a digitally signed message to others [I], b) 
non-repudiation in situations of lost keys [2], c) no control for 
phishing and spamming because S/MIME cannot prevent 
spamming and phishing tricks [2], d) unsigned message 
headers [3], and, e) requirement for a compatible mail client 
[3]. S/MIME is based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and 
therefore inherits its demerits such as issue of key distribution, 

. its renewal and management [2][4] and communication with 
unknown communicators [5]. The deployment of SIMIME 
compatible mail clients is ubiquitous; however, their adoption 
is not adequate. This may be due to one or more of the 
following reasons: a) S/MIME depends on X.509 certificates, 
which are required to be frequently procured/renewed, b) the 
management of the certificates and the certificate store is 
tedious for general users, c) users are unaware of the potential 
advantages of using S/MIME for securing against vulnerable 
attacks, d) there are additional costs associated with the 
purchase of certificates. For improving user adoption of 
S/MIME, e-mail users may be motivated for its use by making 
them aware of its benefits in securing the system against 
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vulunurable attacks. In addition, minimizing the procedures for 
certificate management, easy and flexible methods for signing 
and encryption, and reducing the costs associated with the 
purchase of certificates may help in motivating the users to 
adopt S/MIME. . 

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
discusses secure messaging through cryptographic add-on mail 
protocols. Section 3 discusses e-mail certificates and illustrates 
procedures to sign and encrypt e-mail messages using personal 
e-mail certificates. In section 4, current adoption and usability 
of S/MIME is discussed. Section 5 reports the results of studies 
carried out to evaluate the efficiency of multiple address e-mail 
certificates in improving the adoption of SIMIME. . 

II. SECUR.E MESSAGING 

Secure messaging must guarantee: a) privacy; assuring 
confidentiality of e-mail, b) sender authentication; assuring 
authentication of senders identity, c) message integrity; 
assuring security against e-mail forgery, d) sender non 
repudiation; assuring non-denial by sender, and e) envelope 
consistency; assuring uniformity of both header and body from 
source to the destination [6]. Secure e-mail messaging is not 
ensured by extensively used e-mail protocols such as SMTP or 
ESMTP. Due to open message format (text or MIME) used in 
SMTP, e-mail is unprotected during transmission or at 
mailboxes and if accessed by unintended recipients, it can be 
read thus compromising privacy. Identity of the sender cannot 
be ascertained as it is possible to lie about true identity or even 
spoof e-mail address. Unauthorized users can modify an e-mail 
message in transit or at mailboxes and thus can be forged. 
Sender can deny having send an e-mail message and 
consistency of mail envelop can be compromised as mail 
transfer agents could add or make changes to mail body and 
envelope. 

Several e-mail security protocols that work on top of SMTP 
and anti-spam filters of diverse types have been developed to 
ensure secure messaging and prevent mail forgery [7] [8). E 
mail security protocols include protocols that: a) secure 
communication channel between sender and receiver using 
encryption, b) validate senders' domain using IP address 
validation or digital signatures, or c) secure the e-mail message 
route using some symmetric or asymmetric cryptographic 
scheme. 

Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [9] encrypts channel between 
sender and receiver during SMTP transactions. Similar 
encryption is also attained through Transport Layer Security 
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(TLS) [10] known as secure simple mail transfer protocol. 
They attain privacy and are transparent to end users but do not 
secure e-mail at endpoints or at intermediate mail transfer 
agents. 

A Prominent digital signature based domain validation 
protocol is Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) protocol 
[11]. DKlM, a domain level cryptographic protocol for mail 
signing. DKIM though adds authentication, authorization and 
integrity to SMTP thereby controlling spoofing but does not 
encrypt e-mail messages. Therefore, it cannnot protect mail 
from in-transit changes to its body or header at gateways. It can 
only validate the sending domain. 

Prominent e-mail security protocols such as SIMIME [12] 
[13], Privacy-Enhanced Mail (PEM) [14], Pretty Good Privacy 
(PGP) [15] [16], and GNU Privacy Guard (GPG) [17] encrypt 
e-mail from source to destination through symmetric or 
asymmetric cryptography. PEM lacks flexibility because a 
single Certificate Authority (CA) is to be trusted by 
system] 18]. PGP and GPG require more sporadic adoption. 
SIMIME is based on asymmetric key cryptography wherein 
digitally signed and encrypted MIME objects are encapsulated 
with the mail. 

Every participant has a private and a public key. The 
private key is not shared and public key is made avaliable to 
everyone. Either key can be used to encrypt the mail which can 
only be decrypted by the corrosponding key. Encryption is 
used tor both digitally signing and encryption of the contents of 
the message. S/MIME uses TTU-T X.S09 digital signature 
certificates to ensure privacy, authentication, message integrity 
and non-repudiation [19] [30]. Version 2 of SIMTME was 
published as a two-part RFC i.e RFC 2311-S/MIME which is 
about message specification and RFC 2312-S/MTME which 
deals with Certificate Handling. RFC 2315- PKCS #7: 
Cryptographic Message Syntax Version 1.5 was also published 
as informational RFC which was updated by RFC 2630 to 
eliminate the dependency on RSA key transport algorithm in 
enveloped-data content types. RSA was made optional for both 
digital signatures and encryption, and Digital Signature 
Algorithm (DSA) [20] and Diffie-Hellman (DH) [21] were 
made the required algorithms for digital signature and 
encryption, respectively in version 3 of S/MIME (RFC 2632 
and RFC 2633). The required digest algorithm was also 
changed from MD5 (RFC 1321) to SHA-I [22]. Another 
upgrade to S/MIME was Version 3.1 with the publications of 
RFC 3850 and RFC 3851 and RFC 3852. The Cryptographic 
Message Syntax was augmented to RFC 3369 and new RFCs 
for Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) Algorithms and 
Compressed Data Content Type for Cryptographic Message 
Syntax were published. Password-based encryption, separate 
algorithm and protocol requirements and augumentation of 
key-management techniques are described in RFC 3370. The 
RFC 3274 describes compressed data. The current version of 
S/MIME i.e. verison 3.2 as described in RFC 5750 and RFC 
5751 has increased the key sizes, made Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES-CBC) [23] the mandatory content encryption 
algorithm, and made SHA-256 [24] the mandatory digest 
algorithm. RFC 5652, the Cryptographic Message Syntax 
standard has been published as Internet standard. 

TIT. E-MATL CERTTFTCATES 

A. Personal E-mail Certificates 
An E-mail Certificate (EC) is a digital signature certificates 

that is used for the purpose of signing and encrypting e-mail 
messages and authenticates an e-mail address. A Personal E 
mail Certificate (PEC) is an E-mail Certificate that 
authenticates an e-mail address of an individual. This 
certificate contains an e-mail address in subject field or subject 
alternate field. An EC can authenticate identity of an individual 
but PEC cannot. PECs are issued by certification authorities 
(CA) such as Ascertia, GlobalSign, Entrust, Veri Sign, and 
Comodo after verifying e-mail address of an individual through 
return e-mail or on some secure device with its private key in 
PKCS# 12 defined archive file format such as .pfx. Some of 
them offer PEC free of cost for limited period. The structure 
and format of these certificates may vary across CAs, however, 
the key usage included in these certificates is at least "Digital 
Signature" and "Key Encipherment". ECs and PECs are X.S09 
digital signature certificates that enable S/MIMEmail agents 
such as Mozilla Thunderbird, Microsoft Outlook, Apple Mail, 
Outlook Express, and Entourage to sign, or encrypt, or sign and 
encrypt e-mail messages. They currently use SHA 256 
algorithm for computing message digest an either 4096 bits 
RSA or 3072 bits DSA algorithms for computing digital 
signature. There is a high interdependency of key usage and 
extended key usage extensions in certificates for the purpose of 
S/MIME. The certificate may be used for signing in case digital 
signature is indicated by key usage extension and email 
protection OLD is included in extended key usage extension. 
Signing may be permitted but the certificate may put restriction 
on encrypting S/MIME messages in case the extended key 
usage extension is present in it. Interpersonal message S/MIME 
receiving agents must check emai/Protection or the 
anyExtendedKeyUsage OlD in case the extended key usage 
extension is present in the certificate. The explicit presence of 
only extended key usage extension or other OIDs as well may 
be required for S/MIME uses other than interpersonal 
messaging. In an e-mail certificate digltatSignature, and 
keyEncipherment bits are set and the key usage extension is 
marked as critical. In case the certificate contains key usage 
extension but either the digitaliiignature or the 
nonReputudation bit is not set, SIMIME receiving agents do 
not accept signature of a message. 

B. Secure Messaging with Personal E-mail Certificates 
Mail agents supporting S/MTME are user software that: a) 

create S/MIME CMS objects, MIME body parts that contain 
CMS objects or both (Sending Agents), and, b) interpret and 
process SIMIME CMS objects, MIME body parts that contain 
CMS objects, or both. The Cryptographic Message Syntax 
(CMS) RFC 5652 defines syntax used to digitally sign, digest, 
authenticate, or encrypt arbitrary message content. SIMIME 
message creation involves MIME processing followed by 
signing and/or encrypting the message. A signed messages may 
either follow multipart/signed (also called a clear-signed 
message) or application/pkcs7-mime structure, The difference 
between the two structures is that in the multipart/signed 
format, the message's contents are not included in the signed 
data because they are the first part of the multipart message and 
the detached signature being the second part. The 
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multipart/signed structure is preferred because it permits 
recipients read the message contents even if they cannot verify 
signatures. Regardless of the type of the structure used, the 
MTME processing output is passed to the CMS signed-data 
process, then wrap the result in a CMS content-info structure, 
and finally insert in the appropriate MIME entity. In case of 
encryption, after MIME processing of the message, the output 
is passed to the CMS enveloped-data process, then wrap the 

result in a CMS content-info structure, and finally insert that 
into an application/pkcs7-mime MIME entity. For the case 
where the message is first signed and then encrypted, the 
output of the signed message becomes the input to the 
encrypted message process. 

The process of a) signing and encrypting and b) signature 
verifying and decrypting an e-mail message is illustrated 
through figure I. 

(!) Match TO Address a/tile e-mail with the e-mail address In the ceniJicofe. 
,,' Match FROM Address of thee-mat! with the e-mail address in the certificate. 

SymKey PubKey(R) 

{!) Match FROM Address a/the e-mail with the e-mail address in the certificate. 
g Match TO Address of the e-mail with the e-mail address in the certificate. 

Fig. I. Process of a) E-mail signature and encryption and b) E-mail signature verification and decryption 

The steps that a sending mail client undergoes to send a 
signed and encrypted e-mail message are listed below: 
a) Compose e-mail message (fill headers and constitute 

body) and perform MIME processing, 

b) Fetch the certificate selected for signing (containing 
private key) from the certificate store, 

c) Check the validity of the certificate, if valid then 
proceed to next step, otherwise, exit the process and 
report "cannot sign with selected certificate". 

d) Match the From address of the message with first e 
mail address in the certificate subject, if present. Ignore 
other e-mail addresses, if present. If match is successful 
then proceed to step f otherwise go to next step. 

Match the From address of the message with first e 
mail address in the certificate subject alternative name 
field, if present. Ignore other e-mail address, if present. 
If match is successful, then proceed to step f, otherwise 
exit the process and report "cannot sign with selected 
certificate", 

e) 

f) Check extensions especially basic constraints, key 
usage, authority key identifier, subject key identifier to 
determining trust level and permissibility to sign, if 
trusted and signing is permissible then proceed to next 
step, otherwise, exit the process and report "cannot sign 

with selected certificate". 

g) Use allowed hashing function to compute message 
digest. 

h) Extract the private key from the selected certificate. 

i) By employing some permissible algorithm, encrypt the 
digest using private key to compute message signature. 

j) Calculate a session key also called symmetric key using 
some algorithm on e-mail message, message signature, 
and the public key of the sender. 

k) By employing, some permissible algorithm encrypt the 
e-mail message, message signature and the X.S09 
certificate (public key) using the session key producing 
signed and encrypted message. 

I) Fetch the certificate selected for encryption (containing 
public key of recipient) from the certificate store, or 
address book. 

m) Check the validity of the certificate, if valid then 
proceed to next step, otherwise, exit the process and 
report "cannot encrypt with selected certificate". 

n) Match the To address of the message with first e-mail 
address in the certificate subject, if present. Tgnore 
other e-mail addresses, if present. Tf match is successful 
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then proceed to step q otherwise go to next step. 

0) Match the To address of the message with first e-mail 
address in the certificate subject alternative name field, 
if present. Ignore other e-mail address, if present. If 
match is successful, then proceed to next step, 
otherwise exit the process and report "cannot encrypt 
with selected certificate". 

p) Check extensions especially basic constraints, key 
usage, authority key identifier, subject key identifier to 
determining trust level and permissibility to encrypt, if 
trusted and encryption is permissible then proceed to 
next step, otherwise, exit the process and report "cannot 
encrypt with selected certificate". 

q) Extract the public key of the recipient from his X.509 
certificate. 

r) By employing some permissible algorithm, encrypt the 
session key using public key of the recipient. 

s) Constitute a CMS content-info structure from signed 
and encrypted message produced in step k, encrypted 
session key, and other objects. 

The steps that a sending mail client undergoes to verify 
signature and decrypt an e-mail message are listed below: 
a) Receive a CMS content-info structure containing 

encrypted and signed message along with encrypted 
session key, and other objects. 

b) Fetch the certificate selected for decryption (containing 
private key of recipient) from the certificate store or 
address book. 

c) Check the validity of the certificate, if valid then 
proceed to next step, otherwise, exit the process and 
report "cannot decrypt with selected certificate". 

d) Match the To address of the message with first e-mail 
address in the certificate subject, if present. Ignore 
other e-mail addresses, if present. If match is successful 
then proceed to step f otherwise go to next step. 

e) Match the To address of the message with first e-mail 
address in the certificate subject alternative name field, 
if present. Ignore other e-mail address, if present. If 
match is successful, then proceed to step f, otherwise 
exit the process and report "cannot decrypt with 
selected certificate". 

f) Check extensions especially basic constraints, key 
usage, authority key identifier, subject key identifier to 
determining trust level and permissibility to decrypt, if 
trusted and decryption is permissible then proceed to 
next step, otherwise, exit the process and report "cannot 
decrypt with selected certificate". 

g) By employing same algorithm used for encrypting 
session key, decrypt the session key using private key 
of the recipient. 

h) By employing same algorithm used for encrypting 
MIME message, message signature and X.509 
certificate of the sender, decrypt them using session 

key. 

i) Render the decrypted message. 

j) Extract the X.509 certificate of the sender received with 
the mail. 

k) Check the validity of X.509 certificate 'of the sender. If 
valid, proceed to next step otherwise report "cannot 
verify the message signature". 

I) Match the From address of the message with first e 
mail address in the certificate subject, if present. Ignore 
other e-mail addresses, if present. If match is successful 
then proceed to step n otherwise go to next step. 

m) Match the From address of the message with first e 
mail address in the certificate subject alternative name 
field, if present. Ignore other e-mail address, if present. 
If match is successful, then proceed to next step, 
otherwise exit the process and report "cannot verify the 
message signature". 

n) Check extensions especially basic constraints, key 
usage, authority key identifier, subject key identifier to 
determining trust level and permissibility to sign, if 
trusted and signing is permissible then proceed to next 
step, otherwise, exit the process and report "cannot 
verity the message signature" 

0) Use same hashing function as used at the time of 
sending, compute message digest (new) from the 
message received. 

p) By employing same algorithm as used for calculating 
message signature, decrypt the received message 
signature using the public key of the sender to find the 
original message digest. 

q) Compare the two digest, if equal then report, "signature 
verified" otherwise report "signature not verified". 

C. Multiple E-mail Address Certificates 
An e-mail certificate or personal e-mail certificate permits 

its use with single e-mail address. To make an e-mail certificate 
useful for signing and encryption from more than one e-mail 
account of an individual, multiple e-mail address certificates 
have been proposed [25]. A multiple e-mail address certificate 
binds more than one e-mail address with an individual. For 
such a certificate, multiple e-mail addresses are contained 
either in subject tield or subject alternate name files or in both. 
Inclusion of more than one e-mail address in the e-mail 
certificate does not disturb the existing X.509 certificate 
structure, because RFC 5280 does not restrict the number of e 
mail addresses that may be included in the subject alternate 
name field of the certificate to one. Such a certificate is useful 
to individuals and businesses that possess more than one e-mail 
addresses to send or recei ve e-mail messages. It is required that 
the CA issuing a multiple address e-mail certificates to 
individuals verifies all mail accounts of the individual to be 
bind in the certificate. Using a single e-mail address certificate 
for the purpose of S/MIME will reduce costs incurred on to 
purchase multiple certificates. It will also simplify certificate 
management. However, current mail clients do not support 
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such certificates and could expose privacy as all e-mail 
accounts of an individual can be seen through certificates, 

IV. USABILITY OF SECURE MESSAGING 

E-mail security can be achieved by using digital signature 
certificates . as they ensure confidentiality, integrity, 
authentication, and non-repudiation of e-mail messages but 
their usability, at least for ordinary users is being contended 
and subject to research. The users have to purchase a certificate 
for each of his/her e-mail address, properly configure e-mail 
clients, browsers, etc. maintain and manage certificate store on 
computers, learn procedures to verify sender's certificate and 
certificates of issuing authorities associated with it, transport 
certificates between computers, etc. Awareness to the usability 
problem of encryption with PGP 5 was raised through a user 
study [26J that examined usability of PGP 5 in e-mail 
encryption through one and a half hour test of twelve 
participants. Only three participants were able to send signed 
and encrypted messages and three others send confidential 
information without encryption. The study found significant 
problems with PGP 5 user interface and management of keys. 
The usability of PGP 9 and SIMIME in Outlook Express 6.0 
was investigated by a follow up pilot study [27]. The study 
found that, though PGP 9 improved in automatic encryption 
but problems in the processes of signing e-mail messages and 
verification of signatures continued. A study [28J to examine 
Key Continuity Management (KCM) by automatically 
extracting sender's key from incoming e-mail message found 
that though users understood the advantages of secure 
messaging using keys but most of them could not realize it 
practically, committed mistakes and send e-rnails unprotected. 
The users expected e-mail programs to ensure encryption and 

-help users not commit mistakes. Need for automatic security 
mechanism for e-mail messages and security information about 
the outgoing message has been advocated in a study [29] 
conducted to examine security of e-mail with social 
networking. S/MfME is not transparent to users, the message is 
not available for virus scanners and e-mail service providers, 
and mobility is limited. 

V. USABILITY STUDY 

The present study is concerned with evaluation of user 
efficiency in terms of response time and errors committed in 
sending/receiving S/MlMEmail messages. The response time 
is total time taken by the user to send signed or encrypted or 
signed and encrypted e-mail message correctly to intended 
recipient excluding time to compose the message or to 
correctly decrypt or verify signature or decrypt and verify e 
mail message received from an unknown recipient. Response 
time and errors committed have been recorded for following 
three cases: 

i) S/MfME is not used for sending/receiving messages, 

ii) SIMIME is used tor sending/receiving messages 
to/from users who have more than one e-mail addresses 
but have unique certificate for each address, and; 

iii) S/MIME is used tor sending/receiving messages 
to/from users who have multiple e-mail addresses 

contained in single certificate (Multiple e-mail address 
certificate) . 

A. Methodology 
Three e-mail accounts for each user were created on three 

different mail servers. Three single e-mail address certificates 
containingrespective e-mail address of the user in the Subject 
Alternate Name field were created for each users. In addition, a 
multiple e-mail address certificates containing all e-mail 
address of a user in the Subject Alternate Name field were 
created for each user. Certificate containing public key only of 
each users were made available to every users. The certificates 
were generated using X Certificate and Key Management 
(http://xca.hohnstaedt.de/) which offers easy operability and 
graphical user design. MS Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird, and 
the custom mail client supporting multiple e-mail address 
certificates [25] were used to submit and receive e-mail 
messages. 

Three rounds of usability study were conducted. In the first 
round, users submitted e-rnails to every other user account 
through each mail clients and received the mails submitted by 
other users. In the second round, S/MIME e-mails messages 
(signed, encrypted and signed and encrypted) were submitted 
from each account to all other user accounts. In this round, 
single e-mail address certificate of each user for each account 
was used. In the third round, S/MIME e-rnails were again 
submitted from each account to all other user accounts. This 
round used multiple e-mail address certificates of users. The 
time taken by each user to submit and receive messages and the 
number of mistakes committed by each were recorded for each 
stage of the study. 

B. Results 
Fifteen computer users well experienced with webrnail 

system were selected for the usability study and trained in the 
use MS Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird and the custom mail 
client supporting multiple e-mail address certificates. The users 
were trained in sending and receiving mail through POP3 and 
IMAP protocols. Users were asked to send simple e-mail 
messages to each user account and were asked to receive the 
messages send by other users. Next, the users were trained in 
the use of e-mail certificates (single address) for sending signed 
and encrypted messages. 

The certificates containing the public keys of each users 
were made available to evelY users. The users were asked to 
send signed only, encrypted only and signed and encrypted e 
mail from their account to all other user accounts. The time 
taken by each users to send signed only, encrypted only and 
signed and encrypted e-rnails were recorded for each user. 
Further, mistakes committed by users in sending signed and/or 
encrypted e-mails were also recorded for each users. The 
receiving behavior of users to verify signatures and decrypt e 
mail with correct certificate was also recorded for each user. 
The users were then trained to send S/MlMEmail using 
multiple address e-mail certificates. The users were again asked 
to send signed only, encrypted only and signed and encrypted 
e-mail from their account to all other 14 user accounts. Again, 
mail sending and receiving practice of all users was recorded. 
The results of the study are recorded in table 1. 
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TABLE I. E-MAIL SENDING AND RECEIVING PRACTICE WITH SINGLE AND MULTIPLE E-MAIL ADDRESS CERTIFICATES 

Mail Sending and Receiving 
Response Time and Mistakes Committed by Users 

Practice MS Outlook Mozilla Thunderbird 
Custom Mail Client 
SEAC MEAC 

g~ 
-0 -0-0 -~ -0 -0-0 -~ -0 -0-0 -0 '0'0 

Participants: 15 '0 OJ c OJ '0 <II C <II -0 '" C '" '0 <II C <II 
c.b '" - :5~ Q..~ "'- :5~ a~ " - - >. '" - <II >. '0 e, '" >. -gt: <II >. ] t: <II >. 0.- 

] ~ Messages send and received in .<: - c- bO .<:- c- >'c .c _ c- >'c c- >'c .-:: ~ ...,c cu ~ :':::~ ...,c tio :':::~ ...,c tio ...,c tio each case: 126 ii'i0 c u ii'i0 c u ii'i0 c u ii'i0 c u 
:S:C/i c eD c :S:C/i c ...,c :S:C/i c ...,c c ""c ~ ii'i~ ~ r;;~ ~ ii'i~ ~ ii'i~ 

E-mail Sending Practice 

Average Response Time (Minutes) 0.50 2.58 2.82 2.8g 0.57 2.48 2.80 2.90 0.55 3.00 3.00 3.50 1.80 2.20 2.50 
Percentage Mistakes Committed 0.15 20.00 26.00 27.50 0.20 21.00 22.00 29.50 0.25 22.00 28.00 32.00 8.00 10.00 11.00 

E-mail Receiving Practice 

Average Response Time (Minutes) 0.35 1.49 1.50 2.42 0.51 2.13 2.22 2.57 0.50 2.00 2.00 2.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 

Percentage Mistakes Committed 0.05 17.00 21.00 25.0 0.055 17.00 21.00 25.0 0.065 17.00 21.00 25.00 6.00 9.00 11.00 

It was found that users took slightly more time in sending 
mail to proper recipient than viewing received mail on all mail 
clients. The average response time to send and view received 
mail was slightly less in MS Outlook. Users committed fewer 
errors in viewing mail than sending it. The comparison of mail 
sending and receiving practice without the use of SfMIME 
across mail clients is shown in figure 2. 

Sending signed/encrypted SfMIMEmail to recipients with 
correct certificate took users more time than for sending it 
without S/MIME. The average time to send signed mail, 
encrypted mail and signed and encrypted mail remained in the 
range of 2.58 to 2.90 minutes across different clients. There 
was not much difference recorded across different clients. 
Sending users took more time to choose proper certificates of 
receiving users who had multiple e-mail addresses. Users took 
more time to both encrypt and sign e-mail messages. Average 
time taken to verify signature, decrypt the message or both, 
took slightly less time than the time taken for sending. It has 
been found that users committed many errors (20% to 29.50%) 
while sending signed/encrypted e-mail messages to recipients 
who had more than one e-mail address. Average time taken by 
users to decrypt and verify sender's signature remained in the 
range of 1.49 to 2.57 minutes for mails send by users having 
multiple mail certificates. Error rate for correctly decrypting 
and verifying signature of e-mail messages also remained high 
(17% to 25%). The comparison of SfMIMEmail sending and 
receiving practice-employing lise of certificates (both single 
address and multiple address) across mail clients is shown in 
figure 3. 

0.60 0.40 

0.30 ~ c 
-e 

0.20 I _, 
.:~ 

0.10 §. 

0.00 0.00 
Microsoft Outlook Mczilln Thunderbird Custom Clieur 

Senrliug rtme Receiving Time 

Fig. 2. E-mail sending and receiving practice without using S/MIME 
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Fig. 3. E-mail sending and receiving practice using SlMlME (with single and multiple e-mail address certificates) 
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Response time to correctly send and view received 
S/MIMEmaii either encrypted or signed or both encrypted and 
signed was greatly reduced by the use of multiple address e 
mail certificates. Users took less time to select certificate for 
encryption/signing and decryption/signa hire verification. The 
average response time remained 1.8 to 2.5 minutes, which is far 
less in comparison to time taken when single e-mail address 
certificates were used. In addition, users committed far less 
errors while selecting correct certificates tor signing/signature 
verification and encrypting/decrypting messages. The error rate 
decreased by more than 70% in all cases. Users were of 
considerate opinion that in general, selection of correct 
certificates for sending/viewing S/MIME mails was tedious 
and difficulty further increased for selecting proper certificate 
for users who had multiple e-mail addresses. 

CONCLUSION 

The use of digital signature certificates issued by 
certification authorities for signing and encrypting e-mail 
messages permit secure messaging, however, their usability 
due to the tedious procedures involved in it is often contended. 
A single e-mail certificate can be used with single e-mail 
address, therefore, for multiple e-mail addresses a user must 
procure and use different certificates, which is not only tedious 
but also expensive, as the user needs to buy multiple 
certificates and manage the certificate store. By including 
multiple e-mail addresses in a single e-mail certificate without 
violating the existing standards, a user can enjoy the benefits of 
secure messaging for all of his e-mail accounts without 
additional costs and extra management of certificates. The 
usability of secure messaging can be considerably improved if 
e-mail clients support e-mail certificates containing multiple e 
mail addresses, however, inclusion of multiple e-mail address 
in e-mail certificates will make them visible collectively and 
therefore, may not be desired in situations where users send e 
mail from some e-mail address and prefer to keep secret their 
other e-mail addresses. Based on the recorded practices it was 
found that the use of the multiple e-mail address certificates not 
only improve response time in sending and receiving signed 
and/or encrypted e-rnails but also minimize the chances of 
mistakes committed by users in selecting proper certificates for 
signing, signature verification, encryption, and decryption. 
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Radicalism: An Impediment to 
Islamic Revivalism in Central Asia 

G. N. ttma 

I n the intellectual landscape of Islam, because of its intrinsic nature of 
change and adaptation an organic and holistic approach developed in 

which religion intimately intervened with politics, law and society. As such 
a fresh, comparative and interpretative application of Shariah to any given 
situation had to be considered in the changing situations and 
circumstances. Throughout Muslim history moments have arisen 
periodically that seek to transform both the nature of Islamic belief and the 
political and social lives of their adherents. Thus, almost all reformist 
thinkers of the Muslim world realised that a complete reform in the socio 
political and religious outlook of Islam can help it exist and maintain its 
civilisational glory and cultural integrity. Consequently, a host of reformist 
movements emerged in the Muslim world in the coming decades. Butrusal 
Bustami of Lebanon (1819-1831), Jamal-ud-din Afghani of • Afghanistan(1839-1897), Muhammad 'Abduhu of Egypt (1849-1905), Sad 
Zaghlul, Muhammad Rashid Rida (1865-1935) in Iran, Khayral-din (1822- 
1890) in Tunisia; NamikKemal (1840-1888) and Zia Gokalp (1876-1924) in 
Turkey; Abdul Rahman al-Kawakibi (1854-1902) in Syria; Ismail Bey 
Gasprinski (1851-1914), Abdul rouf Fitrat (1886-1938), and Musa Jar-ul 
Allah (1875-1949) in Central Asia and Eastern Europe are a few prominent 
representatives of this reformist discourse. As a consequence of this 
Muslim intelligentsia throughout the world began actively advocating 
reforms in educational, political, cultural and social aspects to make Islam 
more relevant to the demands of contemporary society and receptive to 
the urges of the developing world. The Islamic radical groups in Central 
Asia however worked quite contrary to the objectives laid down in the 
manifesto of most of the reformist movements. In spite of making Islam 
more compatible to the requirements of 21st Century, these movements 
with their conservative and orthodox interpretations minimised the 
significance of Islam and added to the miseries and difficulties of their 
fellow citizens. 
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Historically, Central Asia has been part of one or the other major empires 
of the world without having its own political identity. The region has been 
in turmoil throughout its history. No other region perhaps has been 
through such conflicts and wars than Central Asia. Its history has been 
shaped by too many people that the inhabitants themselves found it 
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difficult to remember. During its long march of historical development, the 
region has witnessed the rise and fall of many empires the -Samanids, the 
Ghaznavids, the Qarakhanids, the Saljuks, the Mongols, the Turks, the 
Shaybanis, and the Timurids, which left an indelible mark on the history, 
culture, tradition and the character of Central Asian Society (Shams-ud-din 
2008). This historical process of cultural interaction and assimilation gave 
birth to such process of acculturation and enculturation that lies at the 
roots of the phenomenon of Islam. However, during the Muslim rule, there 
was very little scope for radicalism as Islam was at the very centre of the 
lives of Central Asian Muslims and was deemed as bedrock for the socio 
religious stability. With the occupation of the region by the Russians, Czars, 
Bolsheviks and Soviets, Islamic culture with its value system was pushed 
back. Policies aimed at changing the Muslim character of the region were 
adopted for imperialistic designs. As a result of which Islam and Islamic 
practices in the region became a soft target. Soviets eliminated countless 
Muslim scholars and local leaders, destroyed Islamic texts and literature, 
closed tens and thousands of mosques and madrasas and converted them 
into shops, schools, warehouses and museums (Akiner 1994). Islamic 
properties were confiscated: Publishing of Islamic literature and its import 
from other Muslim countries was banned (Walker 2001). Severe 
restrictions were imposed on Waqf property destined to be used for 
sacred and learning purpose (Akiner 1994). Religions institutions in the 
form of Maktabs and Madrasa were closed. In 1943, the remaining Islamic 
institutions were brought under control of clerical administration of 
Muslims of Central Asia and Kazakhistan in Tashkent. Soviet media 
continued to disseminate the publication of anti-religious books and 
articles. In July 1948, Sovetskaia Krygizia (a publication) cautioned that the 
authority of Islamic residents was yet again extending on account of 
reduction in anti-religions campaigns and the extension of Islamic 
Madrasas. Muslims were prevented from worship and observance of their 
religions practices. (Benningsen and Wembush 1986) Those who opposed 
these attempts were ruthlessly suppressed. Given the Marxists-Leninist 
interpretation of religion, Soviet authorities had no alternative but to 
suppress it in all its manifestations and institution. 

The anti-religious onslaught on Islam by the Soviet authorities, continuing 
from mid-1920's till the mid-1980's, failed to eradicate Islam from their 
hearts and minds. Notwithstanding the suppression, the economic 
subjugation of their lands and the colonial designs of societal and cultural 
transformation produced a sagacity of strong dislike among the Muslims of 
the region. This repressive approach led to the emergence and formation 
of numerous radical movements that created a national and political 
awareness among Muslims by uniting them against the colonial Czars. The 
movement known as Jadidism initiated by Ismail Gaspirali in 1883 united 
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Muslims against Czars under the banner of Turkism and Pan Islamism 
(Rashid 2002). The Jadidis successfully resisted the policy of Russification 
and deemed Central Asia as a whole entity. Soon after October 1917 
revolution, the foundation for an anti-Islamic strategy was laid out as the 
Bolshevik government implemented a radical programme, separating 
religion from the state (Tazmini 2001). One of the most serious 
consequences of this campaign was the Basmachi Revolt that began in 
1918. The first ever incident of terrorism in an organised form that took 
place in the former Soviet Union was the famous Basmachi Revolt. The Sufi 
orders with special reference to Naqshbandis along with their supporters 
in view of the repressive policies fought against these regimes in Central 
Asia with special reference to Afghanistan, Chechnya and Fergana Valley. 
The phenomenon of "unofficial Islam" that worked clandestinely also 
became the root of future radicalisation of Islam in Central Asia. Since 
1930's the number of smaller but more radical movements were active in 
the Soviet Union. The Muslim brotherhood (lkhwanal-Muslimeen) had 
succeeded in creating a number of secret cells in Dagestan in 1920s (Taheri 
1987). The Wahhabi Movement had also established a presence especially 
in Turkmenistan in 1930s {Encyclopedia of Religion 1987).After Iran's 
Islamic revolution many more radical Islamic groups began to appear on 
the Soviet scene. Islamic "Samizdat" generally known as Islamizdat started 
from 1982 was part of the initiatives taken by these new groups of Muslim 
radicals. The group was committed to the eventual over throw of the 
Soviet system which they described in their literature as Shaytani and 
Taghuti (in revolt against God) (Mohanty 2006). The Islam and Democracy 
in Uzbekistan (IOU) a radical movement with Almaz Estekov with its 
chairman worked for the spiritual cleansing of people from immortality 
(Bohr 1989). The People's Front of Uzbekistan, a radical organisation 
operated in Uzbekistan with the sole aim of establishing an Islamic 
republic. Similarly the Islamic Democratic Party advocated the creation of a 
theocracy modelled after the Islamic Republic of Iran (Los Angeles Times 
1990). In Kazakhstan, an Islamic party named "Alash" headed by Aron 
Atabek and Rashid Yutoshev pressed for the creation of an Islamic state in 
Kazakhstan (The Current Digest of Soviet Press 1992). Besides the leaders 
of some unknown groups like Ashghar Shah Jabrov, Abdul Rahim Karimov, 
lrnad-ud-din Ahmadjanov, Syed Karim Khajov, Arsalan Salur Bayev, and 
Kelirn Qurbanov also contributed in the radicalisation of the region 
(Mohanty 2006). A number of these Islamic parties, organisations and 
movements with a variety of ideological orientations confronted the 
colonial power which to a greater extent seems justified as the basic 
precepts of the religion were under siege; the reaction as such was 
spontaneous and natural. 
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The unprecedented epoch-making event of the zo" century, culminati ng in 
the attainment of independence by five Central Asian Republics opened 
the doors of Islamic revivalism in Central Asia (Mandelbaum 1994). Central 
Asian Muslims who had been forced to renounce or hide their religion for 
74 years, at least saw an opportunity to reconnect spiritually and culturally 
with their Islamic past (Rashid 2002). However, by promoting radicalism, 
majority of Muslim population of Central Asia seized this opportunity to 
rediscover their identity and heritage all of which they linked intimately 
with Islam. Instead of taking due advantage of the situation, they began to 
promote radicalism in a country where majority of the population had 
forgotten even their prayers and other rituals of Islam. The Post-Soviet 
movements with whatever manifesto failed to realise the value and merit 
of wisdom and fair dealings, which could have been instrumental in further 
strengthening the mutual bonds and the pace of revivalism, the 
manifestation of which is found in the considerable increase in the number 
of mosques; (For Eastern Economic Review 1992), and making Hajj to 
Makkah, growing number of students in religious educational institutions 
(Benningsen 1989), celebration of Muslim festivals, remembrance of 

'outstanding religious scholars of the region (Siddiqui 1997), legal 
dissemination of information popularising the values and standards of 
Islam through books (Anderson 1997), pamphlets, television and radio 
programmes (Rashid 2001), etc., expanding contact with Muslim countries 
of the world by joining the Economic Cooperation Organisation, the 
Organisation of Islamic Conference, and deputation of students to higher 
institutions of learning abroad (Mohanty 2006). 

The collapse of the Soviet rule had in fact come both as a blessing and 
affliction for the Muslim majority states of the region. It created a religious, 
cultural and political vacuum, to be filled by some alternative substantiv 
system. Islam was believed to be a potential alternative for (i) being at tho 
very centre of the lives of Central Asian people and (ii) having a tradition of 
change and adaptation which the radical Islamic movements miserably 
failed to capitalise. Consequently, the otherwise unifying factor of Islam 
became a lethal weapon in the hands of extremists, a force for division, 
fragmentation and enormous bloodletting. One such incident which 
influenced the politics of the region tremendously for nearly five years wa'f 
the Tajik Civil War. It was a militant and violent struggle that took the liv ,. 
of 50,000 people. This bloody Civil War had the highest number of' 
casualties proportionate to the population of any Civil War in the past 0 
years. It was Central Asia's first experience of a political coup by a horne 
grown Isla mist movement (Rashid 2002). All this transpired against til 
fundamentals of the religion. Being a complete civilisation, the classl , 
history of Islam proved the Islamic Universality offering a livln« 
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demonstration of the qualities of ethics, values, morals, compassion, 
mercy, tolerance and love, to which all human beings can relate. It, in 
unequivocal terms, rejects discrimination, racism and teaches men and 
women to disperse within the land and seek the bounty of God (Praja 
2007). As against the general rules of the populace of a region, Islam does 
not force or advocate the implementation of Islamic laws. Although the 
radical groups in Central Asia are obsessed with implementing Shoriah, 
they however did not see Shariah as a means to create a just society but 
simply as an alternative to regulate personal behaviour-a concept that 
distorts centuries of tradition, culture, history and even the religion of 
Islam itself. The hallmark of their manifesto is the rejection of all historical 
experience, scientific experiment and other forms of knowledge that 
Muslims (and other societies) have developed over the past 1400 years. 
The new Islamic order for these groups is reduced to a harsh, repressive 
panel code for their citizeris that strip Islam of its values, humanism and 
spirituality (Rashid 2002). The new radical and fundamentalist movements 
have distorted Jihad's greater meaning of an inner struggle to be a devote 
Muslim. Nowhere in Islamic literature or traditions does Jihad sanction the 
killing of innocent non-Muslim men, women and children, or even fellow 
Muslims, on the basis of ethnicity, sect or belief. It is this perversion of 
Jihad as a justification to slaughter the innocent which in part defines 
the fundamentalism of most of today's extreme Islamic movements. 

Islam throughout the course of history advocates pluralism at the most 
general level, that refers to a process of change which affects all regions of 
the world in a variety of sectors' including economic, science and 
technology (Nasr 2002). The claim that Islam cannot connect with the 
process of globalisation is devoid of merit and value. Its emphasis on the 
concepts of justice, peace, tranquillity, pluralism and co-existence, which in 
essence is the intrinsic nature of Islam and upon which a viable system of 
justice and equality can be disseminated in contemporary Central Asia, is 
an essential feature of Islamic perspective of globalisation (Yusuf 2013). 
The conquest of multiple territories, intermixing of races and synthesis of 
various cultures demonstrate the secular and pluralistic vision of Islam. The 
most significant example of pluralism and co-existence is reflected in the 
Charter of Madina, through which it established the security of the 
community, religious freedom, security of women, stable tribal relations, a 
tax system to support the community at a time of conflict, parameters for 
exogenous political alliance, a just social system to ensure protection of 
individuals arid a judicial system to resolve disputes. The system as such 
advocates inclusive as against the exclusive tendencies. Contemporary 

, Muslim majority nations of Central Asia can make a difference provided' 
they adhere to the dictum of "inclusiveness", pluralism and coexistence 
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which in turn will ensure a world of love and peace free of vices, hatred 
and prejudice. Such an approach on the part of Muslim States will ensure 
significant role of Islam in the Central Asian socio-political milieu. 

Radicalism besides Central Asia destroyed the age old Afghan tolerance 
and consensus. After 1992, the brutal Civil War divided Islamic sects and 

ethnic groups in a way that was unimaginable to ordinary Afghans before. 
Masudi's massacre of Hazaras in Kabul in 1995, the Hazaras massacre of 
the Taliban in Mazar-i-Sharifin 1997 and the Taliban massacresof Hazaras 
and Uzbeks in 1998 has no precedence in Afghan history and has probably 
irreparably damaged the fabric of the country's national and religious soul 
(Rashid 2010). The Taliban's religious outlook denigrated Islam and the 
unity of the country, as minority groups along with some ethnic groups 
tried to· flee the country en-masse. The destruction of Bamiyan idols in 
Afghanistan is an example of extremism engulfed with ignorance and 
orthodoxy which became the focal point of criticism throughout the globe. 
Islam advocates respect and protection of places of worship of other 
religions and does not permit their destruction. It has been rightly 
observed by scholars that "while the Taliban were ostensibly smashing 
idols, in reality they were demolishing Islam". History bears witness to the 
fact that a Muslim General during the reign of al-Mutasim AD 833-842 
ordered an Imam and a Muadhin to be flogged for having destroyed a fire 
temple in Sughd and building a mosque in its place (Arnold 2002). It is, 
therefore, believed that Taliban represented nobody but themselves and 
recognised no Islam except their own. Such an atmosphere has made it 
difficult for zo" century rulers to incorporate its religious leaders into a 
strong centralised state system. The obsession of radical Islam as a matter 
of fact is not the creation of institutions but the character and purity of its 
leaders, his virtues and qualifications and whether his personality can 
emulate the personality of the Prophet of Islam. Thus, these movements 
pre-suppose the Islamic virtues of individuals, even though such virtues can 
only be logically acquired if a society is already truly Islamic. 

The emergence of numerous movements in post-independent Central Asia 
gave Islamic radicalism a new phase and a new identity at least for the next 
millennium by not recognising any political system except their own and 
rejecting all accommodation with Muslim moderates and the west (Rashid 
2002). In order to carve out a place of influence for itself in the socio 
political structure of the region, Central Asian Muslims need to further 
strengthen the process of Islamisation of the region, free of aggression and 

• discrimination by adhering to the principle of pi ural ism and co-existence 
and to the dictum of Baha-ud-din Naqashbandi Dastbakardilbayaar "hand 
to work and heart- to God". As against radicalism, Sufism in the region was 
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highly instrumental in the propagation of Islam so much so that the rulers 
of the Turkic dynasties would seek validation for their rule from the leading 
Sufi saints. 

Although such a view invites all citizens of the region to a platform of 
mutual understanding, Muslims without passing on the buck certainly carry 
the heaviest responsibility since Islam has been consistently described as 
the epitome of radicalism and terrorism. Within hours of the planes 
hurtling into the World Trade Centre of New York and Pentagon on 9/11, 
American anguish was echoed throughout Europe. The fear and paranoia 
thus generated, have set Muslims at the back seat having badly affected 
the process of mutual accommodation between Muslims and European 
population and the integration of both Islam and Muslims into Europe's 
socio-cultural and political landscape (Praja 2007). 

Against the basic precepts of religion, several pro-religious organisations in 
Central Asia began to mobilise public support by exploiting religious 
sentiments of the people inspite of the government suppression. Islamic 
Renaissance Party (IRP)ii, Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU)iii, Hizb-ut 
Tahrir (HT)iV and Adolat are some of the prominent movements that 
flourished in Central Asia. All these parties by and large persuaded the 
people of Islamic faith to work for the creation of an Islamic Empire in the 
region. The policies enacted by these movements reflected negative 
repercussions and forced the present regimes to formulate policies and 

• enforce strict rules against the growing tendency of radicalism which 
ultimately proved counterproductive to the process of peaceful expansion 
and propagation of Islam in the region. For example in Uzbekistan in a 
massive crackdown against the HT in May 1998, freedom of worship was 
restricted", Police questioned all men with beards or more than one wife, 
fathers were jailed for the alleged crimes of their sons, all Muslim 
organisations and mosques were to be registered with the government, 
women were arrested for wearing the Hijab. The government as rightly 
said by Holly Carter, the director of Human Rights Watch for Central Asia, 
painted Muslims with the same brush - those who may have criminal 
intent and average Muslims who simply grow beard and go to the 
mosque", (Human Right Watch 2000). Considering Islam as a potential 
threat to its very existence, Uzbekistan's President Karimov, for example, 
views the Islamic religion as an 'ideological and political threat'. In denying 
Islam a political role, the Central Asian leaders did not merely apply the old 
Soviet model, but assumed criteria of a modern state, similar to Turkey, 
where Isla mists may occasionally hold power but where the military sees 
itself as guardian of the secular tradition instituted by Ataturk. In response 
to a question on whether Uzbekistan corresponds to 'the standards of the 
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Muslim world', Karimov said a categorical 'no'. President Nazarbayev also 
revealed his deep secular belief when he said: "Having been a Soviet 
people, we are atheists, but Kazaks with Muslim background. We do not 
allow religion to interfere with politics. And when working with Muslim 
states, we strictly define that there will be no religious interference in our 
country, and that goes even for literature, which is published in their 
countries". Consequently, after more than a decade, Islam has had no 
effective impact on the socio-political structure of the state. The leaders of 
Islamic movements have been concerned with their own power and 
popularity. In view of their manifesto and conservative interpretations, 
Islam seizes to be a vision of the future or blueprint for any actionThe 
increase in Islamic movements has prompted the governments to pursue a 
series of policies directed against them. 

Conclusion 

The epoch making event of zo" century accelerated the natural historical 
process conducted to speed-up moves of society and state through the 
means of transport, communication and information, to reduction of room 
and time of sectioning people. In these conditions Central Asian civilisation 
exhibited'anew quality and with new capabilities for onward march to 
progress and prosperity. In the process of the interaction between local 
and global Islam in Central Asia, most of the states are in a state of worry 
and anxiety about their policy on how to rule people belonging to the 
Islamic orders. Yet, it is not easy to view the Central Asian republics as part 
of the modern Islamic world. Islam has affected the society, but not 
influenced politics. To one degree or another, these countries remain 
concerned about preserving the secular governments and societies they 
inherited at independence, and resist attempts to be categorised as 
Islamic. This is partly because of the long isolation of Central Asia from the 
main centres and cultural processes of the Muslim world, and shortage of 
religious literature and restricted religious practice and the decline of the 
level of religious education. The ruling elite have given only lip service to 
traditional Islam as a factor of social conservatism. They have tried to 
retain the Soviet-era system of control over the official clergy, / which has 
power over the great mosques in the region. In short, the Muslim Central 
Asian republics cannot stop the spread of impact and influence of the 
Muslim world at large because it is a real phenomenon which is imposing 
itself by the forces of political influence, economic pressure, media and 
information domination exerted by the new world order. In fact, 
interaction and inter connectedness is based on economic power, political 
stability, social justice and progress in all fields of life. These can be 
attained by implementation of necessary reforms, correction of the 
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situation of Islam and establishment of the bases of joint Islamic action at 
all levels; in order to enhance cooperation among these Muslim countries 
towards a more promising perspective and prosperous future. 

To carve out a place 'of influence for itself in the socio-political structure of 
the region, Central Asian Muslims instead of conservative interpretation 
need to further strengthen the process of Islamisation of the region, free of 
aggression and discrimination by adhering to the true philosophy of 
religion. Instead of radicalism, Sufism in the region has always been 
instrumental in the propagation of Islam so much so that the rulers of the 
Turkic dynasties would seek validation for their role from the leading Sufi 
saints. Such a view although invites all citizens of the region to a platform 
of mutual understanding, Muslims certainly carry the heaviest 
responsibility since Islam has been consistently described as the epitome of 
radicalism and terrorism. Central Asia can make a difference provided they 
adhere to peace, inclusiveness, pluralism and coexistence. Such an 
approach on the part of Muslims will ensure outstanding role of Islam in 
the process of globalisation. 

The Islamic Movements by representing positively to the religious precepts 
have the potential to become torch bearers in this hemisphere by 
highlighting the urgent heed for peaceful propagation of Islam, communal 
harmony dialogue among civilisations to prevent major conflicts and 
ensure intercultural and interreligious peace-building process, Kofi Annan, 
former Secretary General of the United Nations asserted once, that "af 
sensible people must wish to avoid such a clash". President Mohammad 
Khatami of Iran, made a memorable speech on the subject in the United 
Nations General Assembly. He said, 'The Islamic revolution of the Iranian 
people ... calls for a dialogue among civilisations and cultures instead of a 
clash between them'. At his suggestion, the Assembly has since decided to 
proclaim the year 2001 as the United Nations Year of Dialogue among 
Civilisations". To quote Hans Kung, 'there will be no peace among nations 
unless there is peace among religions and there will be no peace among 
religions unless there is authentic dialogue among religions'. The only way 
to create an atmosphere in which global peace, communal harmony and 
co-existence can be nurtured is to extend the unbiased umbrella of Islam 
which promotes these precepts irrespective of race, gender and creed. 

Endnotes: 
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i This religious resurgence revealed the depth of the roots of "slam, which had 
flourished underground in defiance of the repressive Soviet state. As of 1994, an 

,estimated 7,800 mosques and prior houses have been opened in Centra' Asia. 
Between 1989 and 1991, the Uzbek government returned a number of religious 
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sites to the believers, including the Abu Isaal-Tirmidhi Mausoleum in the republic's 
south, the Kalon mosque, the Ata Walikhai mosque in Namangan, the Imam al 
Bukhari Mausoleum in Bukhara, and the lamia mosque in Kokand. (For Eastern 
Economic Review, 1992) 
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ii It emerged out of the inter-republican party of Islamic revival or Islamic 
Renaissance, Mohanty, latin Kumar. 2006: Terrorism and Militancy in Central Asia, 
Delhi: Kalpaz Publications, p.99, p.123. 

GI 

. iii JMU is deemed as. the greatest threat to Central Asian stability. Formed in 1998 , 
by extremist who were dissatisfied with the moderation of the Islamic Renaissance 
Party and determined to topple the government of Central Asian strongman Islam 
Karimov, the IMU launched Guerrilla attacks against the regimes from bases in 
Tajikistan and Afghanistan in 1999, 2000 and 2001. Under the military leadership of 
the charismatic Juma Namangani, the IMU has extended its Jihad to the whole of 
Central Asia. 

HI 

Lc 

iv HT, a widespread Islamic movement has taken root in Central Asia. It produces 
abundant literature about its goals, including a website. The party seeks to reunite 
the Central Asian republics and eventually the whole Muslim World by non-violent 
means with the eventual aim of establishing a Caliphate. However, like IMU it lacks 
complete social, economic or political plan for governing this Caliphate. 

o 

1\ 
P 

v Although every act of state repression has pushed these movements into taking 
more extreme positions, distorting their original message, it remains true that the 
Islamic ideologies of the IMU and the HT are based riot on the indigenous Islam of 
Central Asia, the birth place of Sufism (the tolerant form of Islamic mysticism) and 
is" century Jadidism (the modernist interpretation of Islam), but on imported 
ideologies. Their message of extremism originated with the Taliban in Afghanistan, 
the militant madrassa culture of Pakistan (where many IMU and HT adherents 
studied), and the extreme Wahhabi doctrine of Saudi Arabia. Contrary to the 
Central Asia's Islamic traditions and history, Jihad in its simplest form rather than 
Ijtihad (reinterpretation and consensus) has become the primary aim of these 
groups as they seek to mobilise popular support. 
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Abstract 

Verification using biometrics has offered a wide range of advantages over conventional possession and knowledge based methods. Almost all the 
biometric modalities have been tested by now but there are various factors that limit their accuracy. This paper presents a multimodal biometric 
system for verification. We have fused the matching scores for features extracted from iris and handwritten signatures. GLCM features for iris and 
GLRLM features for signatures have been used. The verification results so obtained are exceptionally good in comparison to both unimodal iris 
verification and handwritten signature verification systems. 

© 2015 Published by University of Kashmir, Srinagar. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of 
Department of Electronics and Instrumentation Technology, University of Kashmir, Srinagar. 

Keywords: Multimodal Biometrics; Iris Recognition; Handwritten Signature Verification; Texture Recognition. 

1. Introduction 

A large variety of application requires confirming the identity of the individual before providing them access to the 
application. Some of these applications need to be highly secured from illegitimate access like bank transaction, 
security systems, surveillance databases, entrance to high security zone areas etc. Even a small amount of inaccuracy 
can compromise the access. 

Biometrics has become a prominent and popular technique to provide personal verification. A biometric system 
simply matches a pre-stored sample of an individual with the current input sample and matches certain feature to 
ascertain the identity of the individual. A biometric system operates to either identify or verify an individual. In 
identification a comparison is made between the submitted sample and all N stored samples in the database (1: N) while 
as in verification in addition to a submitted sample some pin or password are also entered and a 1: 1 comparison is 
made. 

A single biometric system may fail to extract enough information for verifying an individual so multirnodal 
biometric that is, biometrics that involve more than one biometric modality to obtain improved performance are used. 
The most important feature of multimodal systems is to collect information from multiple biometric modalities to 
reduce the error introduced in mono modal systems (Ross et al 2006). Multimodal systems make it difficult for an 
intruder to copy more than one biometric traits. The main aim of multimodal systems remains to fuse information 
obtained from biometric samples at different fusion levels (Rattani et al. 2006). This fusion can be performed at four 
different levels sensor level, feature level, matching level and decision level. The first two levels i.e. sensor and the 
feature level are referred to as a pre-mapping fusion while as if the matching is performed at matching score 
level and the decision level then it is referred to as a post-mapping fusion (Sanderson.C, K. K. Paliwal 2003). In this 
paper, we fuse the information at matching score level. We have made use of GLCM (Grey level co-occurrence matrix) 
to calculate features of right iris and GLRLM (Grey level rum length matrix) to calculate features of handwritten 
signature images. Iris recognition is the most promising for high security environments (J. Daugman 1993). lris based 
biometric recognition systems have achieved a very high accuracy as high as 97% (c. Sanchez-Avila et al. 2001). A 
brief description of the two texture based techniques viz GLCM and GLRLM are given in next section . 

• Corresponding author. Tel.: +91 9906 118357. 
E-mail address:sab.mushtaq@gmail.col11. 
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2. Generalized Description of Feature Extraction schemes 

Texture is one of the important characteristics used in identifying an object in an image and to discriminate the images. 
The texture coarseness or fineness of an image can be interpreted as the distribution of the elements in the matrix 
(Harlic 1973). The gray tone spatial dependence was first used by (Julesz 1962) for texture classification. 

2.1. GLCM 

GLCM is a second order statistics method, which describes the spatial interrelationships of the gray tones in an 
image (R.W. Conners and C. A. Harlow, 1980). Tt contains elements that are counts of the number of pixel pairs, which 
are separated by certain distance and at some angular direction. Typically, GLCM is calculated in a small window, 
which scans the whole image. Bachoo and Tapamo (200S) have used GLCM for pattern analysis of iris however in this 
method the selection of window size remains a problem. In the proposed scheme we have normalize, the GLCM and 
assumed GLCM represent probabilities instead of counts. The co-occurrence matrix is constructed by the joint 
probability density function between the gray level tones, which gives the spatial relationship between any two points in 
the image. It is denoted by P(i,j,d,9), where i and j give ith line and jth column of co-occurrence matrix respectively, d 
is the distance between any two points and 9 is the direction. Normalization involves dividing by the total number 
of counted pixel pairs. There are eight texture features based on GLCM as studied by (Haralick 1973). The 
mathematical expressions for these features are given below: 

Entropy - L L p{i,j) log (,K,i,j» (I) , 1 

~ L (ij)p(i,j) - 1'.1', 

Correlation q.~a)' (2) 

"1:' n' (~ ~ ()(i.j)} 
Contrast .• _0 t'jj':",f: .. ' (3) 

!O._. 

- I I' •. _,(i) log {p,_,(i)} 
Dissimilarity ;-0 (4) 

- L I p{i,j) log (P(i,j» 
Homogeneity , j (5) 

Angular Second Moment L L {p(i.j)}' (6) i J 

Mean i()l)i (7) 

Variance (a 2) (8) 

Herr GLCM features are computed based on two parameters, which are the distance between the pixel pair 'd' 
and their angular relation 9. The angular relation is quantized at four angles i.e., 0°, 45°, 90° and 180°, 

2.2. GLRLM 

The technique used to calculate features of handwritten signatures is GLRLM. The GLRLM is based on computing 
the number of gray-level runs of various lengths. A gray level run is a set of consecutive and collinear pixel points 
having the same gray level value. The length of the run is the number of pixel points in the mn. The Gray Level Run 
Length matrix is constructed as follows: 

R(8) = ( g (i/j) I 8 ), 0:;; I:;; Ng I 0:;; I:;; Rmax; (9) 

Where Ng is the maximum gray level and Rmax is the maximum length. Let p (i, j) be the number of times there is a 
run of length j having gray level i. There are five Run Length Matrix based features computed for 4 directions of run 
(0°,45°,90°, 135°). For each matrix in a particular direction following seven GLRLM features viz SRE, LRE, GLN, 
RLN, RP, LGLRE, HGLRE are obtained. These features were suggested by Gallow 1975 
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Table I : GLRLM features 

S.NO. Features Formulae 

Short Run 
Emphasis(SRE) 

2 Long Run 
Emphasis(LRE) 

3 Grey Level Non 
uniformity(GLN) 

4 Run Length Non 
Uniformity 

5 Run Percentage(RP) 

6 Low Grey level Run 
Emphasis(LGLRE) 

7 High Grey Level Run 
Emphasis(HGLRE) 

3. Proposed Scheme 

This section presents the proposed scheme for verification using multimodal biometric fusion. 

3.1. Database 

We have used two databases one for signatures and one for iris images. For iris experiments are carried on CASIA 
iris- V 4 thousand database and for hand written signatures a signature database collected at NIT Srinagar is used. 

3.2. Algorithm 

The above discussed textural feature extraction method are used to extract features from right iris and hand 
written signatures. GLCM textural features are calculated using equations shown in section 2. The distance d between 
pixel pairs is first selected as 1 and gray level co-occurrence matrix features are calculated. The features are calculated 
at an angles of 00,450,900 and 1800. The experiment is continued with calculation of GLCM features for value of 
d=2 and 4. The features are again measured at the pre-defined angles of rotation over the whole iris image. 

To make the GLCM invariant to the rotation of the images, GLCM obtained at d = 1,2 and 4 is averaged through 
four angular relations (00,450,900 and 1800 ). Once the textural features of image (iris) is calculated, the 
feature set is stored in the database as trainer. The test image (iris) is similarly processed to obtain a textural feature 
vector. This feature vector of the test image is processed by the matching unit of the multi unit biometric verification 
system and compared against the templates stored in the database. The matching unit because of taking Euclidean 
distance as the classifier outputs a matching score corresponding to each template in the database. The matching score is 
fed to the decision unit which because of some predefined threshold classifies test image as Genuine or Imposter based 
on the score obtained at the matching unit. Similarly, the signature image is pre- processed separately as shown in the 
figure 1. The GLRLM features are extracted for the signature image in the similar way followed by matching. In case 
Once the scores are obtained from both the matching units ( i-e., from right iris and handwritten signatures), they are 
fused using SUM method of fusion. 
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Fig I: Block Diagram of proposed system 

4. Experimental Results 

We evaluated the proposed system on a data set of 525 signature images collected at NIT Srinagar and CASIA-iris 
V4 thousand database. The training set contains 200 each, a signature and an iris image assumed to be belonging to 
same individual. The testing set is a set of 50 each, signatures and iris images for verification. 

4.1 Training 

For an individual one image for each trait i.e iris and signature is enrolled in the database for which features are 
extracted using GLCM and GLRLM respectively. Which are also used for score level fusion and saved in database for 
verifica tion. 

4.2 Testing 

Pair of iris and signature are used for testing .. Fused feature vector is generated from the pair and is compared with 
the database score value. We have calculated FAR and Accuracy for the individual systems and then for the multimodal 
proposed system. The results thus obtained are given in table below. We also calculated the Genuine and imposter 
scores for the two systems that is for iris using GLCM and for Signatures using GLRLM and for the proposed system 
which are given below in fig2, fig 3 and fig4 respectively . It can be clearly seen that the overlap of genuine and 
imposter scores is more in unimodal systems and for every verification systems the aim is to reduce this overlap as 
much as possible. Lesser the overlap more accurate is the system. 
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Table 2: Accuracy and FAR 

S. No. Modality Accuracy 

1 
2 

Signatures 
iris 

Proposed Multimodal system 3 

FAR 

13.33 
0.8 
0.17 

85.15% 
93.2% 
97.6% 

5. Conclusion 

The field of multimodal biometrics is a challenging and novel area of research aiming at reliable and accurate 
personal verification and identification. This paper presents a score level fusion technique for human verification. The 
proposed technique uses texture features viz GLCM and GLRLM for feature extraction. The features thus obtained are 
normalized. In addition, stored in database. Matching scores are calculated for iris and signatures separately, then fused 
using sum rule of fusion, and results are compared to unimodal systems based on accuracy and FAR. The experimental 
results establish the effectiveness of fusion of the individual matching scores and accuracy of 97.6% is abtained in 
cornparision to individual signature and iris biometric systems that provide accuracy of 85.15% and 93.2 % 
respectively. 
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Abstract 

The Flosolver Lab was started in 1986 to "Build a parallel computer for fluid dynamics applications". Since then, different 
generations of parallel systems (Mk 1 to Mk8) and inter-processor communication devices have been built. The communication 
between the processing elements is very important in parallel processing system. FloSwitch is the communication device, designed 
and developed indigenously to meet the requirements. The present high communication recontigurable FloSwitch is Virtex 5 FPGA 
based to meet the application requirement. There is always scope of improvement of the communication devices. Here new design of 
FloSwitch is taken up to improve its communication speed, data handling of the parallel system (big data) with more reliable & 
efficient way and to cut down the no. of hops in the big system for the data transfer. To meet the requirement of the enhanced 
FloSwitch four FPGAs (Virtex-6) are used. The design will have the more processing elements (64) connected to the one device 
compared to the earlier device with 16 processing elements. This will bring down the number of hops between the processing 
elements. The DPM on board will be replaced by Block RAM resources of the four FPGAs , thereby leading to lower power 
consumption, data transfer rate increase and reduced size for a multicore chip. 

© 2015 Published by University of Kashmir, Srinagar. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of 
Department of Electronics and Instrumentation Technology, University of Kashmir, Srinagar. 

Keywords: FPGA; Block RAM; DPM; Xilinx; Floswitch. 

1. Introduction 

Starting from the jolting bullock cart of yesteryears to supersonic planes of the 21 st century the face of science and 
technology is not the same .Same is the case with parallel computing technology moving leaps and bounds in recent 
years. Data-Intensive Computing is an application which uses data in the parallel approach to process large volumes of 
data typically in terabytes, petabytes in size. High computational Background Study applications which spent most of 
their execution time to computational requirements will have smail volumes of data. Whereas computing applications 
which require large volumes of data and spent most of their processing time to I/O and manipulation of data are known 
as high communication (Flo solver Team (a)). Earlier electronics designs were based more on the design concept & its 
feasibilities. Power requirement was as the pali of the design. Current design trends are portable devices with high 
performance and low power. Designing the low power boards to improve the performance is extremely challenging & 
demanding. 

Communication protocol is a formal description of the digital message formats and the rules for exchanging those 
messages in or between computing systems. Protocols may include signaling, authentication and error detection and 
correction capabilities to reduce the size of digital designs (xilinx.com). The industry trend over the last few years has 
been to move towards the use of high speed serial protocols for data transmission. A digital serial signal uses fewer pins 
to transmit high-speed data by increasing the clock rate at which the signals are sent (Flosolver Unit (a)). 
Communication network is the most demanding area in the upcoming technology development. Every day the 
revolution is taking to its new height to meet the demand in the market. This project mainly deals with design of 
FloSwitch using four low power Virtex-6 FPGA's. ON board DPM's will be replaced with inbuilt BLOCK RAM of 
FPGA. Replacing on board DPM's with inbuilt RAM's of FPGA wiiluse less power (Havinga, 2000). Communication 
speed will be increased as the internal RAM's access time is very less compare to the on board DPM's (Flosolver Unit 

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +91 9906436856. 
E-mail address:hamdanimursal@gmail.com. 
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(b)). In this design 64 optical links can be connected to the FloSwitch. As in the earlier Design only it supports to the 16 
optical links. Here it will have support of four FloSwitch capabilities in one device. Intra cluster connectivity will can 
also be the optical link. This new concept aims to reduce the number of hops between the processing elements, so that 
processing speed increases. This may lead to reduce the area covered by four FloSwitches to just one since it generates 
the same number of optical links as by four FPGA's. 

2. Block Diagram 

2. J. Existing Design 

The design of this proposed tloswitch is based upon some limitations of the existing switch. So it is quite natural to 
first deal with the existing system and know wherein the changes are to computing intensive applications. Here the 
numbers, which force to think of, power consumption in the big systems. In the existing system of Flosolver MK- 
8(Flosolver Team(b)), FloSwitch is designed using Virtex 5 FPGA (XC5VLX II OT, FF 1759), DPM (IDT70v658S) and 
optical links.Flosolver Mk8 is mainly in the form of 128 clusters. Each Cluster is of 8-processor system consists of 4 
dual processor server boards with PCI based add-on card(Flosolver Team(b)) which is connected to the FloSwitch 
through 64 bit parallel bus for intra-cluster communication 

Elosvvitch (V'irrex-o) 

Optical 
lin.ksro 
next 16 
clusters 

Server I (dual core) Vi:l 
r-cr 
Carel 

Serve,·2(dual core) 

'Ser-ver-S'(dtia.I core) 

ServC'l"4(dual core) 

F'losw.irc h (Virt e 'x-o) 

Parallel cable 

Optical 
li.nks to 
next 16 
clusters 

Ser-ver l(c1ual core) ,ria 
PCl 
Car d 

Serve.r_(c1ual core) 

Server'S (dual core) 

Sen;e.r4(dual core) 

Fig. 1. Existing system interface 

Parallel cable 

Such 128 clusters are linked via 16 Flo-optilinks (optical link) of FloSwitch for inter cluster communication 
(Flosolver Team (b)). So the FloSwitch is the prime communication device across the Mk8 super computer. 
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2.2. Proposed Design 

While the multi FPGA chips are generally used for high intensive data handling calculations, will essentially 
enhance speed, reduce power as compared to earlier floswitches, and reduce the number of hops .This is achieved by 
employing Virtex 6 FPGAFPGA (XC6VLX550T, FFI759 ), using FPGA block memory instead of external DPM will 
reduce the data transfer rate, tlexibility in the design and size of the board. Four FPGA's are arranged in a 
reconfigurable pattern in a manner that each FPGA can connect to every other FPGA via address, data bus and control 
signals. 

3. Recontigurable FloSwitch Expediency 

The proposed design consists of four Virtex-f FPGA's connected in a manner that each FPGA connects to every 
other FPGA via address (32bit) and data(64bit) bus in one to one. Here the design of the board is in such a way that all 
FPGA can read or write with other FPGA's in parallel. This lends the design of the FloSwitch flexiblele in terms of use 
ofVirtex-6. Internal resources such as block RAM etc. are used for the memory to to all other connected FPGA's. In the 
existing design each cluster has one FloSwitch which has 4 parallel links for intra-cluster communication via PCl card 
interface and 16 optical links for inter-cluster communication. 

- 

~ P!}mll@l CO!.lu~d-or (64 B.it) for ln~fll. eln ter 
ommUlli lion 

• 
_"" Du 1 Port ~.[@maq (DPM) Sec 'Oil r 

- _ - 

Power ~ 
Regtillltorn •••• 

,~Wl , , prcrm ~ 
rirtb .JtJl'k r ~t 

peinn d.iff~rfll H ITA irfex:·EPGA 
~ DRA_:\! ~ s 

volta (' LED 
hm~ls 1 PLD -~ 1 I.. j PI r Ji + t 

~ 16 eri.'u LmL' (opti{,31) for rnift' cluster l'OmIDlI!IlicRtiOn.s 

Fig2. Existing Existing FJoSwitch Design 

Thus each cluster connects to next 16 clusters in the MK8 ,128 cluster supercomputer design .In the proposed design 
80 optical links are available for both inter-cluster and intra-cluster communication. This entails that each cluster can 
connect to 80 processing elements (PE's), As a result more processing elements can have the communication using one 
FloSwitch, it is like a single cluster. This will eventually reduce the number of hops that information carrying from one 
server other server, thereby leads to an improvement in the communication system as a whole. As shown in Figl a single 
rack consists of four dual core servers (XEON processor). Intra-cluster communication is done in parallel, while serial 
optical links are used to connect to corresponding clusters. 

The present system of FloSwitch can be upgraded with DPM's inside the FPGA [Virtex-6). This will enhance the 
speed and reduce the area of the board while reducing the access time of the data from memory twice.This will be carried 
out while considering power reduction schemes. The power section will be addressed to improve further by bringing 
down the total power in the FloSwitch design. By using low power GTX optical transceivers, low voltage SRAM and 
PROM of the order of FPGA used considerable amount of power is reduced thereby enhancing the performance of the 
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system. Fig.1 shown above explains how in the existing system intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication exists via 
parallel connectors (cables) and optical links respectively. 

BLOCK DAIGRAM 

Point 

POWE~ S"l'STEM ClOC~ ~I'" .• C 

170 ME WHOt:: -:"(sl JTIIG 
SUP PL'" LED 

( Oc.wnlo,dj 
liND 

I RAM 
DlFF. I 1 I RA.rv1 ! VOLT. 

I hOM 

~ Viliex-6 --- vlrtex-s -o-. LEV!fLS 

I '" I ,..~rr~ I 111Cfo1 Virtex-6 vtrtex-s -r= - 

EJ--------J I RA,lv I 1 + 'V I \ 

4 80 Sel~lal o,(l,tlcal link cnaeners fE)I' Ililell ami urn-a comeunncauon 

Fig. 3. Proposed FloSwitch Design. 

4. Advantages over Existing Designs 

While in the proposed design, the multi core FloSwitch can be connected in two configurations. First configuration 
proposes the use of FloSwitch as a centralized device with all the processing servers surrounding it. This means that all 
the eighty optical links coming out from the FPGAs will be used to connect to the servers directly. This will lead to 
great improvement in speed of the FloSwitch design as one to one communication between large number of servers 
will be possible, which was never possible in the earlier design. The second configuration as shown in fig4 entails the 
use of one FloSwitch in a manner that, it can firstly connect to sixteen other FloSwitches via optical links and also with 
sixty four servers directly. This is one of the option to show the inter cluster connectivity with one hop. For example 
Server I of first cluster to server 63 of the sixteenth cluster can be communicated in one hop. Here the total number of 
servers connected using sixteen Floswitches will be 1024. Total processing elements will be 2048. Earlier the sixteen 
FloSwitches can connect one to one was 64 server board as 128 processing elements. Therefore, over all there is a gain 
of 16 times more PE's can be connected. 

4.1. Reduce the Number a/Hops 

In the parallel computing scheme, we define a hop as the communication from one PE to other PE. In computer 
networking, a hop represents one portion of the path between source and destination. When communicating over the 
Internet, for example, data passes through a number of intermediate devices (like routers) rather than flowing directly 
over a single wire. Each such device causes data to "hop" between one point-to-point network Connection and another. 
While in the case of parallel computers, each FloSwitch encountered leads to a hop and a delay since the proposed 
design aims to replace four switches by just one, it entails reduction in number of hops encountered also. 
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Fig. 4. Proposed Floswitch interface with 64 servers' direct links and 16 other tloswitches. 

4.2. DPMremoval and Block RAM: 

Tn the existing design, one FloSwitch has 8 DPMs occupying a reasonable amount of space on the board. Four such 
switches carry 32 DPMs. The proposed design will use block RAM of the Virtex-6 FPGA instead, thereby reducing 
area of the board and also reducing the power consumed by the DPMs (Jagannatham, et ai, 2013). Power consumed by 
one DPM is measured to be 1650 Mw. Tf we replace 32 DPMS, we are in fact saving 52.8 Watt of power consumption. 
This no. are useful as we grow system to a big parallel machine. Here the main advantage of the FloSwitch will be to 
have a one-type communication link as serial weather it is intra cluster or inter cluster communication 

This design has been under taken to study the feasibility of the communication and the advantage over making a big 
system for big data and intense communication applications. 
Table I Comparative analysis of Proposed and Existing Designs 

COMPONENTS EXISTING SYSTEM PROPOSED SYSTEM 
13.645 W(Virtex-6) 

13.645 x4= 54.6 W 
63mW 

54 mW (BPI) 
7<J2mW 

792x 64= 50 W 

5. Acknowledgement 

45mW 

FPGA 
12.217 W(Virtex-5) 

12.17 x4=48.6W 
528mW 

49.5 mW (SPI) 
990mW 

990 x 64= 64 W 
115.5mW 
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"" Social Implications of Rural 

'elopment -on Gender: A Case Study 
of Kashmir with special referenceto 
Ganderbal Block 

~ 

Manzoor Hussain 

"The globalization of.the capital market is actuaUyp-;;;:( of eco-;;;;;;'ic -- - 
globalization. This will create a change in the entire world economy, not 
just restricted 10 some fields in some countries ... 

-Richard Grasso 

Introduction 
Gender is a socio-cultural construct and gender discrimination a worldwide 

phenomenon. Across the societies, women-havebeen.treated unequally and less value 
placed-on their lives because of their gender. Women's differential access to power and 
control of resources is central to this discrimination- in all institutional spheres, i.e. the 
household, community, market, and the state. Within the household, women and girls 
face discrimination in the sharing out of household resources including food, sometimes 
leading to higher malnutrition and mortality indicators for women. At its most extreme, 
gender discrimination lead to son preference, expressed in sex selective abortion or 

-- ------ . . . or segregation 

:1 

ill 
:il .. ' 

of similar education levels. Women's lack of representation and voice in decision making 
bodies in the community and the state perpetuaies discrimination, in terms of access to 
public services, such as schooling and health care or discriminatory laws. 

The law is assumed to be gender-neutral when in fact it may perpetuate gender 
discrimination, being a product ofa culture with oppressive gender ideologies. While 
the gender division oflabour tends to be seen as natural and immutable, in fact, these 
ideas and practices are socially constructed. This results in context-specific patterns 
of who does what by gender and how this is valued. Women are generally expected to 
fulfil the reproductive role of bearing and raising children, caring for other family 
members, and household management tasks, as well as home based production. Men 
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another style' (Singh, K, 1995, 67-87). He pointed out that any effort to develop the 
underdeveloped countries along western lines could only hasten their retrogression 
and decay. 

The central idea of Harvey Leibenstein 's thesis was that in order to aftain sustained 
growth, it was essential that the stimulant to development was of a certain critical 
minimum size. Socio-economic backwardness was characterized by a set of inter-related 
factors which hada certain degree of stability at their small equilibrium values. The 
actual values-were different from the. equilibrium values because the.economy was 
always being subject to stimulants and shocks. The stimulants had a tendency to raise 

--'. . per-capltamcorrfe-above1he-equilibrium-level-(lbid.,J.9.95,.p.,67.-81). But, in backward 
. societies, long term economic development did not take place because the magnitude 

of stimulants was too small. Leibenstein's thesis was more realistic because it was 
applicable to developing countries like India. Giving a big push to the programme of 
development all at once was not applicable while a critical minimum effort could be 
properly timed and broken up into a series of smaller efforts for sustained development. 

tend to be more associated with productive roles, particularly paid work, and market 
production. In the labour market, although women's overall participation rates are 
rising, they tend to be confined to a relatively narrow range of occupations or 
concentrated in lower grades than men, usually earning less. 

In the context of systemic exploitation and alienation of women faced in the past 
and present, one of the objectives ofrural development program in India has been to 
improve the status of women. Rural development is a strategy to enable a specific 
group of people, poor, rural, women and men, to gain for themselves and.their children 
more of what they want and need. -It involves helping-the-poor.est.amo~i 
sought a livelihood in the rural areas to demand and control more ofihe benefits of 
rural development. The group includes small scale farmers, tenants and the landless 
(Robert chambers, 1983, 147). The overall focus of rural development is to bring 
improvement in the level ofliving, including employment, education, health, nutrition, 
housing and various social services; decrease inequality of rural incomes and rural 
urban differences in income; and the capacity of the rural sector to sustain and accelerate 
the pace ofirnprovement in rural areas. It involves systematic scientific and integrated 1 ., 
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use 0 natura resources an as part 0 this process enabling every person to engage . . 
himself in a productive and social useful occupation (Parthasarthy, 1984, 29). The . -- -M.G...Bhandat:LobS,e!J(!;QJll~~!10 involvement of financing agencies in 
objective is to bring poor families above the poverty line on a lasting basis by assisting '.' ...". the .. process_otid~nti!!~at.ion~d selection of rural development "beneficiaries. The 
them through income-generating assets and training (Dhillon, 1991,45). number of applications rejected by the cooperative banks was comparatively lower 

Viewed theoretically, rural development is elastic and a dynamic concept. than the commercial banks. The DRDA did not prefer to sponsor loan applications to 
Conceptually, rural development is a strategy and connotes a complete process of District Co-Operative Banks due to cumbersome loaning procedure, unfavourable terms 
change (Munjal, 1997, I). Development denotes some sort of advancement in a positive j and conditions, stipulation regarding share capital distribution, security, and wide 
direction (Singh, 1987, J). Rural development presupposes not only an integrated network of rural branches of commercia I bank. The quality oflending was much below 
development of agriculture and industrybut also-social-ser-v.iGes..{-Xhakux,..l9.88,...L4.). the standard in as much as that in financing milk animals, no proper care was taken 
Rural development programmes comprise the following: (I) _provision of basic regarding their milk yield, availability.of.fodder, etc. Lo!!!!§.~~given for sin~:.purpose 
infrastrucnu:e facilities in rur~l areas, c.g., schools, health.facilities, roads, drinking - which.-in turn did not help the small farmer~to m~~_t.~~. consumption needs. There 
water, electrification, etc.; (2) Improvement of agricultural productivity in rural areas; was biased selection of rural development beneficiaries' Pressure was brought upon 
(3) provision of social services like health and education for socioeconomic the official's right from the process of identification of beneficiaries. Majority of the 
development; and (4) implementing of schemes for promotion of rural industry beneficiaries approached some officials or other after the household survey was done 
increasing agriculture productivity, providing rural employment, etc. for becoming a beneficiary under rural development. In more than 50 per cent of the 

In Kashmir, rural development has received foremost attention at the state level _§_ beneficiaries, village Sarpanch was instrumental in getting them selected. 
and sizable funds have been invested un'der1h-el'rogrammec-'Fhe-aim-waS-to-bting poor jj=' -JasJjir-Ka.iiw.ar~SInghjdentified that big . .far1!l..::t:!;~e.:i~ed more benefit from the 
families above the poverty line and to ensure a social transformation and change. ~ b3ilks than m.epiwll dnd smali-fllfffi@Fs aaQ agriClllolraiiabourers·. The family income of 
However, in spite of the efforts made under the programme, the quality of rural life has '1' the big farme;~ was about three times more than that of the small farmers.and.about.six 
not improved up to a satisfactory level. Similarly, the social implications of this . times m ore than that of the ~gricuJtw:allabourers. Rural developm~nt helped the small 
programme have not been so deep and radical. 'j, and marginal farmers to raise their Income and employment but It was not up to the 

target. The annual income of23 per cent beneficiaries of the Minor Irrigation Scheme 
was more than Rs. 3500 and 33 per cent beneficiaries under the Minor Irrigation had 
more than five acres of cultivable land, which was against the existing norms. The 
proportion of applications rejected by banks was as low as 4.75 per cent and banks 
took one month for scrutinizing the applications and sanctioning loans. There was bias 
in the 'identification and selection of the rural development beneficiaries, which resulted 
in wrong selection of the beneficiaries to a great extent. The selection was through the 
appr~ach of some influential people, rich farmers, middlemen etc. Proper survey was 
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This study had an evaluative research design and its purpose was to assess the 
social implications of rural development in Kashmir valley with main focus on Ganderbal 
Block in District Srinagar. The theories of Sociological Dualism and Critical Minimum 
Effort Thesis by l.H. Broeke and Leibenstein were applicable to the present study. J.H. 
Broekeexplained underdevelopment in terms of Sociological Dualism which he defined 
as 'the clashing of an imported social system with an indigenous social system of 
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not conducted and many persons who were Above Poverty Line (APL) were chosen as _' significant impact of rural development on inc?me generation. Largely, the better off 
beneficiaries, _ _', - section got the benefits. Many schemes sanctioned were not C<lp!bl: of generating 

K.M. George found a significant increase in income and employment of the ." , - sufficient income because of large financing needed and also of limited marlceLpotentJal. 
beneficiaries under rural development. ~he contribution of diary to total family income ~ _: There was no planned procedure to inform the beneficiaries about the sanction ofloan. 
increased from 5.12 per cent in pre-implementation to 36.58 per cent in post _ dl5i~ Quite a long time was taken by the bankers to sanction the loan and beneficiaries had 
Implementation period. 70 percent of the total beneficiaries crossed the poverty line. 1-" to waste their time, money and energ:y in gernng the necessary certificates. . . 
There were some of the limitations.ofprogram. Majority of.the beneficiaries (55%) , ' _.... M. Thahavet . .aI.,.obseLved.that due to faulty identification, half.of!he!d~ntlfied 
argued about inadequate veterinary facilities, de.mand for illegal gratification by the j';' families were already above the poverty line a~d were inelig~ble for gettmg assistance 
verennanans, poor milk procurement'andmarketlngarrangements0TOn~avaHabilityof- ~ under:thel'rogram"-T-he-amount-ofcfedlt-sanctloned.under_d.lffet;_(:Jlt~~J:sPY banks 
fee,d and fodder, inadequate loans and subsidies, procedural difficulties in insurance ii1i."~:: in .many cases was lower than the amount recommended by the DRDA. The loan 
co'\,errge and missing component of training to the beneficiaries as the major drawbacks I«c amount sanctioned to different beneficiaries also varied from per~on to person, There 
of thelprogram. 11I.;'.' was acute coordination problem between the financing insutunons, DRDA, Block 

Govt. ofIndia Planning Evaluation Organization revealed that 26 percent of the '!5::. Authorities, Lead Bank and Sectorial Offices that provided infrastructure and technical 
beneficiaries were already above the poverty line in terms of the norms of annual ,~.S: support for implementation of rural development. The majority of the beneficiaries 
income ofRs. 3500 ofa family offive and, strictly speaking, did not qualify for provision ]- expressed that they were not allowed to choose the dealer a,nd were supplied w~th 
ofbe~efit und~r the pro~am. The study indicated that only 29 percent of the families If.:'= substandard assets. The anthor further reported that majority of the beneficiaries 
were selected m the meeting of Gram Saba and the remaining 71 percent by the BDO, -iF=- .. indicated_that..the_pr.oc.e.duI.IUIS_ed for s'!!)£t.!£~nlLt£e ]oan . .':"a,~~~rso~e, ~Ime 
Probl~ of coordination at district level was be,mg experienced in spite of the Governing 1~ cons_l!!I1irll~_J!n.Q.jl1~ had to waste time, money and energy III getting necessary 
Body and the District Development Committees set-up by the state governments, ' . certificates and completing other formalities. . , 
About 88 percent of beneficiaries increased their income; 12 percent reported no material " . Kanwar Prakash Chand revealed that a majority (90 percent) of the beneficiaries 
~hange. Agai~ 77 percent revealed an increase in their consumption level and 23 percent j, indicated that their identification was d?ne through village survey. Only 20 per cent of 
in the family assets. Further 65.percent of beneficiaries felt that their overall status in the beneficiaries crossed the poverty line of Rs.3500 per annum and the remairnng 
th~ village society has been elevated and 35 percent said thartheir overall status has . .-. showed improvement in their income but the incremental income was.very much short 
not been elevated, 49.4 percent of the selected beneficiaries crossed the poverty line I of the poverty line, The block office forwarded 80 percent of the applications to the 
by rising up to the armual income level offcs, 3500:-'firemajorityofthe-ben'eficiari'es,(62 ." _. concerned-banks within a month, but it .could.clear only, 43._per£ent of those 1D a 
percent) were not able to cross the poverty line due to inadequate assistance provided _ .monthts.time, another 40 percent were cleared between 2-~ months, Due to pressure 
under the program. There was delay in granting loans because the-banks demanded ? ~' from the banksto repay the loan, 57 percent of-the beneficiaries sold their assets to 
guarantee. This delay created many other types of problems for the beneficiaries. 1 repay the loan. Higher maintenance cost of the assets as compared to the retur~s a,lso 

Departmerit of Rural Development conducted concurrent evaluation on rural ~ forced some of the beneficiaries to sell their assets. There was lack of coordination 
development and reported that 56 percent beneficiaries were selected in the meetings ,~ between the DRDA and the block level officials and the various government/quasi- 
of Gram Saba, 39 percent by officials and·five p~rcent b~ others_01l'! MLA I Landlord :iiI- government organizations like Department of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and 
I Employer and fellow VIllager), It was observed that the assets'generated-incremental ~ .. EleaT.iciCY.:Boafds-;etc...~ __ - ,--_ ._~ ''';;' _ ::. - _ - . 
income of more than Rs,2000/-in 27% cases;-betweeif'~1)01lli'R:S:2000f-in2zl percent #, D.S. Dhillion j evealed that mere teaR gO I'e<cent of the benefic! . . 
cases, between Rs.50 I to Rs, I 000 in 17 percent cases and up to Rs., 500 in 10 percent years of age, 60.33 percent beneficiaries illiterate,-76.33 percent were landless-In majonty 
cases. 48 percent of old beneficiaries belonging to destitute, and very poor gtoup of !be cases, the household survey was not carried out to identify the. poorest of the 
crossed the poverty line of Rs. 3500,and five per cent families of the same group poor beneficiaries, They were selected by the officials and the list of sele~ted 
crossed the revised poverty line of Rs. 6400. The concurrent evaluation of rural beneficiaries was not display at a common place in the village. The milk animals provided 
development showed that the national average of block delay, bank delay and the under rural development added to the income and social status of the beneficiaries but 
delay in grounding the asset was 331,77 and 38 days respectively, The study revealed only 53.00 percent (out of eligible beneficiaries) could cross the ?o~ertylme ofRs35~0. 
that workmg capital was required 1D 60 percent cases but was not provided in 32 In 63.00 percent cases, the assets were found to be intact while III the remal~mg J7 
percent cases to the b~neficiaries, Th~ r~payment period was less than three years in I percent cases, they were missing. Also, i? 97.00 percent cases, the assets were insured 
26 percent cases and Just three years III J6 percent cases. " ' but in none of these cases, a copy of the insurance policy was given to the beneficiary 

A.C. Kutty Krishnan reported that the selection of beneficiary families was not, with the result that they had to face hardships in getting the insurance claim, 
proper, as only 16 out of80 sample households were really eligible for assistance under . Dhillion concluded that, in 50 percent of the cases, the assistanceprovid~d to the 
rural development. Out of these, only three crossed the poverty line. There was no ~; beneficiaries was inadequate and III none of the cases working capital was provided 
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D. P. Rao and R. Karajan reported wrong identification of rural development 
beneficiaries whose annual income was more than the.prescribed limit ofRs. 3500 and 
land holding size was more than prescribed limit offive acres. An insignificant impact 
ofIRDP in terms of employment generation and increase in income of the beneficiaries 
was found. The authors stated untimely credit, or marketing facilities, creation of 
inappropriate assets low employment potential of the Unit and increasing cost of the 
inputs as the major difficulties expr~sed·gyl}1ajorityofthe beneficiaries. 37per cent of 
the beneficiaries indicated that they had.to.pay.Rs. 200 and abo-ve to get the scheme 

--- -""'"""Sanctioned-unaer-IRLlR 
-,,'C-M'Ohana Sundaram, V.-argued that inPongalur block.ofTamil Naa~ there ";-as 
improvement in income, employment levels ana asset position. He held that income 
from dairying signiiicantly.cofitributed:to the.total income of beneficiaries. Due to 
adoption of dairy occupation, the assets of'beneficiaries improved significantly in 
terms of increase in number of animals, purchase offew acres ofland, construction of 
their own houses, and purchase of agricultural implements. The 'average asset 

.improvement was highest among big farmers and least among the landless labourers. 
This fOllowe!! that the beneficiaries had benefited from the rural development and 
crossed the BPL status. . -.-.- _. -. --.----.- -. . 

P. fh1j)paiah and M. Davendra Babu concluded that teachers and village level 
workers were assigned the responsibility of the household survey that was not properly 
trained. The selection of ineligible families who got assistance under the programme 
was as high as nine per cent. Majority ofthe beneficiaries expressed their dissatisfaction 
with the present system of purchasing the assets because inferior quality assets were 
purchased by playing more than the market prices. The authors further indicated that 
large number of beneficiaries mentioned lack o(infrastruc\.urs,Iacilil!es_.l!I!<!Jorward 
and backward linkages, inadequate fodder supply and veterinary services as the main 
drawbacks in the programme. ._ - 

Tripathi Satyendra reported that in the Varanasi District of Uttar Pradesh, rural 
development had its limitations. This programme was basically designed to benefit the 
poorest of the poor in the rural areas. But, as the study showed, ·there were mal 
practices on the part of unscrupulous officials and self-seeking village middlemen. The 

. with these elements . .Professor Tripathi revealed 
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and in 92.00 per cent cases, the loan for the second milk animal was not advanced even 
after six months of the first animal although the beneficiary was not a defaulter. They 
were not informed about the sanction ofloan and their repayment capacity was not 
taken into consideration while fixing the repayment instalments. Again in almost all 
cases, branch managers, insisted on guarantee/security cover from the beneficiaries 
contrary to government instructions. The beneficiaries had to-pay bribe to the bank 
officials (reported in 27 percent cases) to get the loan sanctioned and- also to the 
veterinary doctor (in 83 percent cases) to get the health certificate of the animal to be 
purchased. 

J. Krishnamurthy highlighted the fact that child dependency, as well .as adult 
depen!ncy was high in both villages of Vel an and Kural of Tamil Nadu and as .. the 
family ize increased, there was a corresponding increase in dependency. By virtue of 
these filcts, as well as in the light of the household structure found in the two villages 
it could be concluded that there was a trend towards work force decline in the two 
villages'l55 percent of the households had an income under Rs.3000 per annum in Velan 
village:jud 42 percent in village Kural had an annual family income under Rs.3000. The 
author found inadequacies in respect of infrastructure facilities like roads, safe drinking 
water s~pplies, health care, educational facilities and so forth. The training facilities 
were in~dequate and there was lack of veterinary services. There was also huge time 
gap between applying for loan after final selection and the procurement of asset. 

Punjab State Institution of Public Administration in its report on "Concurrent 
Evaluation of'Iategrated Rural Development Program in Punjab, Chandigarh revealed 
that 25.83 percent of beneficiaries were ineligible for assistance under the program as 
per the definition of poverty line. This percentage was maximum in Jalandhar (55 
percent) followed by Amritsar(47.50 percent) and-GU1,daspU/~and.Jie"",z"pur-di.str-icts-. 
(5.00 percent) each. The Gram Sabah 's was involved in the selection of beneficiaries in 
41 percent cases only and in the remaining cases, the selection was done by the 
officials. There was no income from assets in 29.31 percent cases and in 14 percent 
cases; there was no increase in the family income. The average annual income from the 
asset was Rs. 2911 and 85 percent of the beneficiaries assisted under the programme 
crossed the poverty line. Thispercentage was_lOO percent in Ropar and Gurdaspur; 
Faridkot and Sangrur districts. The study further-revealed'that there was delay in 
providing the assets and procedure for'proGul'ing-the-loan-was-cumbersome-and-t-irne 
consuming. The repayment period was also no satisfaction. 

U.K. Bbanot revealed that the major cause of the rejection (in 73 percent casesj-in 
Haryana (Bhiwni district) was wrong identification of rural development beneficiaries. 
The rejection was high as 37 percent in the case of applications sponsored by the 
DRDA in Haryana. He mentioned that wilful default, natural calamities, deficiency in 
loaning policies, untimely disbursement ofloans, lack of effective supervision, denial 
of credit to genuine borrowers, political factor and the lack of institution-a I arrangement 
to write off irrecoverable overdue were the various reasons for the poor recovery. 
There was some lack of coordination between the government and the banks; various 
agencies at the district and block level in the implementation of the programme. He 
observed that majority of the beneficiaries were not imparted any sort of guidance or 
training support for the activities financed. 
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the loans and by the officials. The benefits had not reached to the really needy groups 
nor were they suited to the requirements of the needy persons. Moreover, the delay in 
awarding of the benefits not only complicated the problems of the poor but also made 
them easy prey for haggling and extortion by the project officials. The very serious 
mal-practices noted in the study were uncertainty in rates of interest, non-issuance of 
pass books, improper entries in pass books, delay in adjustment of subsidies, and the 
consequent financial losses to the beneficiaries entailed in paying interest on the total 
loan amounts. 

B. N. Thakur stated that in 'Bhagalpur district of Bihar' conflict arose because of 
the changes brought out by rural development in situation where the sim ilar and 
dissimilar interests existed side by side. Among the factors that resisted change was 
fear of the new things, ignorance, traditions, ethnocentrism, vested interests. The 
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The universe of this study consisted of Ganderbal Blocl,-jj\-Srinagar District of 
Kashmir. Ganderbal Block was a rural area comprised of 125 villages (Census of India, 
Jammu and Kashmir, 2001, p. I). Census 2001 showed the population ofGanderbal as 
1,15,654 persons, out of which males constituted 59, 913 (52 per cent) and females 55; 
741 as 48 per cent (Ibid., 2001, P..: 2).g~n.!!erbalBlock was cnosen for study because. 
huge sums of money forvarious rural "developmental activities lias been invested and 
partly because of its geographical jocation, and changing socio-economic conditions. 
It was a developing block and the economy was deVelopmg gradUlillYjlarticulatly in 
agriculture and handicraft sector. People were educationally backward and literacy rate 
was 44.24 per cent. People were mostly divided on the basis of class and less preference 
was given to caste in social relations. 

Sampling: In the present study, multi-stage sampling was used. In the first stage, 
the regions ofGanderbal Main and Gulabagh ofGanderbal Block in Srinagar District 
were selected because they were considered to be thrust areas. In the second stage, 10 
per cent oftheMohallas were chosen which included two Mohallas from every cluster 
ofthe-Bloclr.Ailt!re-Mnha·llas-were-arranged-in-serial-order·and-thepe alter-ever-y-nth 
Mohallas of every-cluster was tick-marked. The decision of taking .1 0 per cent sample of 
villages was decided after considering all the aspects and it was considered to be a 
fairly good representative sample. In the third stage, a list of beneficiaries involved of 
rural development was prepared with the help of key persons, employees, NGO's, 
senior citizens, and other knowledgeable persons. The sample was drawn out of the 
total number of beneficiaries by using systematic samplirig technique. Only 250 persons 
could be interviewed in all the sectors ofGanderbal Block ofSrinagar District in Kashmir 
for variou's reasons. As per objectives ofthesfi:iOy,tlie samj51e-liiClffiles"-200'beneficiaries 
of-rural -development programme, -40 parents-and-Hi-government-officials. Later, the 
statistical sampling form ula was used to obtain the sample. 

Formula: 

\,\ 
I<) 

study revealed that the villages were internally too much faction ridden and its old 
corporate unity was now marked by mountingjealousy, tensions and conflict prevailing 
among the different castes. Rivalry and conflict between the rich and poor classes 
became apparent every-time during election to the office of the 'Mukhiya' and 
'Sarpanch' fOJ; the village panchayats. 

Sharda, Nand Singh observed that in the Samistipur District of Bihar a number of 
individuals had left caste occupations and taken up jobs of their own choice and were 
earning their livelihood through the occupations suited to their capability and worth. 
The findings revealed that in certain case the individuals andthefiimllies were engagee 
not only in-one type 'of occupation but also in two or more occupations and the 
imp()rbnc~ of.literacy and education was realized by the villagers. The number of 
iiliter~te persons was lower than those who knew reading and writing, though the 
number of educated or highly educated individuals was very low. 

Ii:K. Khatkar reported that majority of the rural development beneficiaries were 
wrongly identified because their annual income was already above thepoverty line. 
The VLWs were assigned the responsibility of the household survey that. was not 
propJtly trained to calculate annual income of the households. He-argued that in many 
case~'of rural development beneficiaries, the time gap between sanction and. 
disbursement of loans and delay in grounding of assets by the banks was the main 
cause which eluded the beneficiaries in getting proper benefit from rural development 
schemes However the study showed that rural development assistance made some 
positive impact on generating gainful employment and significantly increased the 
earnings and family expenses. 

V. Kulandaiswamy and Ubendbiran held that the annual income of the 58.00 Percent 
of the selected beneficiaries was already above the poverty line ofRs--:-33UO!.Mlijority 
of the rural development beneficiaries were benefited either under animal husbandry 
scheme or the milk cattle scheme. They concluded that the incremental·income generated 
was greatest among the beneficiaries of Industries, Services and Business sector 
schemes while the animal husbandry scheme created the largest additional employment. 
The difficulties expressed by majority of the beneficiaries were untimely credit; poor 
marketing facilities; creation of inappropriate assets; low employment potential of the 
unit; increasing cost of the inputs. The beneficiaries had to incur expenditure ofRs. 200 T - --~-'. - .,-_. -_. ----~ - - .: - . j 
and above to get the scheme sanctioned under rural development. .••. Desc~tptIon. n -:- reguireclSiiiilple stzel =.confi<IenceleveJ al'95% (standard value I 

.. of I. 96)p - estimated prevalence of benefic lanes in.the.project aream = margin of error, _j 
Research Methodology , "at 5% (standard value ofO.05)CalculationIn the present rural development programme 

This study is an empirical-cum-field study and based on evaluative research design .-, ofBlock Ganderball? district Srinagar, It has been estimated that roughly 40% (0.40) of 
by adopting an intensive approach through case study method. The purpose is to the people 10 the project area have been benefited. This figure has been taken from the 
assess and evaluate the nature, development on beneficiaries of Ganderbal Block in ." estimation of rural development statistics, department of rural development; government 
Kashmir. In the backdrop of social dimensions of rural developments the present study 1 of J&K. Use of the standard values listed above provides the following calculation: 
focused to see social transformation and change among women in Kashmir with special n=I.96'x .40(1-.40) 
emphasis of Ganderbal Block. The study is carried out through a micro-sociological. .05' 
framework and the main focus is to see as to what extent women in the concerned block -1 11 = 3.8416 x .16. 
has undergone social transformation and change as a result of rural development. .0025 
programme. The present study will prove to be a watershed for understanding the' n = .614656 
br?ader sociological implications of rural developm~nt in general and that of beneficiaries = .0025 _ 
ofGanderbal Block, Snnagar District ofKashrnir, 10 particular. n 245.86 246 

~ 

n= 
t2xp(1-p) 
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For statistical and other reasons, only 250 respondents were selected irrespective-of 
246. 

.Rural development and role of women 
The role of women in the traditional societies had been characterized by dependency, 

inferior social status and overall sufferings. They had faced systematic discrimination 
and institutionalized.exploitation at the hands of the male members of these societies. 
,Women had been subordinate and submissive to men and engaged with the domestic 
work: cooking, wasliing, rearing.and mending. The condition changed and women had '-=:~;:-~::;-=~iil~~""" come out of the four walls of the house to work in offices; factories and other 

.v :estaD1i~mentson-a"!Tegular"'t'emuner-ati"e-basis.Jhe_sta!t!_t.Qf women changed and 
they work on important postsin the-government and private sectOr. -_ -. . 

The cbange had also been experienced by women in Kashmir. A significant number 
of women worked outside home on a regular and remunerative basis. This socio 
economic mobility was mainly through attainment of modern education. The rural 
development assisted women to change their status under its scheme of Development 
of worn en and children in rural areas. It was specially meant for women to change their 
status and assist them with income generating assets and other inputs. Training was 

The objectives of present study are as follows: To examine the relationship between provided to them :wherever.needed So that they could earn! living for themselves. The 
rural development, gender and society in Kashmir; To analyses the social implications table below mentioned the change 10 the status of women through rural development: 
of rural developments on gender viz., change in traditional role and adoption of new The table clearly indicated that 120 respondents (48.00 per cent) had changed 
role within and outside family, decision-making, educational achievement, health, and . _ occupation and 130 respondents (52.00 per cent) had not changed occupation. Out of 
social conflict; To identity the felt needs of rural development women beneficiaries; To ~ .. , ~ 120 respondents who had changed occupation, 58 respondents (48.33 per cent were 
identity tbe awareness and level of participation of beneficiaries in rural development '1:'; z- engaged WIth shawl work, 18 respondents (15.00 per cent) with carpet work, 22 
programmes. J': respondents (18.33 per cent) with wood work, 14 respondents (J 1.67 per cent) with 

. . _ _ _:,.: pottery and eight respondents (6.67 per cent) with poultry, respectively. Similarly out 
Techniques and Sources of Data Collection i' -: of 130 respondents who had not-changed occupation, 46 respondents (35.38) per cent 

The data was collected using the interview schedule method followed by . _ ~ were engaged with cooking, 24 respondents (18.46 per cent) with washing, 10 
observation. The relevant literature was reviewed and analysed to provide some .. if'"' respondents (7.70 per cent) with mending, 32 respondents(24.61 per cent) with rearing 
direction in drafting schedule, after which the schedule was pre-tested with 25 ~ of children and 18 respondents (13.85 per cent) with agricultural work respectively. 
respondents to ensure that it was understandable. The schedule was then modified 4 The above table revealed that more than half of the respondents (52.00 per cent) 
(for instance, terms such as traditional rote, new role, decision-making, educational d;'" had not changed occupation. These respondents argued that women still performed 
achievement, health, hygiene, and social conflict were further defined/elaborated) ~ their .!T~~~i~1 role of'washing, cooking, mending, rearing of children and helped men 
according to the results of the pre-test to make'it more comprelrerrsible:-'Fbe-stfllGt>Jred .~. in-agricultural.:wor.l<-::.TheJesp_onAc;ng; argued-that women did not play any role in 
as well as unstructured questions were put to respondents. "". decision m3kmg. riley wei e IICl\-eet¥.;lHI _. ion was taken and had least 

The use of body language such as facial expressions, gestures were given due ~. to say in decisions like marriage of children, construction of house, sending a c I _to 
importance. If the answers to the questions asked were ambiguous and confusing, -~_ ;;, school, selling and buying of movable and immovable property. It was found that these 
supplementary questions were asked. Collateral interviews were used to supplement -¥ ~., women were mostly illiterate, ignorant and unaware about their rights. 
and corroborate the information. In this process, the researcher contacted socially ~1 i. However, other view of the table was that for 48.00 percent respondents there was 
notable persons, NGOs, religious heads, village heads, neighbours, elderly and educated 1': .. change in the status of women. These respondents had adopted new occupations like 
people of the village and co-workers of the respondents, and the relevant information 1. c.. shawl work, carpet work, wood work and pottery which were profit oriented but the 
was noted down. The study involved both primary and secondary sources of data :r : irony was that they were dependent on men for economic support because the earnings 
collection. For pnmary sources both respondents and incidents around them were --:._.. of women were still controlled by men. The respondents argued the change that was 
observed and information was sought through interview schedule. The secondary ~: . felt not only widened the chances of a suitable match for them but also regard for the 
sources of information included books, survey scripts, and material published in journals, girl. A household with only male earners could not afford a decent living which ultimately 
magazines a,nd new paper items. :.. resulted in poverty. Therefore, women empowerment is quite important to cope up with 
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the existing poverty in rural areas. They further expressed earning women perform 
better in dealing with domestic and outside home situations as compared to economically 
dependent women. 

Rural Development and Role of Women in Decision Making 
Decision-making was mostly done by men in a male-dominated society. However, 

in a changing scenario women had a role in decision making. The interaction between 
the people of rural- and-urban areas,_education and mass media .induced as well as 

-e- = pressurized women-folk to take active part in decision making which was very crucial 
I ~F'== for the mainstream'of'social-progresg,-T-he-partiGipati on_of.women.in_decision. making 

leads to a change in their life style, way of thinking, traditions and customs. The 
women gave their opinion in the marriage of youngsters, sending a child to school, 
construction of house, buying and selling movable and immovable property etc. When 
the related question of "Do women in your family took part in decision making" was 
asked, the response received was contained in the figures. Only 90 respondents (36.00 
per cent) were of the opinion that women played a role in the decision making and 160 
respondents (64.00 per cent) opined that women had no role in decision making. These 
-two_di.ffer.ent.r.esponses-haye_been shown inthe table below: 

The above figures reflected that 44 respondents (48~89 per cent)Out of 90 
respondents were consulted for marriage of youngsters, II respondents (12.22 per 
cent) for sending a child to school, nine respondents (10.00 per cent) for construction 
of house, 20 respondents (22.22 per cent) for selling and buying of movable property, 
respectively. It was observed simultaneously that although these women were consulted 
for decision-making but the final say remained within the male members of their .families, 
The implication was that men were still the key decision makers and the role of worn en 
in decisionmakingwas not at par with-men, This-could.be.correlated.with-the educational 
backwardness of the block (literacy rate being only 46.62~~), custorr:s andtraditions. 

As revealed in the table, out of 160 respondents who had no role in decision 
making, 70 respondents (43.76 per cent) argued that decision making was not their role 
since it was the role of men ,13 respondents (8.12 per cent) reasoned that prevalent 
customs, traditions did not allow them to take part in decision making, 25 respondents 
(15.62 per cent) argued that decisions taken by men were good for family, 22 respondents 
(13:75-per_ceii!~_atgued:thatsociety_was_ma.\§ dominated- 3.Q_r~~jl_on<lents (l8. 7 per cent) 

~ 
~ 
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development had not helped women to raise their status- at par with men-Although 
some women had adopted new occupations and earned for themselves and possessed 
some role in decision making but they were subordinate to men who control them and 
their family because the men were stili dominant. They had been the victims of social 
situations and exploitation. They gave the reasons of illiteracy, poverty, superstitions 
and male domination responsible for low social status. 

Rural Development, Women and Educational Achievement 
The literacy rate in rural India had considerably improved after launching of rural 

development. The launching of this programme started a development process of rural 
areas. The emphasis on rural development created employment opportunities which 
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needed qualified and technical persons. In this context, the question was asked to the 
respondents and their family members about the level of education- they had achieved, 
the response is shown in the table as below: 
Table 1.3: Level of education of the sample population in Ganderbal block [excluding (0- 
6) years population]. 

S. No. Literate/Illiterate No Total Percentage 
- .- 

157 62.80 
-93----------3·7·.-20 
250 100.00 

S. No. 'Level of Education No. Total %age 
I. Primary 28 30.10 
2. Middle 24 25.80 
3. Matrie 19 20.43 
4. Graduate 12 12.90 
5. Post-Graduate 7 07_54 
6. Technical 3 03.23 

Tot~I----- -_'_'-- ·93 100.00 

The above table revealed-that out of the sample of250 respondents in Ganderbal 
block, 157 respondents (62.80 per cent) were illiterate and only93 persons (37.20 per 
cent) were literate. This literacy rate was lower as compared with the state's level of 
literacy i.e., 54.40 per cent.jmales 65.70 per cent, females 41.80 per centjasper census 
oflndia 2001. It was to note that out of93 literate persons, 28 (30.10 per cent) were 
literate up to primary level, 24 (25.43 per cent) up to middle level, 19 (20.43 per cent) up 
to matric level, 12 (12.99 per cent)-up to Graduate level, 7.(7 .. 54 percentj.up to post 
graduate level, and 3 .(3.:23 per cent) were having technical degree, resp~cli vely, 

Rural development and reasons for educational backwardness of 
Ganderbal block 

Econo'mic prosperity, social environment, motivation, and distance from educational 
institutions played a vital role in the achievement of education. In Kashmir, women 
were·educationa)."!:lcbackward1han t~ir cOll!!lliP~_t~:ir>:!)1.~cities.-Th_ey usually engaged 

of motivation among children, absence of educational institutions in neighbourhood, 
ignorance of people, religious orthodoxy and superstitions played an essential role in 
educationalbackwardness of rural women. Out of the total sample of250 respondents, 
44 respondents (17.60 per cent) reported that agricultural economy was responsible for 
educarionalbackwardness; 46 (18.40 per cent) as large family size; 42 (16.80per cent) as 
lack of motivation among children; 50 (20.00 per cent) as misadministration; 51 (20.40 
per cent) as poverty; 17 (6.80 per cent) as non-functional social welfare organization 
respectively. 

It was observed that besides achieving education, these children had to work in 
the agricultural fields, rear cattle and work on handicrafts to support the family income. 
Agriculture was a hindrance in attainment of education since this economy needed 
more labour, the parents preferred their children to work in the agricultural fields. Another 
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health conditions of mother and the child as it did not fulfil the requirement 
diet. Safe drinking water was not available to most of the villages and they 
tanks, tube wells and ravines the water of these was usually polluted and 

'unhygienic and this adversely effected their health. _ 
For overall development good health of population was very essential in rural 

areas, women generally possessed poor health in spite of the fact that they live in pure 
and open air and without any noise/air pollution. Rapid growth of population, poverty, 
illiteracy, ignorance and imbalanced diet were some of the factors that affected the 
conditions adversely. High fertility .affected pot. only the socio- economic conditions 
of the family but also the health of mother and child. The repeated pregnancies caused 
illitrltlOnalaram of women-which-e-l<p0sed_both.mother and child to high mortality 
risks. Mal-nutrition was directly related to the deteriorating health condiuons ofrnother 
and the child as it did not fulfil the requirement of balanced diet. Safe drinking water 
was not available to most of the villages and they depended on tanks, tube wells and 
ravines the water of these was usually polluted and unhygienic and this adversely 
effected their health. 

Rural development, women and social conflict 
·-.:r:ile-study.re;vealed_woJllen are treated unequally and less value is placed on their 

lives.because of !b-l'_ir gender. It was observed-that son preference-unequal-wages, 
occupational exclusion or segregation into low skill and low paid work limit women's 
earnings in comparison to those of men of similar earning levels. Women's lack of 
representation and voice in decision making bodies in the community and the state 
perpetuates discrimination, in terms of access to public services, such as schooling 
and health care or discriminatory law 

The study revealed that joint families were disintegrating and nuclear families 
emerging. Disintegration ofjoint.family, interfamib:' __ conflict, disobedience of women, 
decrease in the respect of elderly people was responsible for social conflict The main 
reasons cited for disintegration of joint familieswere-spreading of urban traits among 
village people, gap among the income of sexes, increase in income, desire to take 
independent decisions. Women had become disobedient as compared to past. In the 
past, the women had been very obedient and did not take part in decision making. 
Nowadays women sometime questioned and they take part in decision making but still 
the final iiuTho&iry-jjed~vO_th:male·members. 

notable reason for educational backwardness was large family size with more 
dependents. 

The parents could not afford the schooling expenses of their additional number of 
children. The above findings revealed that it was quite imperative to control the rapid 
increase in population in order to maintain a reasonable standard of life, Poverty had 
badly affected the educational development of common villagers in the block Gander 
BaL However, after independence the educational facilities were provided at the village 
level but these institutions could not come up to the expectations of common people. 
During the field study, it was found that children in schools.faced.mID!yy!oblems like 
poor accommodation, unsuitable furniture, and absence of urinals, pure drinking water 
and sports grounds. Besides, the social welfare organizations like Integrated Child 
Welfare Schemes (rCDS) were mostly dysfunctional which would have rendered 
educational services up to need. 

Rural Development, Women and Health 

Health Complaints in Block Ganderbal 
The findings of the study showed that headaclie, blurring of vision, backache, 

abdominal pain, limb pains, and respiratory tract infection, weakness, etc. were the 
major complaints among rural women. The major health complaints are shown in the 
table as follows: 
Table 4:" Major Health Complaints in Block Ganderbal 

(\ ., 
(: 
~ 

S.No. Health Complaints Number Percentage 

I. Headache 
"10 ___________ 28.00 

2. Blurring of vision 58 :rno 
3. Backache 56 22.40 

4. Pain in abdomen 20 8.00 

5. Limb pains 20 8.00 

6. Respiratory tract infection 26 10.40 

Total 250 100.00 

The above table and chart indicated.tha 00 er cent of respondents were 
having health complaints as headache, 23.20 per cent as blurring 0 VISIon, 
cent as backache, 8.00 per cent as abdominal pain, 8.00 per cent as limb pain and 10.40 
per cent as respiratory tract infection respectively. The main reasons were the excessive 
exposure to work, low- nutrient diet, lack of health awareness and low per-capita income. 
For overall development good health of population was very essential however, in 
Ganderbal Block, women generally possessed poor health in spite of the fact that they 
live in pure and open air and without any noise/air pollution. 

Rapid growth of population, poverty, illiteracy, ignorance and imbalanced diet 
were some of the factors that affected the conditions adversely. High fertility affected 
not only the socio-economic conditions of the family but also the health of mother and 
child. The repeated pregnancies caused nutritional drain of women which exposed 
both mother and child to high mortality risks. Malnutrition was directly related to the 

were generation gap, difference in attitudes, tastes 
that rural development led to changes in culture. Tension existed because of clash 
between tradition and modernity. Among the prominent factors resisting social change, 
they mentioned fear ofthe new things, ignorance, traditions, religion, illiteracy and 
vested interests. These respondents cited the examples of women becoming disobedient, 
younger generation loosing respect for the elderly people, interfamily conflict, 
disintegration of joint families, decrease in neighbourly relations and lower classes and 
castes becoming arrogant. 

~iJ, 



Rural Development and Reasons for Superficial Implications 
The study showed that 47.20 per cent of the respondents argued non-serious 

implementing agencies and 52.80 per cent fatalistic and conservative attitudes of people 
as the main reasons behind the superficial implications of rural development programs 
with the result that rural people had not benefited in whole. 'It was partly because the 
implementing agencies were neither serious nor had any expertise in the field of rural 
development and partly because of the fatalistic and conservations attitudes and 
behaviour-patterns of the large number of people living in villages.thougb huge sums 
of money had been invested for various rural developmental activitie~'tlte·outpu!.was 4(~'~ . . 
not deep and radical. The benefits of development have been lop-sided and some·"'·· •. ~ . :r.he-table-6..sbow.s_that_obs.e=_dJt~quencles for r1!I'!.I~velopment programme 
monetary gains had been grabbed by some politically influential and socially notable :;;. ;:;_- and non-seriousness of Implementing agencies/fatalistic attitudes of beneficiaries are 
individuals and families. ~.:; . 20, 18,32,70,66, and 44 respectively. The expected frequencies were computed by the 

- formula 
E= Ct x RtIN, where Ct stands for column total, R1 stand for row total and N for total 

num ber of frequency. 
Cell (a): Observed frequency (0) = 20 
Expectedfrequency(E)=118x381250= 17.93 
Cell (b): 0= 18 . 
E= l32x381250=20. <)6""'-' 
Cell,\C}: 0 = 32 
E= !l8x 1021250=48.14 
Cell (d): 0 = 70 
E= 132x 1021250=53.85 
Cell (e): 0=66 
E= ll8x 1101250=51.92 
Cell(f):O=44 
E= l32x 1101250=58.08 
These results were shown in the table 7 as follows: 

Table 7 Rural development programme 
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Rural Development and Awareness 
The study revealed that majority of respondents 70.00 per cent was not aware. 

about rural development schemes and their activities. These beneficiaries had no 
concept about the objectives of rural development viz., eradication of poverty in rural 
areas, raising standard ofliving, gainful employment, fulfilling basic needs, equality of 
access to opportunity, increase in production and productivity andpeoples participation 
in developmental programmes. Awareness implied that rural people should have 
sufficient information about rural development programmes and activities, its objectives 
and benefits. Participation implied that rural people should participate in several rural 
development programmes arrd understand their objectives and should come to know 
that these programmes are for their own development. Unless rural people did not 
participate in the developm ent programmes, no real progress could be achieved. 

The present study revealed that social implications of rural development programme 
in Kashmir had not been deep and radical. A significant correlation existed between 
rural development programme and non-seriousness of'implernenting agencies! futalistic 
attitudes of beneficiaries (Table 5). 
Table 5: Reasons for superficial implications of rural development programme in Kashmir 
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Table 6: Relationship between rural development programme in Kashmir and non 
seriousness of implementing agencies/fatalistic attitudes of beneficiaries 

S. No. Situation Rural development programme Total 

Successful Partly 
successful 

Unsuccessful 

S.No. Situation Rural development programme Total 

S.No Reasons No. of Respondents 

I. Non-serious implementing agencies 
2. Fatalistic and Conservative attitudes 132 

3. Total 250 rbo.oo , 
For this, a statistical measure of chi-square test was utilized and data summarized 

in the following 2x3 contingency table 6:- 

.r 

Unsuccessful 

Fatalistic attitude of beneficiaries 18(20.06) 70(53.85) 44(58.08) JJ2 

Total 38 102 110 250 

To test the null hypothesis, the expected frequency and observed frequencies 
were compared. The comparison was based on the following x' = (O·E/E)' Where 0 
stands for observed frequencies and E stands for expected frequencies (table 1.9) 
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Table 8 Computation of x' 

0 E O-E (O-E)' (O"EfE)' 

20 17.936 2.07 4.28 0.2387 
18 20.064 -2.06 4.24 0.2113 
32 48.144 -16.14 260.49 5.4110 
70 53.856 16.15 260.82 4.8434 
66 51.920 14.08 198.24 3.8181 
44 58.080 -14.08 198.24 3.4132 
250 250 

_._ 
X'= 1-7 .. 935J __ 
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Level of significance = 0.05 
Computing degree of freedom (df) = (r-I) (c-l ) where dfstands for the degree of 

freedom, r for number of rows and c for number of columns 
df= (2-1 )(3-1) =2 
Finding valve of x' (table valve) at a level of significance of 0.05 = 5.99 with degree 

offreedorri 2, the inference is that since the calculated valve of x' (17.93) is more than 
the table valve of x' (5.99) at 0.05 level of significance for two degrees of freedom, and 
hence the null hypothesis (Ho= Many meaningful rural development programmes have 
benefited the rural masses in whole; and implementing agencies were serious and had 
expertise in the field of rural development; and rural people do not have fatalistic and 
conservative attitudes and behaviour patterns is rejected. We therefore, conclude that 
there is a~sociation between rural development programmes and non-seriousness of 
implementing agencies f fatalistic attitudes of beneficiaries . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Heavy metals (HM) are classified regarding their relative density and they can be found naturally in the 
soil because of weathering and other pedogenic processes on rocks and the source of the material of 
soil. However, because of industrialization and a rapid population increase, production of anthropo 
genic biosolids and agrochemical waste has been enhancing the risk of soils pollution (Buker e! al.. 
1994: Kashem et al., 2009). 
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This is one of the main environmental problems, keeping in mind that metals reach the soil and end 
up depreciating the whole area (faun, flora, air, superficial and underground waters). In toxic con 
centrations, HMs damage plants and organisms, affecting their organs, changing their biochemical 
processes, organelles, cellular membranes, and causing health problems (DnlCorso et ul .. 20 I 0). Most 
of the HMs are persistent in soil because of their immobile nature, been intimately associated with soil 
and organic colloids. Among the metals, cadmium has a higher mobility and solubility compared with 
others metals in soil (Kashcm et al., 2009); therefore, cadmium is important to consider in terms of 
contamination in the food chain (Liu ct al .. 20(7). 

The main HMs present in soil are Cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn), chrome (Cr), 
nickel (Ni), barium (Ba), argon (Ag), cobalt (Co), mercury (Hg), and antimony (Sb), and some of these 
elements are essential for many physiological functions in living beings, whereas others have no 
known biological function (Eissler et al., 20 J 0; Lasat, 20(0). These elements in fungicides, fertilizers, 
animal waste, urban trash, sewage sludge in soil, and deposits of industrial dust can increase the 
concentration in soil, making them toxic (Eissler et al., 20 I 0; Li el al., 20ISb). 

In this way soil ends up inhibiting plant growth, causing alterations in microbial and vegetal 
communities (Chell ct al., 20D3; Vangronsvelcl cr al.. 1997). Accordingly, we seek to mitigate the effect 
of the phytotoxicity of metals in soil by establishing the vegetation and developing an efficient process 
of decontamination (i.e., bioremediation), which is one technique that seeks to decontaminate the soil 
by living organisms, such as microorganisms and plants (1'\'1a et al .. 2011). 

Phytorernediation is a well-used bioremediation technique because it keeps the biological prop 
erties and physical structure of soil; it is also inexpensive and environmentally friendly (Ali et al .. 
2013: Khan ct al., 2000). It consists of using plants to remove inorganic contaminants, especially 
metals, by using the capacity of plants to accumulate high levels of pollutants (Lasat. 2000). Plants are 
capable of immobilizing metal in soil by forming insoluble compounds as result of the interaction of 
plant exudates in the rhizosphere or by adsorption in the radicular system (Kidd et al., 20(9). Some 
species are capable of accumulating HMs in their tissues so that contamination can be removed by 
harvesting the plant (Maestri cr al., 20 I 0: McGrath and Zhao, 20W; Van Nevel ct al .. 2007). This 
ability to accumulate metal varies significantly between species; thus, soil contaminated with several 
metals requires the use of different vegetal species (Hajar et al., 2014; Hao and Jiang, 2015: 
Jambhulkar and Juwurkar, 2009; Quezada-Hinojosa ct al., 2(15). 

2. HM: MICRONUTRIENTS TO SOIL CONTAMINANTS 
HMs are present in soil as natural components or as a result of anthropogenic activities, such as in 
dustrial activities, application of agricultural chemical products, and inadequate removal of residues 
(Gil et ul., 2004; Mitton et al., 2012). The conceptualization ofHM encompasses many aspects, such as 
environmental and toxicological. HM is a term for a group of elements that have an atomic mass higher 
than 20 and density greater than 6 g/cm -3 (Rascio and Navuri-Izzo, 2011). The definition of HM is 
also postulated in terms of its specific mass, atomic mass, atomic number, and other properties such as 
formation of slightly soluble sulfides and hydroxides (Duffus. 2()02). Impact in environmental and 
human health arising from metal wastes has been associated with HM (Facchinelf et al., 200 I; 
Wu ct ul., 2015). With toxicological studies, it was found that each metal shows a specific toxicological 
effect in a specific organism (Rascio and Navari-Izzo, 20 I I). 
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The term heavy metal is frequently used to reference a group of metals and semimetals (metalloids) 
that have been associated with the potential contamination, toxicity, or ecotoxicity. Other names are 
used to denominate elements in this group, such as trace elements, because of the concentration they 
are found in naturally, in parts per million or lower, beyond toxic metals and micronutrients. The term 
toxic metal must be used with caution, because some metals are only considered toxic at high levels. 
The term micronutrient is more convenient for elements that are proved to be essential to plants and 
animals in certain concentrations (Duffus, :200'2). 

For soils, the term contaminated by HM is used when an increase in concentration occurs when 
compared with natural conditions, whereas the term pollution is used when this increased concen 
tration harms the environment (Rodriguez Martin er ul.. 20()(i). 

In an analysis of health risk caused by HMs in soils, plants in the food chain introduced a concept of 
classification of these metals into four groups. Group I includes the elements Ag, Cr, Ti, Zr, and Yand 
represents a low risk because these elements are not absorbed by the extensions of plants because of 
their low solubility in soil and consequent negligible uptake by plants. High concentrations of these 
elements in food generally indicate direct contamination on soil or another form of contamination. 
Group 2 includes As, Hg, and Pb, which are strongly absorbed by soil colloids. Although they may be 
absorbed by plant root, they are not readily transferred into edible tissues and therefore represent 
minimal risk to human health. Group 3 consists of B, Cu, Mn, Mo, Ni, and Zn, which are readily 
absorbed by plants, and depending on the concentration may represent a risk to human health. Group 4, 
Cd, Co, and Se, is a human health risk when concentrated in plant tissues because of soil contamination 
(Ali et al., 2013; Alvarez er ul.. 2003; Cobbett, 2000a: Evangelou et al., 2007; Goncalves el al.,:20 II: 
Maksymiec, 2007; Rascio and Navari-Izzo, 20 I J: Sharma and Dietz. 2009: Yang and Chu, 20(8). 

Of all potentially toxic elements present in soil, Cd and Se are the primary concerns in terms of 
contaminating the food chain. Problems from contamination by Se are predominantly the result 
of natural soil enrichment. Cadmium concentration in soil in many countries is increasing because of 
inadvertent additions in fertilizers, biosolids, and soil alteration from the atmosphere. Health problem 
from contamination by Cd have occurred only in cases of serious soil contamination (McLaughlin 
el al., 1999). 

Some metals are classified as essential metals because they play an important biological function in 
the metabolism of many organisms. For example, Fe, Zn, Cu, Ni, and Mn act as cofactors for enzymes 
in plants, microorganisms, and mammals (Rascio and Navari-Izzo, '20 I J). 

One factor that significantly affects metal toxicity is the chemical form in which the element is 
found. The problem associated with soil contamination by metals is the existence ofbioavailable forms 
of these elements (Li et al., 2015a). The metals found in soluble forms and exchangeable forms are 
those that have greater bioavailability, thereby being the most worrying. In the soluble form, the metal 
is in an ionic form or organic complex and thereby is easily absorbed by plants or leachates, reaching 
underground water bodies. The most toxic form is not a free metal, but a cation or being connected 
with carbon chains. In organisms, the main mechanism of toxic action is the affinity for sulfur. 
Therefore, when present in its cationic form, metals react with the sulfhydryl radical present in the 
enzymatic protein structure, changing its properties and leading to harmful consequences to the living 
beings (Maestri fl al., '2010: Yadav, 20 I 0). 

HM normally does not exist individually in soil, but coexists with another contaminant, thereby 
causing a combined effect of contaminants by HM in the environment. The adsorption, absorption, and 
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coordination among the different HMs may affect its distribution, bioavailability, and toxicity in soil 
(Wang et aI., 200<)). Therefore, the effect of combined pollution, which depends on the metal mixture, 
may vary significantly (Jensen and Sverdrup, 2002). 

The content of a given element in a given soil is highly dependent on the mineralogical compo 
sition of the source material (Roca et •. il., 2012). Knowledge of the dynamics of metals in soil allows 
the use of preventive practices to control the availability of these elements, distribution in the envi 
ronment, and transfer from the soil to the food chain. Unlike organic contaminants, most metals do not 
suffer from microbial degradation or chemicals; therefore, the metal concentration in soil persists for a 
long period after its entry. The most important parameters that control HM adsorption and its distri 
bution between soil and water are the type of soil, metal species and concentration, soil pH, and time of 
contact. In general, a better retention of the metal and lower solubility occurs more in alkaline soils; 
increasing the pH is one way to precipitate hydroxides that are less soluble from these metals 
(Al-Wabel et al.. 2014). 

3. PLANT STRATEGIES TO TOLERATE HM TOXICITY 
Plants can present different tolerance mechanisms in response to excess of HMs, including a reduction 
in transport through the membrane, exclusion, phytochelatins (pes), metallothionein (MT) formation, 
chelation by organic acids and amino acids, and metal compartmentalization in subcellular structures 
(Hall. 2002: Ovecka and Tuk;:ie·, 2014: Pal and Rai, 2010). 

3.1 TRANSPORT REDUCTION THROUGH THE MEMBRANE 
The availability of metals to plants is strongly dependent on the chemical and physiological 
conditions in the rhizosphere. One of the main factors is soil pH, which has a significant effect 
over the solubility of HM ions. The availability of bivalent cations to the plant roots slightly 
increases in acidic conditions and decreases in alkaline soils (forming insoluble precipitates such 
as hydroxides) (Hardrle et al.. 2004: Zhao et ul., 20 I I). Furthermore, when the rhizosphere is 
exposed to acidic conditions (pH < 5.0), plant growth is significantly reduced; however, the plant can 
neutralize this effect by increasing the pH of the rhizosphere. The plant increases the degree of 
precipitation and complexation of metal ions in the vicinity of the roots and, thus, helps prevent the 
absorption of HM ions, thereby reducing the impact of metal toxicity. Besides pH, soil organic matter 
content, nitrogen forms present in the rhizosphere, and the availability of phosphorus and iron helps 
plants to buffer the rhizosphere (Hinsinger et <.11., 20 I I). All of these factors have significant effects on 
the uptake of HMs. 

The first barrier against the entry of HMs, acting mainly at the root level, is the immobilization of 
HMs in the cell wall by extracellular carbohydrates such as mucilage and callose (Revathi and 
Veuugopal, 2013: Shu et al., 2007: Waraich ct al.. 2011). This avoids the presence of free ions in the 
root tissue and, consequently, the translocation of ions to shoots, thus reducing phytotoxicity. In this 
context, pectins and histidines stand out for the immobilization of HMs in the cell wall (Baetz and 
Martinoia, 2014; Wall and Evans, 1999). 

It is important to highlight that, among a number of ions associated with roots, only a portion is 
absorbed by the cells. A significant fraction is adsorbed by negatively charged groups in the cell wall of 
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roots. Thus, it is possible to have plants that accumulate a significant concentration of metal in the 
roots, but express a limited concentration in shoots (Ali et al., 20 L3: Rascio and Nuvari-Izzo. 20 II: 
Visioli and Marmiroli, 2013). 

3.2 EXCLUSION 
Preventing entry of metals in the cytosol through exudation of compounds by the action of plasma 
membrane may theoretically be the best defense strategy. Some plants, known as exclusionary plants, 
possess specialized mechanisms to reduce the entry of HMs in the roots. Malate, citrate, and oxalate 
have been identified as important chelating agents secreted by roots that are involved in plant resis 
tance to HMs (I\1cGrath and Zhao. :2003: Sas cr aI., 200 I; Zorrig ('I al., :20 I 0). 

Malate, citrate, and oxalate are weak organic acids, have a low molecular weight, possess at least 
one carboxyl group, and are termed oxygen-donor metal ligands. Some of these compounds are 
present in all plant cells as intermediates of the tricarboxylic acid cycle, the main respiratory pathway 
involved in the oxidation of pyruvate (Adrees et al .. 2015; Akhier et al., 2014; Rascio and Navari-Izzo. 
20 II: Rcvathi and Vcnugopal, 201:1). 

The dicarboxylic acid malate, an important plant metabolite, can be present in all cell types and 
involved in ion balance, P and Fe uptake, and AI and Zn tolerance. In particular, it is a cytosolic Zn 
chelator in zinc-tolerant plants; Zn is bound to malate in the cytoplasm and transferred as a complex 
across the tonoplast to the vacuole. There, Zn-rnalate may disassociate and finally malate may be 
retranslocated to the cytoplasm (Bian e! al., 2013: Ibrahim, 2015: Komul et al., 2014; Oliva et al., 2012: 
Tsednce cr 31., 2014: Viehweger, 2014). 

Citrate, which is synthesized in plants by the enzyme citrate synthase, has a higher capacity for metal 
ions than malate and oxalate, and although its principal role is to chelate Fe2+, it also has a strong affinity 
also for NiH, Cd2+, Zn2+, and other divalent and trivalent ions (Oliva et al .. 2012: Palmer and Guerinot, 
2() I I; Schneider et al., 2013). Citrate metabolism in plants is carried out by several metabolic pathways 
located in different cellular compartments. Present in considerable amounts, citrate belongs to the key 
metabolites in plant cells (Anjum er al., 2015; Ezaki et al., 2013; Kornal et al., 2014). 

Oxalate is a common constituent of plants. Although it can be found in relatively small amounts in 
plants, it can be accumulated at high levels in several plants species (such as Caryophyllaceae, 
Chenopodiaceae, and Polygonaceae) (Norman et al.. 2013; Tuazon-nartca and Savage. 2013). The role 
of oxalic acid in Al tolerance has been well-documented (Bian ct al., 2013; Brunner and Spcriscn. 
2013; Ezaki et al., 2013: Simoes et al., 2012~ Yang et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2014). 

3.3 CHElATION 
Chelation of HMs is a ubiquitous detoxification strategy described in a wide variety of plants. Inside 
the cell, HM ions that are not immediately required metabolically may reach toxic concentrations, and 
plant cells have evolved various mechanisms to store excess metals to prevent their participation in 
unwanted toxic reactions. If the toxic metal concentration exceeds a certain threshold inside the cells, 
an active metabolic process contributes to the production of chelating compounds(Akhter el al., 2014; 
Ali er ul.. ::013: Kobayashi and Nishizawa. 2012; Merlo! et al., 2014; Oliva et al., 2012; Rascio and 
Navari-Izzo, :2011; Viehwcger, 2014: Yrucla, 2013). 
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Chelation contributes to metal'detoxification by reducing the concentration of free metal in the 
cytosol, limiting its reactivity and solubility. In plants, the major known classes of HMs chelates 
include PCs, MTs, organic acids, and amino acids (Cobbett and Goldsbrough, '2002: Hall. 2002; 
Hodson and Brookes, 201'2: Soudek et al., 2014). 

3.4 PHYTOCHELATINS 
One of the mechanisms of tolerance to HMs in plants is related to the synthesis of thiolic peptides 
called PCs, which form complexes with HMs, in particular Cd, in the free sulfur (S) present in cysteine 
(Flores-Caceres er al.. 2015; KOl11al et al., 2(14). 

The pes are formed by three amino acids: glutamate (Glu), cysteine (Cys), and glycine (Gly) 
with Glu and Cys connected via a y-carboxylamide. The structure of the PCs is formed with an 
increase in the repetitions of the dipeptide yGlu-Cys followed by a Gly terminal. It has a general 
structure of (v-Glu-Cysj.-Gly, where n = 2-11, but is usually found with the n varying from 2 
to 5. The PCs have been identified in a wide variety of species of plants and in some microorganisms 
(Cobbett and Goldsbrough. 2002; Cobbett, ·'?'OOOa. 200011; Pal and Rai. 20 I 0: Perez-Clemente 
et 011., 2(13). 

These peptides are enzymatically synthesized, using glutathione (GSH) as a substrate, through 
a reaction catalyzed by the enzyme y-glutamylcysteine dipeptidyl transpeptidase known as PC 
synthase, which is activated by the presence of HMs. PC synthase is activated after a few minutes 
of exposure to a variety of metals and metalloids. In vitro, the activity of PC synthase was 
activated only in the presence of metal ions and the best activator studied was Cd followed by Ag, 
Bi, Pb, Zn, Cu, Hg, and Au. These metals also induced the synthesis of PCs in vivo in plant cell 
cultures. 

The PCs are structurally related to GSH (v-Glu-Cys-Gly), and numerous physiological, biochem 
ical, and genetic studies have confirmed that GSH (or, in many cases, related compounds) is the substrate 
for the biosynthesis of PCs (Hossain ct al., 2012; Wcydcrt and Cullen, 2011; Yadav, '20 I 0) .. 

In addition to the PCs, some plants may have other peptides related to PCs in the presence of HMs. 
Legumes produce peptides with the structure (y-Glu-Cys)n-13Ala (Gri II et al., 1986), which are formed 
by homo-GSH that can partially or completely replace GSH in these plants. Some species of the family 
Poaceae (Gramineae) produce peptides containing serine as an amino terminal, with the structure 
(v-Glu-Cysf--Ser, called hydroxymethyl-PCs (Pal and Rai, 20 10). These peptides are formed from the 
presence of hydroxymethyl-GSH in addition to GSH in these plants. 

Cd is the strongest inducer of PC in vivo and is the element that forms the most stable complexes 
with pes because of its high affinity for sulfur (Lux ct al.. '2(11). However, PC synthesis is not only 
related to that element. Gri II and Zcnk (J 987), studying the synthesis of PC in a cell culture suspension 
of Rauvolfia serpentina exposed to metals, concluded that the metals induce the synthesis of PCs in the 
following decreasing order: Cd2+, Pb2+, Zn2+, Sb3+, Ag+, Hg2+, As5-, Cu+, Sn2+, Au3+, and Bi3+. 
According to these same authors, Ni, Te, W, and Se ions did not induce PC synthesis. 

3.5 METALLOTHIONEINS 
MTs are low-molecular-weight proteins that are nonenzymatic, rich in cysteine (Cys), and efficient in 
complexing the metals by affinity with sulfur present in the Cys (Cobbett and Goldsbrough. 2(02). 
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MTs are classified based on the arrangement ofCys. Class I MTs have more than 20 conserved Cys, 
are common in mammals and vertebrates, and known to confer tolerance to Cd2+. The MTs without a 
specific arrangement of Cys are classified as class IT MTs and include all those found in plants, fungi, 
and invertebrates (Carpene et al., 2(07). 

Despite MTs being more common in animals, there are four types of MTs in plants, classified 
according to the arrangement of Cys in the protein formation. The Cys are present in plants MTs like 
Cys-x-Cys, Cys-x-x-Cys (where x is an amino acid different from Cys), or groups of Cys-Cys 
(Curpcne ct al.. '2007). 

The diversity of MTs in plants suggests that they may not only differ in amino acid sequence, but 
also in function and specificity of a particular metal (Ali et ul., 2(13). However, there is still no in 
formation about the true function of each MT in a plant because of the difficulty in obtaining purified 
MT. The MT has a tendency to hydrolyze itself, particularly in the region between Cys in the protein 
sequence. Nevertheless, various functions have been proposed for MTs in plants, such as detoxification 
of metals (mainly Cu), complexation of cytosolic Zn, and metal secretion via trichome on the leaves 
(Coyle et a!.. 200'2: Grill and Zenk. Il)R7; Komal et al., 2014). 

3.6 ORGANIC ACIDS AND AMINO ACIDS 
Because of the reactivity of metal ions with sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen, carboxylic acids and amino 
acids represent potential ligands of HMs. 

Citrate; malate, and oxalate have been implicated in several processes, including tolerance to HMs, 
metal transport through the xylem, and vacuolar sequestration (Mcfirath and Zhuo. 2003; Rascio and 
Navari-Izzo, 2011; Zorrig et al., 2010). Citric acid is the largest Cd2+ ligand when it is in low con 
centrations; it forms complexes with Ni2+ in hyperaccumulator plants and contributes to the accu 
mulation and tolerance to Zn2+ (Labanowski et ul., 2008: Soudek ct al., 2014: Zorrig et al., 20 I 0). 

Histidine, an amino acid produced by plants in response to the presence of metals, is involved in a 
mechanism of tolerance to Ni, and in low concentrations it is involved with Co tolerance (Mcfirath ami 
Zhao, 2003: Rascio and Navuri-Izzo. 201 l; Visioli arid Marmiroli, 2(13). 

3.7 COMPARTMENTALIZATION 
Cells use a combination of compartmentalization, chelation, and exclusion to restrict the deleterious 
effects of HMs and to ensure that the correct kind of metal is delivered to its target protein. The main 
storage compartment of HMs in plant cells is the vacuole and there is evidence of vacuolar seques 
tration of metal ions in plants, which prevents the movement of HMs in the cytosol and transports them 
to a limited area (Ernst. 2006; HaJI, 2002: Lux et al., 20 I I: Rascio ,1I1d Navari-Izzo, 20 II: Soudek 
et al., 2014; Yang and Chu, 2008). 

Transporters potentially related to this process have been identified in Arabidopsis thaliana. The 
superfamily of P-type adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) uses the energy of adenosine triphosphate 
hydrolysis to translocate cations through biological membranes and can be divided into several sub 
families, including carriers of HMs Pis-ATPase (Colangelo and Guerinot. 20(6). 

The vacuole is a key cellular compartment where. the metal may be stored when in excess, providing a 
source during periods of deficiency. For example, Fe is known to be transported to the vacuole by the 
VITI transporter, The remobilization of Fe from the vacuole is mediated by the actions ofNRAMP3 and 
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NRAMP4, which are regulated under Fe deficiency and are located in the vacuolar membrane. Although 
NRAMP3 or NRAMP4 mutants show no phenotype, nramp3 and Nramp4 mutants have a lethality rate 
of 90% when grown in Fe-deficient soils, suggesting that these proteins are functionally redundant and 
necessary for Fe mobilization under Fe deficiency (Palmer and Guerinot, 20 I I). 

4. EFFECT OF HMS ON PRODUCTIVITY 
The toxic effects of HMs in plants depends on the plant species, the concentration and type of metal, 
the chemical form in which the HM is present, soil composition, and pH (Nagujyoti er al., 2010: Nagata 
ct al., 2(13). The prolonged use of phosphate fertilizers, application of sewage sludge, industrial waste, 
pesticides, and poor agricultural practices have been associated with this contamination by HMs in the 
soil (Bell et 31.. 20()]: Kushem et 31.. 2009: Passariello et al., 2002: Schwartz et al., 200 I). 

Reduced growth is one of the most common physiological consequences of exposure to HMs in 
plants (Hu eL al.. :2013; Tunuis eL al.. :2008). The changes induced by the metal ions in the physiological 
and structural integrity of the leaves reduce the rates of photosynthesis and respiration, which has 
deleterious effects on the power supply and the efficiency of other metabolic processes. Transpiration 
and transport processes between several organs are also affected (Ying et al.. 20 I 0). Furthermore, HM 
toxicity has adverse effects on the roots, reducing the ability of the plant to absorb water and nutrients 
(Sharma and Dietz, 20(9). Consequently, major changes in the functioning of roots and leaves will 
affect developmental processes, such as formation of flowering, embryogenesis, and seed formation. 

5. CLIMATIC CHANGES AND HM TOXICITY 
The most common methods of remediation of contaminated soils are physical, chemical, and bio 
logical, although the methods of physical and chemical remediation are both very difficult and 
expensive, in addition to negatively affecting the soil ecosystem. One potential method for the 
remediation of soils contaminated with HM is phytoremediation, which is an economical and envi 
ronmentally friendly technique that uses tolerant plants and associated microorganisms to remove, 
turn, stabilize, volatilize, or absorb HMs in soil using biochemical processes (Rajkumar et al.. 2013). 

The evidence available in the literature regarding climate change and increased C02 concentration 
will have positive effects on phytoremediation of HMs and plant growth. An increase in root exudate 
and microbial diversity caused by increased CO2 concentration could facilitate the phytoremediation 
of HMs (depending on the plant and metal in question), an increase in cycling, availability of nutrients, 
mobilization and immobilization of metals, and on plant growth and in soil quality. However, the 
impacts caused by global warming could hamper the process of phytoremediation, although the 
findings of recent studies are inconsistent. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 
Contamination by HMs is a major problem affecting crop yield. The ability to tolerate HMs is different 
according to the plant species because they differ in their ability to tolerate HMs. Some plants grow 
well in soil enriched with toxic levels of HMs, whereas others do not grow at all. Recent studies 
indicate that GSH plays an important role in HMs tolerance. The HM stress induces production 
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of reactive oxygen species(ROS) generated by oxidative stress and GSH detoxifies ROS by the 
GSH-ascorbate cycle. In addition to the metal ions accumulated, high levels of ROS negatively affects 
plant development. The metal ions are detoxified by PCs synthesized by GSH upon plant 'exposure to 
HMs. The pes form complexes with metal ions and are stored in the vacuole. This tolerance mech 
anism to HMs in plants strongly suggests that the plants are not limited to GSH. In particular, the role 
of GSH, PCs, cysteine synthesis, and glyoxalase has been related to HM tolerance. Several plant 
species have been identified as HMs accumulators; however, plants of agricultural importance are not 
good accumulators and continue to suffer from the stress caused by exposure to HMs. A viable and 
affordable alternative to reduce stress in agricultural plants would be the use of bioremediators such as 
mycorrhizal fungi. Mycorrhizae use different mechanisms to tolerate HMs and act as a physical barrier 
preventing the entry of a metal into the plant. In addition to decreasing the plant stress caused by HMs, 
mycorrhizae may stimulate greater productivity. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In connection with the bounds for the zeros of a polynomial with real coefficients, 
Guizar [3] recently proved the following results. 

II 

Theorem A. Let P(z) = I>jz} be a polynomial of degree 11 such that for some positive numbers 
j=O 

k, ,k2,pand some integer A with k, :2: l,k2 :2: 1,0 < P ~ 1,0 < A ~ n -1, 
klan :2: an_I :2: :2:k2a;._ :2:a.-l_1 :2: :2:al :2:fXlo· 

Then all the zeros ofP(z) lie in the closed disk 
1 Iz + k, -11 ~ -I I {kla" + 2(k2 -l)la,ll- p(ao + laol) + 2Iaol}· 
a" 

II 

Theorem B. Let P(z) = Iajzj be a polynomial of degree n such that for some positive numbers 
j=O 

k, ,k2,p and some integer A with k, :2: l,k2 :2: 1,0 < p ~ 1,0 < A ~ n -1, 
klan :2: al1_1 :2: :2:k2a;._ :2:a.-l_1 :2: :2:al :2:fXlo· 

laol R 
Then for any R>O,the number of zeros ofP(z) in - ~ Izl ~ -, c > 1 does not exceed 

M c 
1 K 

--10<1-- 
log c !;> Ip(D)1 ' 

where 

K=laI1IR"+1 +laol+R"[ kl(lanl+al1)-la"I+2(k2 -l)laAI+laol-p(laol+ao) ], , 
M = lalllRfI+I + R" [ k, (Ialll + a,,) -Ialll + 2(k2 -l)la,l1 + laol- p(laol + ao) ] 

for R:2: 1 and 
K = laI1IR"+1 + laol + R[ k, (Ialll + a,J -Ialll + 2(k2 -1)la21 + laol- p(laol + ao) ], 

M = la"IR"+1 + R[ k, (la,,1 + a,J -Ianl + 2(k2 -l)laAI + laol- p(laol + ao) ] 
for R ~ 1. 
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II. MAIN RESULTS 
The aim of this paper is to consider the polynomial of Theorem A with complex coefficients and find bounds for 
its zeros and for the number of its zeros in a specific region. In fact, we prove the following results. 

" Theorem 1. Let P(z) == .L:ajzj be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 
;=0 

positive numbers k., k2, P and some integer It with k, ~ 1, k2 ~ 1,0 < P ~ 1,0 < It ~ n -1, 

kllanl ~ lan_II ~ ~ k2la,l1 ~ la,l-II ~ ~ lall ~ plaol 
and for some real numbers a, p , 

l arga. - pi ~ a ~ 1r,j = 0,1,2, ,n. 
J 2 

Then P(z) has all its zeros in the closed disk 

Iz + k, -11 ~ laIn I { kllaJcosa + sin a) + 2k2la,llsina + 2(k2 -1)la,l1 

n-I 
+2Iaol-plaol(cosa-sina+l)+2sina .L:lajl }. 

j=I,j"#,l 
Remark 1. Choosing a = 0, p = ° and a. ~ 0, 'II} in Theorem I, we get Theorem A . 

./ 

For different values of the parameters, we get many different results. For example taking k2 = 1 in 
Theorem I, we get the following result. 

11 

Corollary 1. Let P(z) = .L:ajZj be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 
j=O 

positive numbers k., P and some integer It with k, ~ 1,0 < P ~ 1,0 < It ~ n -1, 
kllalll ~ JaIl-II ~ ~ laAI ~ laA-11 ~ ~ JaIl ~ plaol 

and for some real numbers a,p, 

larg aj - pi ~ a ~ ~ ,j = 0,1,2, ,n. 

Then P(z) has all its zeros in the closed disk 

Iz + k, -11 ~ _11 I { klla"l(cosa + sin a) + 2laol- plaol(cosa -sin a + 1) 
a" 

n-I 
+2sina .L:lajl }. 

j=l,j"#,l 
Taking P = 1 in Theorem 1, we get the following result. 

II 
Corollary 2. Let P(z) = .L:a jzj be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 

j=O 
positive numbers k., k~ and some integer It with k, ~ 1, k2 ~ 1,0 < It ~ n -1 , 

klla,,1 ~ lall-II ~ ~ k2Ia}.1 ~ la,l-II ~ ~ JaIl ~ laol 
and for some real numbers a, p , 

l arga - pi ~ a ~ 1r ,j = 0,1,2, ,n. 
J 2 

Then P(z) has all its zeros in the closed disk 

Iz + k, -11 ~ la~1 { kllanl(cosa + sina) + 2k2la,tlsin a + 2(k2 -1)la,l1 
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11-' 

-laol(cosa-sina-l)+2sina Ilajl }. 
j;',j*). 

Next, we prove the following result. 
n 

Theorem 2. Let P(z) = Iajzj be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 
j=O 

positive numbers k, k2, P and some integer A with k, ~ 1, k2 ~ 1,0 < P S; 1,0 < A S; n -1, 

k,lalll ~ lall-, I ~ , .. ~ k2la).1 ~ la).-, I ~ ~ la,1 ~ plaol 
and for some real numbers a, /] , 

I -/]I < < 1r . -0 1 2 arg aj - a - 2 ' j - " , , n . 

Then P(z) has no zeros in the open disk Izl < lao I , 
M 

where 

M = laIIR"+' + R" [ (k,lalll(cosa +sina + 1) -Ialll + 2k2la).lsina + 2(k2 -l)la).1 

- pla,l(cosa - sin a + 1) + laol+ 2sina;_~rjl] 
tor R ~ 1 

=laI1IR"+' +R[ (k,lanl(cosa+sina+l)-lanl+2k2Ia,tlsina+2(k2 -l)la).1 

- pia, I (cos a - sina + 1) + la,l+ 2sina i.~r il] 
for R S; 1. 

For different values of the parameters, we get many different results. For example taking k2 = 1 In 
Theorem 2, we get the following result. 

. " 
Corollary 3. Let P(z) = L:ajzj be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 

j=O 

positive numbers k, P and some integer A with k, ~ 1,0 < P S; 1,0 < /L S; n -1, 
k,la,,1 ~ la"J ~ ~ la).1 ~ la,HI ~ ~ la,1 ~ plaol 

and for some real numbers a, /] , 

larga. - /]1 S; a S; 1r,j = 0,1,2, ,n . 
.I 2 

Then P(z) has no zeros in the open disk Izl < lao I , 
M 

where 

11-' 

- plaol(cos a -sina + 1) + laol + 2sina L:lajl ] 
j;', 

for R ~ 1 
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II-I 

- plaol(cos a - sin a + 1) + laol + 2sin a~::Ia j 1 ] 
I=v. 

for R ~ 1. 
Taking P = 1 in Theorem 2, we get the following result. 

11 
Corollary 4. Let P(z) = La .z! be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 

j=O 

positive numbers k., kz and some integer Ii with k, ~ 1, kz ~ 1,0 < A ~ n -1 , 
kllan Izlall_llz z k21a xlzla },-II ~ ~ lallzlao I 

and for some real numbers a, J3 , 

larga j - J31 ~ a ~ 7r ,j = 0,1,2, ,n. 
2 

Then P(z) has no zeros in the open disk Izl < lao I , 
M 

where 

M=laIIR"+1 +R"[ (kllanl(cosa+sina+1)-la"I+2k2IaAlsina+2(k2 -l)laAI 
-Iaol<oos a - sina)+ 2sin a j.~b jl] 

for R ~ 1 
=lanIR"+1 +R[ (kllaniCcosa+sina+1)-lal1l+2k2IaAlsina+2(k2 -l)la,,1 

-Iaol<cosa -sin a)+ 2sin a j.~bj I] 
for R ~ 1. 

Next we prove 
n 

Theorem 3. Let P(z) = .L:ajZj be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 
j=O 

positive numbers k., k2, P and some integer A with k, z 1, k2 Z 1,0 < P ~ 1,0 < A ~ n -1, 

klla"lzlan_11 ~ ~ k2la,,1 ~ la"_II2: 2: lall2: plaol 
and for some real numbers a, J3 , 

largaj - J31 ~ a ~ ~ ,j = 0,1,2, ,n. 

laol R 
Then the number of zeros of P(z) in - ~ Izl ~ -, C > 1 is less than or equal to 

M c 
1 K --log- log c laol' 

where 
M = lalllRn+1 + R" [ (kllanl(cosa + sin a + 1) -la,,1 + 2k21aAIsina + 2(k2 -l)la,,1 

- plaol<cosa -sina + 1) +Iaol+ 2sinaj.~bjl] 
for R zl 
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i:: Ian IRII+I + R[ (kllan I( cos a + sin a + 1) -la,,1 + 2k21a" I sin a + 2(k2 -1)la" I 

- plaol<cosa - sin a + 1) + laol+ 2sina j.~rjl] 
torR ~ 1, 

K = la"IR"+1 + R" [ (klla"l(cosa + sin a + 1) -Ianl + 2k21a,l Isina + 2(k2 -1)la,,1 

- plaol<cosa +sinrz + 1) + laol+ 2sinaj.~rjl] 
forR ~ 1 

=la"IR"+1 +R[ (klla"l(cosa+sina+l)-lanl+2k2Ia"lsina+2(k2 -l)la,,1 

- plaol<cos a - sina + 1) + laol+ 2sin a j.~rjl] 
for R S; 1. 

For different values of the parameters, we get many different results. For example taking p = 1 in 
Theorem 2, we get the following result. 

n 

Corollary S. Let P(z) = I> .z! be a polynomial of degree n with complex coefficients such that for some 
j=O 

positive numbers k., k2 and some integer Z with k, ~ 1, k2 ~ 1,0 < A S; n -1 , 
klla,,1 ~ la,,-II ~ ~ k2la,,1 ~ la,l-II ~ ~ Jail ~ laol 

and for some real numbers a, f3 ' 

larg aj - pi S; a S; ; , j = 0,1,2, , n . 

laol R Then the number of zeros of P(z) in - S; Izl S; -, e > 1 is less than or equal to 
M e 

where 

1 K ~log- 
loge laol' 

M = la"IR"+1 + R" [ (klla"l(cosa + sin a + 1) -Ianl + 2k2la"lsina + 2(k2 -1)la,,1 

-Iaol<cosa -sina)+ 2sina j_~bjl] 
for R ~ 1 

= lanlRn+1 + R[ (klla"i(cos a + sin a + 1) -Ian 1+ 2k21a,,1 sina + 2(k2 -1)la,l1 

-Iaol< cos a - sina)+ 2sina j.~rjl] 
tor R S; 1, 

K = la"IR"+1 +Iaol + R"[ (kllaJcosa +sina + 1) -Ialll + 2k21a" I sin a + 2(k2 -1)la,,1 

-Iaol<cosa - sina)+ 2sin aj.~J: jf] 
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forR:2:: 1 
= laIIR"+1 + laol + R[ (k; lalll(cos a + sinc + 1) -Ialll + 2k21a--l I sin a + 2(k2 -l)la--l1 

-]ao](cos a - sin a)+ 2sin a j,~~ j I] 
forR:::; 1. 

III. LEMMAS 
For the proofs of the above results, we need the following lemmas. 

Lemma 1. Let fez) (not identically zero) be analytic for Izl :::; R,/(O) '* 0 and I(ak) = 0, 
k = 1,2, , n. Then 

2~ r logl! (Re" IdB -log]!(O)] = t,log I~ I· 
Lemma 1 is the famous Jensen's Theorem (see page 208 of [1]). 

Lemma 2. Let fez) be analytic for Izl :::; R,/(O) '* 0 and I/(z)1 :::; M for Izlc::; R . Then the number of zeros 

RIM 
of f(z) in Izl:::; -, e > 1 does not exceed --. log -I --I' 

e loge 1(0) 
Lemma 2 is a simple deduction from Lemma 2. 

Lemma3. For any two complex numbers z., Z2 such that IZII :2:: IZ21 and for some real 

a,13 ,Iargzj - 131:::; a:::; 1[,j = 1,2, we have 
2 

IZI - z21 :::; (lzll-lz21)cos a + (izil + IZ21)sina . 
Lemma 3 is due to Govil and Rahman [2]. 

IV, PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the polynomial 
F(z) = (1- z)P(z) 

= -alz"+1 + (all - all_I )Zll + + (aA+1 - aA )ZA+I + (a--l - a--l_1 )ZA + + (al - au)z + au 
=-a"z"+1 + (k.a; -a,,_I)z" -(kl -l)a"zll + (an_I -a,,_z)zn-I + .... +(a--l+1 -k2aA)z--l+1 

+(k2 -1)aAzA+1 + (k2aA -aA_I)zA -(k2 -1)aAzA + (aA_1 -aA_2)zA-1 + ..... 
+(a2 -al)z2 +(al -pao)z+(p-1)aoz}+ao 

For Izl > 1 so that _1_. < 1, j = 1,2, .... , n, we have by usmg the hypothesis and Lemma 3, 
IzlJ 

]F(z)]z]a,,]z"[ ]z+ k, -1]-]:,] { ]k,a" -a,,_,] +]a,,_, -a,,_,].]:] +..+]a,., -k,aJ ]z]"~'-' 

. )1 I 1 I I 1 (k 1)1 I 1 + (k -1 a + k a - a -- + - a -- 2 A 'Izl"-A-I 2 A A-I 'Izl"-A 2 A 'Izl"-A 

1 1 1 1 
+Ia, I -a, 21· A I +·····+Ia? -all'--I +Ial -paol'--I + (1-p)laol'--1 

,,- A- Izl"- + - Izl"- Izl"- Izl"- 

1 
+laol·W } ] 
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>lanlz"[IZ+k, _11 __ 
111 

{Ik,an -a,,_,I+lan_, -an_zl·+····+laM, -kza,tl· 
an 

+(k2 -1)la,tI·+lk2a" -a,t_,I·+(k2 -l)laJ+la,,_, -a,,_21·+····· 

+la2 -a,I·+la,-paol·+(I-p)laol+laol }] 

~la"lzn[ IZ+k,-11--111{ (k,la"I-la"_,I)cosa+(k,la,,I+la,,_,I)sina 
a" 

+ (lan-,I-lan-21) cos a + (Ia,,_,I + lan-zl) sin a + . 

+ (laM,I-k2Ia,tl)cosa + (laM,1 + k2Ia"l)sin a + 2(kz -l)la,,1 

+ (kzla" 1-la,t_,I)cos a + (k2laA I + laA_,I)sin a + (la,t_,I-la,t_zl) cos a 

+ (Ia ,1-,1 + la ,t-zl) sin a + + (lazl-la,l) cos a + (Iazl + la,l) sin a 

+ (la, 1- plaol)cosa + (la,1 + plaol)sina + (1- p)laol + laol } ] 

~la"llzl"[ IZ+k, -11--111{ k,laniCcosa+sina)+2k2Ia"lsina+2(k2 -1)la,t1 
a" 

n-' 
+ 2laol- plaol(cosa - sin a + 1) + 2sin a :Lla jl } ] 

j=',j~" 
>0 

if 

l,z + k, -11> _111 { k,la"I(cosa + sin a) + 2kzla..ilslna + 2(k2 -1)laA I 
a" 

n-' 
+ 2laol- plaol(cosa - sin a + 1) + 2sina L:lajl }. 

j=',j~" 
This shows that those zeros of F(z) whose modulus is greater than 1 lie in the closed disk 

Iz + k, -11 S laIn I { k,lanl(cos a + sin a) + 2kzla"lsin a + 2(k2 -I)laA I 

II-I 

+ 2laol- plaol(cosa +sin a + 1) + 2sin a L:lajl } . 
.i=I,j~A 

Since the zeros of F(z) whose modulus is less than or equal to 1 already satisfy the above inequality, it follows 
that all the zeros of F(z) and hence P(z) lie in the closed disk 

Iz + k, -11 S _11 I { k,la,,Jccosa + sin a) + 2kz la" I sin a + 2(k2 -1)la,,1 
a" 

II-I 

+ 2laol- plaol(cos a - sin a + 1) + Zsin « ~Iajl }, 
.i=',j~). 

thereby proving Theorem 1. 

Proof of Theorem2. For the polynomial 
F(z) = (1- z)P(z) 

==-a"z"+' +(a" -a,,_,)z" + +(aM, -a,,)z"+' +(aA -a,t_,)z" + +(a, -ao)z+ao 
n+] (k 0 ) n (k 1) " ( 0 ) ,,-, ( k) ,,+, =-a"z + ,an-a,,_, z - ,- allz + an_,-all_2 z + .... + a,,+,- °2aA z 
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+(k2 -1)a"zA+1 + (k2a" -a,,_I)z" -(k2 -1)a;,z" + (a ,,_I -a,,_2)zJ..-1 + ..... 

+(a2 -al)z2 +(al -fXlo)z+(p-l)aoz.+ao 
= ao + G(z) 

where 
G(z)=-a17z"+1 +(klal1-an_l)z"-(kl -l)a17z" + (an_I -all_2)z,,-1 + .... +(aA+1 -k2aJ..)zA+1 

+(k2 -1)a"zA+1 + (k2a;. -a;'_I)z" -(k2 -1)a"zJ.. + (a;'_1 -a;'_2)z;'-1 + ..... 

+ (a2 - al )Z2 + (al - fXlo)z + (p -l)aoz. 

forlzl ~ R, we have by using the hypothesis and Lemma 3, 

IG(z)1 ~la"IR"+1 +I(kl -1)a"IR" +Ikla" -a"_IIR" +Ian-I -a"_21·R"-1 + .... +la..t+1 -k2a;.I.R..t+1 

+1(k2 -l)a"I·RA+1 +lk2aA -a;'_II.RA +1(k2 -l)aJRA 

+ la"-I - a;._z!.R'H + .... ~ + la2 -all·R2 + lal - fXlol·R + Icp -l)aol·R 

~ la"IR"+1 + R" [ (kl -l)la,,1 + Ikla" -a,,-II + la"_1 - a"_21 + +laA+1 -k2a,,1 

+ (k2 -l)laA 1+ Ik2a" - a"_11 + (k2 -l)la,,1 + la;'-I - aA-21 + ..... 

+ la2 - all + lal - fXlol + (1- p)laol ] 

~la"IR"+1 +Rn[ (k, -1)la"I+(klla"I-la"_II)cosa+(lkla"I+la"_II)sina 

+ (la17_II-lan_21)cos a + (Ian_II + lan_21)sina + . 

+ (Ia .1+11- k2la;. I) cos a + (Ia .1+11 + k2la" I)sin a 

+ 2(k2 -1)la;.1 + (k2Ia,lI-la"_II)cos a + (k2Ia,,1 + la"_II)sin a 

+ (Ia ;'-II-Ia ,,-21) cos a + (Ia A-II + la ,,-21) sin a + ..... 

+ (la21-lall) cos a + (la21 + lall) sin a + clall- plao I) cos a 

+ (Iall + plaol)sin a + (1- p)laol ] 

=la"IR"+1 +Rn[ (kllal7l(cosa+sina+1)-la"I+2k2Ia"lsina+2(k2 -1)laAI 
,,-I 

- plaol(cos a - sin a + 1) + laol + 2sin a L:la)1 ] 
)=IJ"-A 

for R 21. 
For R ~ 1, 
IG(z)1 ~ la"IR"+1 + R[ (kilalll(cosa + sin a + 1) -Ialll + 2k2la;.lsina + 2(k2 -l)la,,1 

/I-I 
- plao I(cos a -sina + 1) + laol + 2sin a :Lla)1 ]. 

)=1,)*" 

Since G(z) is analytic for Izl ~ Rand G(O)=O, it follows by Schwarz lemma that 

IG(z)1 ~ Mizi in Izl ~ R, where 

M = laIlIR"+1 + R" [ (kilalll(cosa + sina + 1) -Ialll + 2k2la"lsina + 2(k2 -1)la,,1 
/I-I 

-plaol(cosa-sina+l)+laol+2sina :Lla)1 ] 
)=1,)*" 

for R 21. 
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,,-I 
- plao I( cos a - sin a + 1) + lao I + 2 sin a 2]a j I ] 

j=l,j*). 

for R ::-:;; 1. 
Hence, 

IF(z)1 = lao + G(z)1 

~ laol-IG(z)1 

~ laol-Mlzl 
>0 

if Izl < laol . 
M 

In other words, no zero of F(z) lies in Izl < lao I. 
M 

Since the zeros ofP(z) are also the zeros ofF(z), it follows no zero ofF(z) lies in Izl < laol. That completes the 
M 

proof of Theorem 2. 

Proof of Theorem 3. For the polynomial 
F(z) = (1- z)P(z) 
=-a"z"+1 + (all -al_l)z" + +(a,,+1 -a).)zMI + (a). -a)._I)z" + +(al -ao)z+ao 

11+1 (k )" (k 1) n ( ) n-I ( k) ).+1 =-a"z + lall -all_I z - 1- allz + all_I -all_2 z + .... + a)'+1 - 2a). z 
+(k2 -l)a).zMI + (kza). -a)._I)z). -(k2 -1)a).z). + (a)._1 -a,H)z).-1 + ..... 

+ (az - al )Z1 + (al - fXlo)z + (p -1)aoz. + ao' 
forlzl ::-:;; R , we have by using the hypothesis and Lemma 3, 

IF(z)1 ::-:;;la"IR"+1 +I(kl -1)aIIR" +Ikla" -a"_IIR" +la"_1 -a,,_21·R"-1 +····+laMI -k2a).I·R)'+1 

+1(k2 -1)aJRA+1 +Ikza,l -aA_II·R" +1(k2 -1)a"I·R" 

+Ia,l-I -a"_21·R"-1 +·····+la2 -all·Rz +Ial -paol·R+ICp-l)aol·R+laol 
::-:;;lanIR"+1 +laol+R"[ (k, -1)la"I+lkla" -a,,_II+lal1_1 -a,,_21+ +laMI -kza,,1 

+ (kz -1)la,,1 + Ikza" - a"_11 + (kz -l)la" 1+ la"-I - a,,_zl + ..... 

+ la1 - all + lal - fXlol + (1- p)laol ] 

::-:;; la"IR"+1 +Iaol + R" [ (k, -1)lalll + (kllalll-lall_ll)cosa + (lkla,,1 + lall_ll)sina 

+ (lall_II-la,,_zl) cos a + (Ian_II + lan-21) sin a + . 

+ Cia "+11- kzla" I)cos a + Cia "+11 + k21a ). I) sin a 

+ 2Ck2 -l)la" 1+ (kzla"I-la"_II) cos a + Ckzla).1 + la,l_II)sin a 
+ Cia "-II-Ia ).-11) cos a + cia )._11 + la ).-21) sin a + ..... 
+ (Iazl-Iall)cosa + (Iazl +Iall)sina + (Iall- plaol)cosa 

+ cia I I + plao I) sin a + C1 - p )Iao I ] 
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II-I 

- plao I(cos a - sin a + 1) + lao I + 2 sin a ~:la j I ] 
.i=I,j~)., 

for R ~ 1. 
For R::;; 1, 
IF(z)1 ::;; lallIRIl+I + laol + R[ (k,lalll(cos a + sin a + 1) -Ialll + 2k2la).,lsina + 2(k2 -l)la)"1 

II-I 

- plaol(cosa -sina + 1) +Iaol + 2sina l]ajl ]. 
j='J#)" 

R 
Hence, by Lemma 2, the number of zeros of F(z) and hence P(z) in Izl ~ -, e > 1 is less than or equal to 

e 
1 K --log- 

loge laol' 
where 

K = laIlIR"+' + laol + R" [ (k, la"l(cos a + sin a + 1) -Ialll + 2k2 I a)., I sin a + 2(k2 -l)la.-l1 

- plaoI(cosa +sin « + 1) + laol+ 2Sinaj_t~jl] 
for R ~ 1 

= la"IRI1+1 +Iaol + R[ (k,la"ICcosa + sin a + 1) -la,,1 + 2k2 I a)., I sin a + 2(k2 -l)la.-l1 

- plaol(cosa -sina + 1) +Iaol+ 2sinaj_t~jl] 
for R ~ 1. 

By using Theorem 2, the result then follows. 
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A Study of Involvement of Men ill 
Reproductive Health in Jammu and 

Kashmir- India 

Bashir Ahmad Bhut 

1£1.1 Introduction 

:<"productivE" health hac:; lung been viewed as solely a woman's i~":l)c 

(;:llniJv planning and reproductive programn1es have Iargelv fO(:):-t,d 
exclusi \ elv on Vv'0111en. In most locales around the world, r-articular!v 
in devei'<'lllg countrics, 11.(',", arc little involx eel in their pal trll'r, 
health care during pregn,mcy. Biology, however, demands that men 
playa central role not only in reproduction but also in sexual health. 
\len's involvement in pregnancy care has been emphasised in diff,>lcr'[ 
studie- identifving the SlJctors where men can contribute for ~hl' \"t'~: 

, 'lIT' t1'1" r ''''l'''''l':ll~; t. 1'\."", r'll' 'I'J' 'In '1')9~, ~('I l )1: '"1-.,, . ,,'f .v r .. ' ;~, '.1 j •••• ~ I' \".J {. I I v-, , \ ' I I', ... ' . J _ \ 

\' I~\'.i.., '~~\ w hich 1 n.: 1 1 .11' ') ~Uf;p(~~eli t\) contribun- tli1...~lr " ~"'~~;"ql!!I;! 

'i'~' (a) ulan their families (t)) support contraceptive liSt, (c) F'dl:'~c'ip,~tl 
'11 .;k'"ujrin\..: rnater rutv c arc, (el) enxur inc rru tr it io u s [nod (Ul till';r I,':' . . G 

\.'; j\'I'S during pregndncy, (c) arrange for skilled care during deliver \ . 
ivo.ci I.it'ldvs Ii ~",'('klli:z. (,In'., (C;) help after babv is iXl)'n, Jll(l Il'l 

, "'l,,)!hlh!c l.\,j ('r" \' '\,jlt_ f.f lL)q~l \!c'), ,F( oitcu thc ,'J" ,d· , r 

,1 " .. ilk \\ he'l! d women ;.; cOII .. iition j~ «-ricuscnough to ~,eek nWli;, _l 

'- . .ue (Drennan 19';)8), Thus, men's decision and action durmg i h.: 
pregnancy, delivery and after the baby is born or ten make ill,,) 

-~------- -------------- . 

c.) 



\ 
I i.: I },,.:-1;1Ij /!," ! L' I-I] 

j,d,f''':' 1\\"l",ljn\'~,S,l)ldhC,llh,lndlill AI j,I,'llh.,fll" W,P,! 

'Ii .I •. it 1. 1 l!'ld 1'v1.IJJll I q9,~). 

It.,rd, 'g J '..I j,1l'k ,,f ,', '1)""", ,;)1 mtcrest ir, no 
(i'~If1gIH!liI l'J'h) 'I he '!{Icli,h, Jndi,'atl' than 1'\ "I' 

!Pnllli.'· r, ')',1; j,lI It 'il 

. \-\ II'\' \-V;lllt ' l;,,) ;,t~r. 

('{'Iltra· I'pil(' " it is tho mer \\ ho have d rott'lifi ',1 \' Important )'(\k 1<.' 
Jd(>ll' 1111.' ',~ hr-t hcr 111I.llt.'li .rdo p t fa mil v plo l!llng. Hu sb a nd« 

<lppJ(O,'al wa s fuund to be m ost i m por t a nt d e te rrru n a nt 01 
rontrac--ptive use in Indone-sia (joesoef. Baughman and Utomo lSOf'.8) 
\\ hrle in Kenya the wifo s perception of her husband's approval 01 

Iamil v planning emerged as most powerful in explai ning contracepti VI' 
use (Lasc-o and Becke-r I(97). Other studies revealed that f)(lor 
conunurucnnon between husband and wife is <In 'important barrier to 
the adoption of contraception (Omondi-Odhi rrnb 'I ()q7). The success 
of umtraLt.'ption depends on the agreement and cooper a+ion of 
husband, while communication between spou-;es also improves the 
chance ,)f effective tamilv planning, In addition, there arc barrier- ro 
the expansion of male participation in Iamilv planning, While men 
should ,I1MC the responsibilitv with their partners, those who want' 
to lake tlu- responsibility tor contraception helve limited choices, they 
can elth'l' undergo <1 vasectomy or use condoms. Ideally. a ba-ke+ "f 
contraceptive methods should be available 1:) men. 

A fev, studies on the invol vcment of men in reproductive health 
services and the problems in involving men have been conducted in 
India also. !\. study conducted in Uttar Pradesh has found that men 
have lrrni ted knowledge of women's reproductive health matters 
(Moore 'l 99C)), Around 7R pci cent men were una ble to correct I y 
identify the fertile period ill the menstrual cyd\' and one-half could 
not COlT,', tly 'identify d S} mptom of serious pn'gn,lI1ly or childbirth 
complications. About 71 }1«! ,cnt did not know that symptoms vvcre 
not 3)\' ay" apparent with 'I sexually transmitted disease (S'JTj), 
APPI'(''\I!1Idkly 47 per "l'lI! were not aWM'C' t hat STDs rou l d '", 
[rom,mitth' from cl prt )~ri"ll vornan 10 a focu- or ;'1 newborn. '1.';-',: 
findiI1g~: \11 tlus studv ,VI -upr.ortcd bv anoth» tud v in Mahara-.hh .i, 

wluch ~'1r'" c th:ll though p, 1111rily il( l hc- mc: ", .'-"'\ <In! of tl u: r' . J 

fllt ar,tt, IL~t( I, d •.. ,1!vc'f\-J 1!I~i j)nr.:,tnat;)] care l' rl")\\rl~'~' know dt;_r 
,1(10.1 h'\·\,!' I sband- 

l,-, f :" "luctl\.( healtl: services that foe u.~ ',II) UPl>j) women 1;,1' \' 

11!111li::C! illlP,ld and cffect ivcncss. '( he Cairo ilnt("r"I1ioncll Confer·,·I"',' 
on p,)rul<lIwn and Development. IU)[)) 19')-+ and Beijing '19'15 
((Infcr< lil l· •.. have brought necessity of involvi 19 rH')) as partner unl.-r 
sharp {u,,,, IS 'Ma lc irrvolv vment" in reproduct I\'l' h. alth and tam]! y 
planrung progrnmnws is not [ust promoting th~\ LJ..,e of male method" 
of contrdl'l'ption, but mCJ1'S supportive ndl':- in their fa nu lies. 
c ornrnum tic s and workplaces to promote gClJdl'r equity, girls 
education. women's ernpowerrnenl and shari"') of child rearing ,wJ 
caring, in particular, it Web argued that furth-r proc.'Tess in attaining 
Jer'rodu, rive health goals would depend .n "len changing their 
attitude (ind behaviour towards rcproduc: \it' health and gender 
issues. It abo suggests till' importance of I'(".;p"n';ih]c, respectful and 
non-coercive .:;pxual behaviour and pf shared reproductive decision 
making (L' NFP J\ I CJ(5) In addition, the i\ [[)(j lris!, has made the need 
to actdnss mel! m reproductive health polic.es "Ild pf()gramml'~ not 
onlv cle.u nut also urgent. As a result, interest in and commitment to 
111\'\.11vll1).O men in reproductive health has inten-Ified during the l()ClOs. 
Th ere r o re . interest has emerged Lo kno w the role of men in 
reprod ucnvc health, 

S",vdal demographic studies have shown that men J))ilY want 
larger l arn.l ies than their wives (Anderson 200n. In West Africa, 
men want lour more cluldren than WOTll01l, though in Bangladesh. 
East ;\(, kd, l:)WP1, Morocco .md Pakistan. men and women express 
similar desires in terms or Iamilv size (1'7cb ';",O)I}'.51 ,U1d Rilggl~r~ 
[q(}{)) lli~'(jri(,i11Iy. most countr ics have overtly '<lTgeted women in 
(dlTnly j,",H111ing pr()grcHnnh'~ iLasce and 1),.,'1-., r \(·)97; Bankolc ,l(1J 
:-ijn~.'.h i<){Ii'), while mal.« have largely i)('cil (,,,'luded frorn such 
;~!·'.l,;r ;~'"m's thdl provide f.miily planning '.",1', c r' iEdwilrds Fl··lJi 
\:ic\~:,r ::: 'i.L.'r! lnntra~'epi \. t' -ncthods art- ll.t,'·~'_Ld«:.~d to be -dSet' b, 
:l~I!!:'iI ,. \ll:11 ••. e\:~n1. [I.~ Lit. ic..:.;:-' l,()rH .. vrni.~d t[- lj, \.\ ,·'I1H .. "n about LP11!h 

P~~~lll" t' ;'-"rh~tp'" bec.iu II). ~~ll' former d(} {', '",11'1'\' th.- Ollrdt'i: of 
t-i't\~~"]I,. .• •. JI~d {. r It.! bn·tj .Iir. .. Tt!\ I hel L}I.,l -. I t,.!( in\nl\'L~lrh'lll 
(1lJfr 1 ~q. '1) r .. ', d·.)/·, r~~'~lt(·d tl' tb •. ,\ !itrl1~()'! "'It'lh{')t.i.; dV8\L:1~.d, .. !~"1 

ji .,\.. ',\ 

~ 

) ~ 
~ 

s: 
"-' 

l":h'-f.:·l Ii •. i he l'l 
III \, I'~ :~,Iny their \'\'iV(H :O'~ ~:Jr{l: hlt"'! "lI"d 
... , n1 I . vrc (if pr~'}bjt.)i' 11'~!l !"t.n' r,:·\l:: e 

,~ ..... I ',n n~': Lt'''' "lUil;2.' 
\ I ).-j, 

.( 'i\ I" I,' I ( ,I , ,.". : iP, -, l ~{;llt i.'nh r : 

d \)11,,1, u: <, 
1.1." 'l.i v v 



I ,;'lfi,t 1")1 ':('1' I,'! ! ill IJ /Ii!'d/I:j :\_ !.'I!/I! (I, '{'i'Fd '! I .~( 

Jtt I Ii/I";! e : I 'li. , ; I t hi ck ';I}' t.; l_{ ',"il.lin ph'gntlllC\, I u l I,h' vuruc-n 
_,1,1\ '1' !Ii\ \I'~ v : J ~I\ (I)" \\11'1.) 1"11(1 ~llhvr 1(~n"',lle 1Jh:'tll~~t'I"'" 1~' itH' !,In,il\ 
t", ",h:-'l"'"PI( ;,i' 1,1', (1'<1I'U,) lelqs), j( ,Ii"" found thut }':""(I,,,, 1, 1)!,I1()ft' 
,\ ,l '-. health L,"~ dUring prr..'g'lM)(,V c>,cepl l or th,' ,'\\ 1)":III"i,, tor 
lih nc,'d for anton.it.rl rr'si',lrd!inf\ .tlld a nutritious ,.lid [l"iivl'l) 
,1!ld po-t delrver , periods were found tn be f'xciuo.,l\.,lv women's 
a l I.u r-. All import.vnt study. however. has shown th l It ;~ nor the 
men ,l]Ulh:' wh. ar , res po nsi b le for their PO,')' in vc.Ive m e nl in 
R("f'l'lldu( live an.: ( I,ilt! He-alth (RCH) services but one pi I}l(' major 
obs t acles h' inert I~('_' male i nvo l v ern cn t and l'('~l,)l'n",r...lhty ru 
It pro.iu.tivc hc.ilth ,ielll" from the service delivery S\ ':(\:'lh, which 
c1l',' almost entin'I~\ r ricnrcd trl women .md often provide iIlLJe or no 
mt o rm at io n about 11),tie ront race pti ve methods (F'arlmu ri 1997), 
Fhy"iClans pfte'1 she, w nvgntivc atrit ndes toward VilS(i..[l)lny, and 
hed I t h workers <1(': ';('! nvtillll;'S poorlv i rained in counsclhng mrn about 
•.. ,,11'1' <cxual PlolCtil' contraception .urd delivery care (l.:',,;j PA '1995) 
1\)01 knov, ledg.: oj 11)(:11 related t,) contraception, pi ('gn,Hle v and 
d('i" vry CMC ('ovpll"j with women S d.-pcndvuce on men I or accossing 
,1,,:'.-.ithlo11C i,. (dh' If the barriers for pO(lr uulization llf j"qnoJucli\'c 
,rHi chrld hl'dltl: ,: l'l' services (Murthy ,'j al. 201l2) 11<0\\ ,'ver, all 
;nklvcn!iol1 stud v b', Population Council in India indicated that me-n 
<1'-,' iilkrl'"tc-d in F lrliup<lling in Dl<:kl''llty care and can lake more 
~"ntr3c(:pliv(~ n,'~rlm~1 bilit v if they a I'C provided adequate mtorrnation 
,ll'ld c'\lluls,'Uing ,it)"~lt lllalt'rnity car : dnd contraception (Population 
( ouncil 2()I}1j, The lUll\' clearly demonstrated tha: aliu\vll1f, men to 
P,1.'l., Il'ah In !h,',] '\ h< antenatal <1' d jJ(I:-;trarhlm can' b\ providing 
Ii ,;!)rrnal'ion throuf',il mdrvrdual and Jt'"1~ ,'('ullselling inucc'''''Cl <'ouples' 
.i.sc ussion and u " A, (l!ltr<lCl'ption, l,llc",hige dL10Ut pr"gil"H1ey and 
" 'I', ~'I'Hlilillg (f'c',! l1jdtJ\)i~ l:'l)\tn( Ii': )\)1 

HUI there i:tn,1 "" ,'\'d!'- ,;lIT', e v ~ "i nur. Ihi111 th.,! or \0\ (;j"Il')1. (:Ultl.lfC11 
In t ~~lY'f_rdfl1nh)lH " r!'_;,('[" tlfl.t_ln hln,' np(lded t.'tL.)tl':' li :itir\.l~y men 

,1\:) i(jPIC~' <Jl j .li\· dPd d ]"111.\ ,.,L nJ,j 19 (1'-=, thc) ; (.\'\.' Irflr:c'deLl 

)j-1rtl(H>."! Il J ,. L n·)l 't ,.,ldnr ". .:.l -' ~;r ... J·J.i,.nllH.'~ tht .. ' ,.:, ..... ''", ::I0111P 

r"I'''tldlldl\'e~ h"Jill, I 1 ,<"0111:-; .,tr'I!,')~Y with ",:h't_:r~~' ':Oll''';Cq(i<.''';U'~ luI' 

bIOI!, ,)K1'I ,ll1d ,~(\l1ll'll 

!)t late the SUi \ I'"'' ,irnllnd the wnrld II1U\,'d",illgJy dJ'C inter, i( wIng 
men and rcp'lrting un Ilwll ,'onl"r,K('pti'''l' lb(', reproductive pl'('II..'n'I1L:t's, 
attitudes toward Ianuly planning, and sexual behaviours, Bellm: 19l)U 
only lour nationailv rl'pn'<;l,'nl.ltivl~ ~UJV('ys \If men were ('oI1dut'lvd, 
Sinel' 1990, 76 sUJ'\'C\', of 111(;11 in 4-8 countries have been conducted as 

part of the Dcruog ra p hic and Health Surveys (DHS) Mid the 
Reproductive Health Survey .... (IUlS) p1'(lgr~11l1meS, including the 'young 
Adull Reproductive II('<)JI.II '-,urve)'s (YARl'lS), But most of thes,> surveys 
oi nu-n haw been conducted in Sub-Saharan Africa, Only" handful of 
countries in Asia hell l' surveyed men" I'hc increase in men'< ..,UI\"l'YS 

reflr-cts \V idcning rr cogl11 non of nWI1' s irn porrance in sexual and 
reproductive health .\Ithough the Mmistr y of Health and F.llnily 
W,'lfare, Covernmcnt of indi<l, is cornuuttcd to implementing ,IeI'D 
Programme of Action. l-u ' cnougb ;'l!icnlitl!1 h'-IS not yet be,,"l giv,;:'" 
to lhl' involvement of mon in maternal tint] child health c.ire. ntis 
st udv ,1SSUJ1WS interr s! to know the role of men in matcrnitv. ddiv·:rv 
i.!Td post-deliverv period' l"<icndl'd by tlrcrn to their wives Bul UTe)'1.' 

,,1\' \ crv few studies thal j IJ\.'e '-iludicd ll1,' ruiL' of men ill tho util iz,'o! ion 
of reproductive healtl. (,1[,0 in India. '.<illonal Family Health '::'urvt'\'- 
3 ('\; IHS-3) conducted d u ri ng 2006 in 1 ndia has collected information 
from men about their involvement in maternitv carl' but this huge 
data set has not yet bCl'n analvsed at the (,t,11e level. \iVe, therefore. 
plan to use the NFH'- d,)L: (or <1mily/,ing Illl" involvement \11 men 111 

rnaternit; in Jammu lf1l f<,)shmir, 

16,2 Melin Objectives 

Th,,' main obiective« lr ":1' <t ud v .H,' d" 'l):l,,>ys: 

TL' s t u ct . ~~)Ci()-l \"1 H'·, !'}1 J C ~1 nd de 111 P '., I "-l,": r';( 
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IJIl1I1111 .III.J r",,·;hnll' ',t, 't' III .,' .j.<1' lo in , ol vc more <111d 

l11,;ol' jO'1\ In 1'1.1\ ttl< 11'1 IiI' III IITlproviI'Ig t.hl' -naternit-, 
rt< ,dtll ,.Irl~ ill till" .,t;)(,· .II d br'n~ down lill.' m.ucrnal a nd 
infant d,'alb', to !(n·v('~.l 1)'I';Ooiblc extent. 

L6.3 Data and Methods 

Ihe study h,jl-> [\\'P Jj<,tincl components: quantitative and qualitative 
For the qu.rntitatrv e analysis wv usc data from Ihe thud round or 
x.ational Family I Icalth Survey {~I'l !~,-3) conducted in India Juring 
20()5-2006. The ~FllS·3 is the tir;,t national level <urvev which has 
col Iectcd i nforrn au o n from me n aged 15 JJ yedr~;. lhc men's 
q ucst iorma irc covered the Io l lo wi ng aspects: backgro u nd 
characteristics: reproductive beh,i- ior and intentions: know ledge and 
use of contrace-ption: malo involvcrncnt ill health care, sexual lire, 
health and nut.il ion: attitudes t<'wJld" gender roles: and knowledge 
n n d prevalence of [!IV/AIDS a nd other sexually transmitted 
infections. [he ,!J\illysis is restrrc tcd to J,U1ll11U and Kashmir State 
only. In Jammu and Kashmir NH IS- '\ \V;:JS carried ,IUt from April to 
[uly 2006 and (".tit', ted informauon from !076 men ilgcd 1.5-54 years. 
Th« variables of involvement of nron n maternity analysed arc; desire 
to limit children, U<;l' \11 family pLmning methods, attitudes towards 
contraception, hel emg spouses til av J!ling A\JC, PNC and delivery 
services. We u,,(~ both bivariate aru: multivariate techniques to analyse 
thr quantitative .,b!:\. 

A k'f)stic regression model w b fitted to identify the ,;ignificanl 
determinants of the m Isn)l)(eptinl"; ,,'I rne» rt'ldl"ed h' l<lntraception. 
':'h(' response val iabb- is coded .\', . ompletclv misconceived and 
pd rriall y misconc,-: ved. Degree 'I ;'1 i-cc.nception i'~ computed by 
'"rnbming Ill',' n~:, f,(lI1:',<:'<; of the . ",'(1 > r'l.'rnTtl()p ,,1' contraception 
\t!itucie clgn (~d , T Ji',agrccd \\ 1 1 dm~[' ~ellt'r"i ~t,lt('\11,'nls about 
',)lllra('epUon ii..t lltl"' .ceptron is \,~ \'!r;~,'ll'~' tl1Jsint'~~~'; ~~nd ma.i should 
..t worrv .Ih,.!! .voruvn IV 

ir(llnj"';;t.untL~ .11":1 
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'idU(if/lli)jii, II/ (I!\!,I/ ,,}\t , I 'I •• /;) 2!"; 

'('(illCt'ivl'J. J hvd"T)"l1J\'lll \.1." ,!hiv II.,~ a VJlu,'''' '! tnt "llITlplpt('lv 
-ronceivcd about contruception .111d 'iJ' for p;1r'!<1li\ 1I11scnncei.n,d 

,I,,)ut contraception 

The Jemogrd[,]li, and "ocin C( onomic variables included as 
~'ld\isljcal controls 111 multivariate models are ,1;';C (,15-19, 2U-29, and 
"'\0-39 and 40 },cilr!'> and above]: m.rrital status (unmarried, t". er 
rn.irricd): .'ducation of the women (ilhll'Tiltc, less II1Ml middle school 
. orn plete. ruid dl e sehoul com p le t«. arid high school or more 
.-uucation): current work status (not w(lrkil1g, salaried, skif led worker, 
<lpicliltural worker): residence (urban. "urdl); exposure to mass media 
(rcgu]arlvexposed to mass media. not rq~lIlarly oxpose.i to mass 
media): economic status (poor, rich, very rich) and region of 
n sidcnce (Kashmir. jammu) \t\',' ,'siimate adjusted dfc..','1s of each of 
;lwse predictor variables on J't:;';(1(llFt' v.mables. In this context. 

, i.Ijustcd ' means t h a t other Sl. ic,-k,j prcd ic+o r v.i ri ab l e.s a r e 

';>ati')ticaJJy controlled by holding the-m constant at their mean values. 
"h, adjusted percentages arc based (ll'l <, single logistic regression 
that includes all th.e predictor v.uiables. In calculating adjusted 
f)',Tcent.lges for categories of any glvell predictor variable, I1w get of 
control variables consist of all otl-cr predictor variables, which are 
ulntroi]eci by scttinj; at their mean values. In Table 1 ('.6 we have 
presented the logistic regression codtllic:nts or the odds ratios. SPSS 
V. ] 7 was used to tabulate the data and calculate' the regression 
( ,'efficients. 

The quan ti+at+vc res e a r ch " i o l l o wed b v focused group 
discussions, V'./<, conducted nine Ioru- group discussions (J'CDs) with 
men between November-December 200n in Kashmir Valley Kashmir 
\ "Ucy consists ,,[ ~hr,".' geographi( .• ll rp. junO', narnel y, North K,lShJTI it , 
",.,,,th Kashmir .i n.] Cf'ntLl1 I<a~bn;il. \VC selected ['ulw,1m3 from 
~(luth Kashmir, ~lq)\vdr'd from r':,1!1, ~,hhrnil and B('d~~,un Irom 
l, <'''lrd! Kash .•. r t,'i f CL),. ii' .L "I. 11""'\ t h r.«: I'\,D" were 
'Illuded Fel' ,') Ii. '1',;,lh W'.'!" 'l i·..'d !'Y dn~,,,n'\ ',.:,. workers 
'._1 health \\'~) Lt.)!' ..• dfhi s.hoo t \! {' .. )l,ti, .I";dn:· Il'li!,';n h<J':-i 
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16.4 i\ rea of Study 
i\('cording to 201 J Census Jammu and Kashmir had a population of 12.5 
million accounting roughly Ior t per cent of the tllt,11 population of the 
countrv The decadal gn)\\ th rate during 2()t)1-2ln I was "bout 23.7 per 
cl'nl which was higher than tho dr-cadal gn'\\ th lA.1' of '17.6 per cent at 
the: national level. The SI'X I'dlio of the population (number of females 
per l,llllO males) in the State according to 20'1 I (l'I~SUS was 889, which is 
much lowe-r than for the countrv .1::' a whole (9.l(!) 27 percent of the total 
f'of"li1<ltiol1lives in urban areas which is almost tilt' <arne as the national 
level ,\s pvr 2011 Census, the Iiteracv mil' IF\,Il1g population ilged 7 
ye.l!''' .111d above was 68 per (cnt as comp.irco tu 7:1 per cent ill the 
national level. Female literacy (58 per CPllt) «(l;l(PllICS to be lower than 
lh,' male lih:r,lc), (78 per C01'l1), As per the Siml;.1!c. Registrillion Sy,;tcm, 
lhl' current l'otal Fertilitv 1~<1((' (fF1\) of 19111 l.unrnu and Kashmir is 
slighilv lower than the ITr\ of 2.4 <It the \ I l ncl ia Level. With the 
introdu. rion of Reproductive md Child l'k',"dl i'r')grdmme, more and 
more ~'(ll1pks are 110W using Iarmlv planning me-thods As per District 
L.f'\ (·t f lonsehold SurVl'y-J 0)1 11S-3), 41 pr-!' .vnt of women an.' l11.1V,· 

Uf in~~ rdl )dt'''n farrnly plan nini, llwLi1pcic, ,)S !'(>: ,1",' led to 49 pl'r (",'nt in 
lndi.. ,i' ,1 whole, According b I Sample Rq:;I.l ,lI .;,' 5) stem (SE:-' :1.l) 13) 
i,1l11'1'" lI1el Kashmir hrhl <111 nidlll11)nri.il1l • It- o! 1,1) ppr '1,0'.10 live' 

\\Ilh 'Ill' i m p le rru.n ta tion <II I~('I'n'dLI< I,,, l' "nd (1)il.1 I l calt h 

l'n)<~r,ll\llllt (ReI I) mort.' and more y\(OI1Wn ,11,·, ,1fnl.H.; forward to, uulisc 
Mlicl1i.Jl.l1 .md postnatal ,-'drl' services. As pCI' NIlle, -. ) Wi per cent III 
women \ ho gave birth in the five yeal's pn>t'cdJnl:" tIlt' survov had 
received .rntcnatal CMe hom a health professional. Similarly, more 
and more \\ omen arc now utilising institutional services for dvliverv 
as about half of the births in the five yenr-: i'J'ior to the survey i'~ 
Jammu and Kashmir rook place ina health fcl<·il"y. .!..liT1ITm and Kashmir 
is also pl'()~rt;:'ssinb well in the field of child irnmurnsarion. More than 
90 per cont <,f children have been immuuised dg<linsl various vaccmr 
prevent.rble diseases, however, because of drop <lUI'S only two-thirds 
(67 pCl' cent) of children agl~d '12-23 months ill Jammu and Kashmir 
art:' tullv vaccinated against six major childhood illnesses: tuberculosis, 
diphthcri.i. pertussis, te(ilnu,>, polio, and n)('c\sl('~ 

'_'<'I'" t" -.qbjl'cl m a t l c t \1"dl'l,llnr<, '.,1') .I(!ung<'r than tile: 
IC'Sf'" 1 '.'I)t ... ,\ flc,<ibJc gUllkiuw IV",; u-sed It :'a, d',dte 11ll' discussions. 
Ini(,;'11 eel consent 'v\'d~ l>btaJlwd \'t·rbi1II)· ,"i,' the d iscu-isron vVJS 

n·e,·rdtd only nt tcr verbal pcrru i ssi o n 'A"~ !'l'el i v o d [ro n: Ihe 
p a rt ici pn nts. These audiotapes Wt'fl' irJil';iall'd [rum the local 
fa ngu:.lgvs (Kashmiri) into [ngh~h. The main I'll r pose of the qualitati ve 
component WdS to provide more com pi ehensr, c , in-depth explanation 
and undt',slanding for tih· quantitative survvv fmdings, 

16.5 Findings 

16.5:1 ,\T01'S Fertilit.u Prcirrencee 

Table ]6,1 shows future fcrtititv prererenr c- of currently married 
women dnd men in [amrnu and Kashmir and India. The' ove ra ll 
perccntage of men and women who want J1l) more children is similar 
in India but 101'\'('r percentage of men (69 per cent) than women 1,74 
per cent) in larnrnu and Kashmir wantno 11ll1fC children OJ' arc already 
sterilised Besides, while S] per cent of men and women in India 
with tWI' l hildrcn want no mere children, the . orresponding figul,''' 
in Jammu and Kashmir Me t/i per cent lor men .md 7Fl per cent tor 
women. Thus, fertility prl'l"'l'cl1Cl'S arc higher [,)I' men than \VODWn 

in ]&K. 
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Table : 6. 'l'er(entage of Currcntl y Married Men and \\ omen who want to 
jim" Childbearing by '\0. of Living ch il dre n in J~K and India 
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III 1.1 'I <llld I(,,,,hlllll I, l.)lnl, extent n'~pllll· ..• lb!l· t~'lr cl 11Irllt:\l '''!li1 

..: b, observed I)""nl tht' 1:( ,[).., ,'<'ddl". 't'd 
,11' 1" ,J. hI','" 'J (':lc,trtbUli,lIi 01 IIII' Ill,' I lHI'l'bl'r "f :,ii,I" r: 

.1. I.rllm)l ind '1 'I 'f.;I'J '15,>[9 Ve,H" '1< j&f-" and 1ml,' II" pel' 
(,'r' I 1 '\,,,01\'1 ,lilt! l , pcr cent of men ill J<\:K consider t11l' :;1':')1 
fan,! '1(, to be tw: .f uldrcn or less. Auun, ,111 nu-n and women 
wh» l'd\ l t1 nurncric f'l'slx>n<.;e in NFH~:,·.3, tll,' average numb. r of 
cbilc1h II (lr\sidered ((J be ideal is 2,3 at tlw national level, But in 
J&I< t;w ide.il ranulv ,Ill' is slightly higher [,lr men (2.'1) than f(lr 
W(l!)\(,'!1 (23). 

P~'t"l Il'c i,.'( am •.. 1I1g rrH'lj 

ill \\tl>\ ,!in,) and KUI.'\\·'''' 
'~" ( nuo« l,)~t marc t!;di i OUHaJld YOlil/; III the oll,,{oi";{ ,;II,i_;;g},. 

1 \! ,1(1 11(11 haoe a /1!i :~:U1 i il 'C a/lout the sccu nl1J ofou r ';0115. ~·Vr· kiWi(! 

oikmulir« tolio l!rtf ,i ~1I1.\'( ,OJl who was 10.,1 during militon,;y ~;" III 

lP',/cr to ensure thn! {/'l'I'( is (Jilt' 5011, we hane no Oil/ion liu! to dc-ir» 
mor« :;ons ". 

Tab le '10.2: Illdic"jof'i of Sex Preference by vlen and Wonu-n 
in J&K and India 16,,5,2 Kuowledge of F!111li/l! Planning Methods 

Knov\lfci?,l' of contrac. ptron is almost universal in Jammu and 
Ka s hm i r hoth among m en and women (['able '16,3). Female 
stertliso non is the 11)(1st ';"I,leol v known method of contraception ,11T)Ong 
men and women Except ro r Pill and IUD, higher percentage 01' 1lH'1l 

than women in J&K kllt,\\ each method of family plannmg. The 
gov rnrncnt of India's Iamily planning rrogrdlTUne promotes three 
ten.nor .rv methods: the r-ill. the IUD, and condoms. Of these three 
methods, men in J&K are most likely to know about condoms (92 per 
cent) and women are JJ1o..,1 I, kely to KIWW about the pill (89 ['l'r <.'('nl), 
Mer 111 J&K have little ~ 1100N led gt'. of IUD il.S four out of 10 men in 
J&f< have not heard about IUD. As the knowledge of at least one 
modern method is quite high among men the differentials by various 
background charactcnxtus are not large. 

Tab lc 16.3: Percentage ot C iurcntly Married Men and Women Kllowjl~g 
Diftr-rcnt Methods of Familv Planning and Percentage of \'\'ol11en using 

Fa mtl v l' .mning in J&K and India 

J&K JUdl,1 

WOTnt>n i\·1t'1l 
-- 
1 I 
(1,R 1i.7 
0.4 (i.6 

22.4 20 
2.6 2 

lru h- "lo" ot Ft~rtiJity l'rt':u, nee '''.'0 men )'...1"11 

kk·,' D' .-',H\ ')l'll~; '1.1 1.1 
It:k<' , "k 01 Mean D:1u>jht"b 0.8 ('.k 
I.ilh,t ,,;>, 0.4 ll5 
\>\",y.t I<h'r,· "<Jns than ,J., 'ght('rs 23.'1 2J.') 
1'\,,1111 n.rrc d311;;;htt'r<' rhan ~,"l,;j 3.1 L] 

:;(1-Uiir- .,'\; FH-S -; (2005··(h,) 

:\ -;lrong preference I()!' sons has brvn found to be perva~lI·e in 
lndi,u socicty, affcdin.g both attitudes :md behaviour 'with rt's1)t'cl 
to, hildren and the choice regc1rcling number and sex composuion of 
chtidl,'n (Pas Cupta "I ul, 2003; Mishra ui ;;{, 2004; Bhat and lavier 
?on.\. Arnold et ai, l')lj~,), In NFHS--3, IV('JJlt"l at~ed 15-49 yvars and 
nu-n IF.t'd 15--54 y(~ars, whn gdvpa numenccl f,">ponsC' to tho question 
Oil th!.' «ieal number 01 children, were also a.ked how man} «f these 
dl:ldr, n they would like ill be boys, how nun)' they would like [0 be 
glli~ IHi for how m.mv the sex would 1)1'( matte: It ,,'an ;"" "cell 

tr"n\ j'l!,ll' 16,2 th<.11 ,IS \11 many olhe.1 Iridian stales, d1<..J'1' is a 
rr'k ','nu' Ior 5011- 11 i . 11' iaughters in Jammu and Kashm: .J:' Ih« 

dc,,1 1111111b,!' ! ,nne; is I I rllr"lrl' ll,,(h men ,HIli 1'\Cn, 

i:" '.,'.'r ,hghtlyl·.J h 1 ''t)l'tlrU(ll),)frylt'l npt'ICl'nt)lhdl ,"',:1' 
, .1'1'1) in ]&i" " 11c -nore SOilS tJloli: d .. l.Ighh'r~, whil« 1:1 il,(1I.1 

C\tn"'lH U~·(~ Knowledge FV" ---_._.- .. _.,. 
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.' •• Ii ;il' .If f,rtlil J\~iil 'J' HI f Jill'" " 
~t"'l I '1'U,iiif,.I! , jt J h'<IUi! n, ! /. 

Ir.,·) 3 f l"hl~li" f I f u niili, 1'lllilll/lIS \'II'~"lig('s 

J '·.F<'~;UJ e t,· l.u Hi,' i'i 1f1 nu\; 111("" n,"'" i" ~,p('n ,IS widenin,l" t h.. horizon 
III ttn!lp/<,lQI'Lll!lg on bSlIl!', rl'lakd t() c ontraccpuvo u-. •. ,111d Iwlf)lng 
to <lchi(:'Vl d('SHl't! r nn ilv Si7C lnf orrua tion contained In l able 16.4 
shows that men MI.' much more lrkolv than women t() be exposed to 
media message= ou f ,J rni Iy planninp. Overall. YO per cent (\{ men ha vc 
been exposed to l,'WJ!y planning mess<1gC's in the pibl fe-w months 
compared with :,(1 pel (t'nl \)( women, Radio is the most 'important 
'-,1)Url'C (If famil: pl.uming message 111 J&K, while as at national level 
highest proport Inn III men d re more likely to be exposed to family 
planning m~'ss~lg(~ through TV, ;\ higher proportion of men than 
women reported (' l'0slJr~ to farrulv planning messages through each 
channel of cornrnunication. 

',) unlv lJ f'Vll' fll .u I" I\dllun,.11 1.'\ l'i f'dilk ';lerili"3Ii()n is high<.'<;1 In 
Kashmir valk»: III Jl III [arnm u n';.:lI'I It is also higher .UrlOI1)Y, men 
agl.'d 40 vcar-, '" \i Ibtlvt" and "iSt' ,'mul1g urban men, illiterate men 
and among Muslun-. Ih,l11 other sub grl)ups. Condom LISt' Oil the other 
hand is higlll'<;\ 111 J,111l1l1U regi()11 lhan in Kashmir region. Condom 
use is also higher Jmong men aged \U-3~ ye<lrs in urban men, those 
men who han' at It',lst rompk+ed high school education and among 
Hindu men than their counterparts. In general, better-educated men, 
wealthier men, and -nen from urban arr-as are more likely than other 
men to use spacing methods, particularly condoms and withdrawal. 

Though over.ill, melle methods account for 23 per cent of the 
total modern contraceptive use but male sterilisation accounts for 
less than ]0 percent llf th« Iol a] <tr-r ilisation use. However, if we 
look ill the olficial -taristics on the LhL' of sterilisation (both melle and 
female) before the' onset cit l1lilit:,nc'Y (1989), male s teril isati on 
accounted for ,d.l"ul 25 percent of the sterilisation used during :t98()- 
198C). Then, what .m: reasons that malo involvement hi1~ declined in 
use of family pLlll11ing? One 01 thL' re.ison for higher usc of male 
-tcrilisation befo«, militancy W;J;'; l hc- speci: .. 11 incentive campalgns 
introduced by ill" guvernment for govcrnment employees, During 
these campaigns, en t ployecs accept ing rna Ie sterilisation used to gd 
two advance ir« n'lllents. These incentives for male sterilisation are 
no longer in place m the State now During the mllitancy, militants 
I iunched d c"mp,.1t;',i1 i.lgdinst famil , planning in gener;)1 and male 
sterilisation in ['.It! c ul.ir. Men who h.id accepted male sterilization 
VI/PJe disgnk'ed ,nci ,11 some plac,.' W(,ll' not allowed to k-ad in prayers, 
i'vlilitants and their II -llowers d iSCOllLl\.:cd small familv norm and even 
"orne of them llfil'rl" I incentives for (\;;,plcs npting 1'(;1' high(~r number 
(if children, Tho i \\ ith ir'i'pnw"ll'('f't ill situation in the State afte-r 

'I able 16.'1: Pc I c'elll,\!;e of Currently Married Men and Women EXI'(),~('d 'J 0 
Fami lv 1'llt1ning Message fly Source TIlJ&K and India 
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/65.4 Use of C(I};I ruception 
The CUrl cnt il~\ \' i \ ,( l ontracepri ve Ii<';i~, i.e the contracepu v " previl..lcnce 
rate (CPR) defined ,)S percentag. I Ii rurrcntlv married wome-n aged 
1 ">-49 Y('<lrs, ',\ h(1 n, -urrcntly u •.. i fl': a '. o:ltr,lceptiv(' meth- ld or whose 
h.i-bands ,11'\.' lhi!'h ,I contracepti- ,,' -ru-thod, is also pn'''''lltcd.in Table 
I ( .'>. 'J he cont. \ ',' j l\ ,', pl'('\',~l(,I"" ("dk among CUII'\':'I l) married 
" '.)111<:n ,,- .-)3 pI' ,"';' t)&K lS L i[ I. Jr' ,I ttl::;1'> P"f ~"I"t ell thl.' national 
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I, 1.'!JiI,1. Pcl., \.,'i 'H'! : ... / :1./11 (II !'I( 1 fcu/fl u, r,n. : j ,-" 

-i.u, fOOIJI_!i)f ntulc <l, fili"';U!;I.)!\ 
Idc,/tW' lilt remi 'It" i toiocivr. 

J {iid it"-",) lilt 1'}t"I'~ of N!fil' l, " 
!re !!('n(~t'i (it do I 

'rVU/IICII ,ic, '"" : 
XCf(cl'alilj d"" I,' 
decide .1[1(1[1 i th 

Jl7J/(1t tJlh\!,' Ij.; IJ 1111 f11l111f11';1;~ il i.]: -tcn I fIn! 
'III! thci: i;'iIIil!, 1,'il/tj'Ut\, a u.! /ncnci" .un! {11.'tl 

u,t/>ot/ /(1 us« uru! ,'U !i'elf 111(' decision /" utcn, !'o 

1!1(l {(j!rllt.~d i 

,'{'r' lf1eJ'C [ut.l j of !'11.': .dtrnu: iI,I:' I/.', 'I il itltdmum som« ,(:TCI, 'jUIiS 

I,,(CJ, IVe UII"I ii' ( ided to of'l Ji)r{!,,"·tl,' trnusaium, but ~al''' e,"; ,FCI'e 
JI"/ nvuilabt. f1 th. :,t"~'I'nll',c"l ltu.t!» /;1, ilitic«. Conscqucnuu, IIiCIC 
([Jas no tuition 1,.1 f to artul the sei pic,-, [r.nn a private nuttcrmtu homr'', 

';\jtcr the IIlIi'/', /( il erupted, no! (,I'!I/ the uealtli seen» ,~uJfc"cd a 
."{'tbad.:, but tlicr, t( a« Irard!!! anu dot {"I wiltirtf( to otter h is ~('r<'i(c'sfior . t. .J 

mute stcrilisatuv ' 1'1 tlu I' (It goocrnmr-i I hospital or prion ie 1IIISl'i tal, So 
mali: sterilieatuv.: (,'a~ /Jeyond a ('('lilliion 's man::; rea cll , fk"ides, ~VI/1e 
iuen toho had ;/,', "i,i,'d vusectonu, coruor ;.t'rre disgraced (lilt! not utlotoed 
to o1f(~r prover. "lus had a negative impact ml the perspecti:»: users", 
"Earlier "'tWI!" '1'[('1/ 1I';ed to opt/i)r mate ";icl'ilislltioll probllhly !!Iey were 
1101 muarc th«! '!hlll' stcrilisatiou i, ill'[ dlloll'ed ill lslain bu! !1(l'i:I'-a 
d'ly,~ i!(!eryhod!1 A]I£ 'i(" ihat it is ;(SlIiil '/ Ille uriuctple« 0/ Islam S" nobody 
;{'()uILI like io .,;i', ili,y ,'ilr to tlu: 1171('.;1 ndoertisement« rrgll1'dfli:< ,'\),<':\.1 
on electronic I'",IIi: tuu ncuei! by tile Corcrnntcnt." 

Pr ovidors I : "JVl' now consrdcrcd family pl.mning (IT) a 
'''' oman'< issue ]"1 \'\ h.udlv counse-l men or motivate them to use 
male methods of i(,1rnily pJanning I'his is probably because health 
'workers in the g< )\'t'rnment sector h,», e Iunited skills to implement 
male friendly scrvice-. lhe current proi;ramme has not bevn successful 
In involving rnr n ,1'1<.1 prov id i ng Ill( m with both the essential 
inf(1I1ywtion <lBO. <k.ilts lor this to happen. The folk'wing narratives 
!)Hough light on 11Il:-'l' issues: 

'\rVllencverjent,,:, 'iea! If I uiovker« ('!',/I ('u,. hOllses, they luudli; botuer 
to lulk: to mel I ,/11;1 Im'{I'1' to tell: tv . ,.\JIIlC11 regarding fa III ill! size, 
e'Oil t racepuou (I'lt! t , tntc« issue« i'..-I,{/,' 'tea! til «orkcr» hardly ('lSI r us. 
Zfhy Ci:{111d~ lll( 1';tCJ 'item thc:y shy ;'idYI.I; rJ'f)111 till king Gild cou ,;sclling 
1,<; O/i the:« 11/11'<',',';'1 1""11(", !,J1YJi.'t:/;i. Ii!,'y are notfuny truinc-i lo JC) 
. ._,e;, '"/:e,ll aS~~(fl I j i,«); (H·i ..i~[fiL II I i inoiiuate arui ttia, IJI(',I an' 

totten ioonien Ii I I,.lf. 11 fire re:'<!,olJ"I"i!,fll uri thcmsclocs, ("hl! should 
we /Jot/wr? kVr ,1/(' lhcre /0 acannpuns, them in case t/ley need it, liul 
finally we hut»: {u nil 'I tile {Jill ". 

16,S,S Men's Ii t iiiu de« about Cont ra ccprion 
Men's attitudes ,1b()ut contraception may influence their parrner« 
altitudes and C\'('Il{u,11 adoption of a conll'accptivl' method, In NFHS- 
3, JIl men wert' asked if they agreed ()r disagreed with three general 
statements about contraceptive usc. /vdditionally, they were asked 
nne question [(I judg(' their pen't'ptiO')S about the effectiveness of 
condom usc, ;\s <hov, n in Table '16 'i, .lei per cent of men in Jammu 
and Kashmir think iho[ contraception h women's business and that a 
man should not l1a",' to "VOITY about it ,1'; compared to 22 per cent in 
india as a whole vlore Ulan one tr";rd of men in the State (37 peT 
'-l'nt) bcl icve th.u wornen wII(1 1]"" contr,lcept.inn mar become 
nr omiscuous as clg(1ill'->t 16 per "t'nl II! India. More men in 1&1< (53 Pl~{ 
ct"nt) than in India 149 per cent) als(, believe that a WOIl1GlTl who is 
bre.lSlfeeding cannot become pn:gJ1c1lll. Sli!~htly more than one-third 
of men perceived that even if a male condom IS used correctly it does 
not protect again.,' pn~f;nan('y most pf the time: as against' 33 pef ce-nt 
III the country, lhus. all mdicaroi-s ot misconceptions related to 
tuntmception M(' ;,igher in J&K than ill India. Jammu and Kashmir 
ilso has the hiJ.',lw~t j)1'l'Centdgc of '11<.'11 who have misconceptions 
about contraceptton Hun dny other ,',,)rth Indian State, 

Differential-, i" [/1\,' responses by background charactvristics are 
substantial. All rrrs, l'll'l:ptioT1S an' 1',11 hil~'hcr in Kashmir rt»~ion than 
in l.unmu 1 CE;iO[1 , 1(, P\d,)lplc, whilo : ,I, ",S pCI' cent of m.ui ui jarnnru 
1 "~'()11 bchev« I~; 1, vvornan \-\,]1<> I ""'L~""tj\>f'dinb cannot become 
'Il'gnant, Ihis pi ,', li"~;l' 1<; <If. high <I',' , f cr (,pnl ill Kashm: r. ":'lmil,uJ} 

i"'(~r cent l..;{ .'\'; II') 1.:1.11111111 J"t :·\PJ\v t h a t \rVOIY'C11 whr- u-«. 
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1,,1t ,'I { , 1'",'111' II ( j diU c»; 
't ,t '1 If i'd'll·tlit iirc 111_((/'; ; i' ,~ 

\1pl1 Ii) ve a r s tlllkrJk r= en 
Ilf i(,l,c df\, ij,II!:il dlltil mor-: iIi,d) to have POi); j..~ e,' U{ awareru ..... " 
dl.'Pllt U))1tr.h' f 1,011 lil.ll1 me n v, ho are inv o h , d :, :.·)vCrnrnPLlt/ 

['rival\, job. \kl1 (T.)!) , rural <1f('.b arc signil1cdnll:, more likely I" 
ha\ P f1110r dq:,rvl' 01 dW<1i'0nt'SS of rontraception [hall IHl:1I from urban 
drC,lc;. Men dgld It,ss 11'1,)0 30 Me less lil,ely 10 have misconceptions 

Table 10.6: Logistic Regressi on Parameter Estimates for the Effect of 
Demographic .1l1d Socio-economic Characteristics on 1'11<' Misconception of 

Contr.iccpt iun Related Attitudes in Jammu and K ashmir-Indie 

rricd '.\ 01111'" ' .. 
\[u"iJJll'-" "', " n glliildy t xp"',vd to nu-dr.: !. i , IY,' 1lI11n, IIK"I" 
1" 1-),1\·('1'1" .1" elpllOns. HI'Jatl(ll1',hip b('lll'l'I'I' \I. -alth index and 
llli:,r·ll~Kt.'pl. II I' ,1\11 rje:11 allhlll.lgh men \,111. ',1'1. hlg!W<'! \'\'(,dlii) 

index ar. \'''' IIKl'l\ [,) ]1<,\',' tl"~'~',' misconception- 

S.E. ~)I;: ! . 

I 
I 

I 
i 

16.).(/ Ue .. :( n piit:» 411alysis 
Af-. 1111'nUon<'d .ibovc that men wcr« cdtt'g(lri;,(;d 1:'lto two group" 
(cllmpll'teh m.-conceived and partially mi'll'OlKCl\vd) based (In th J, 

perception- ( I •. ontraception altitudes. Table lb." -hows that about 
half of the men Gift: complete misconceived about ;:lInlrd, eption, TWI) 

third of men in Kashmir Valle.' Hi' completely misc onccivcd about 
(,llntraceptloll ,1" compared to ')1](" fourth 0; 1111'1 "l [ammu region. 
vlen Irom rur.il Mea:, ,1 lso have IHcgJrivl' attitudes about contraception. 
"h:n i'Hlll' tJH 1t'ligi(lLlS grollp otlv.r than Islam .ir« likely to have 
k.;:,;ct l.i<:grec ,If rrusconceptiun-, about contraception Youngci and 
unmarrir-d 1ll<'11 "H' Ii'S') likely 10 [J'c cornplct-lv 1111",ol1cvi.Vf'd about 
I'lllltral.ept)l;n 1]1,\11 other men. A bivariate analvsi- 1','\,(',,1:; that d", 
IhE L·du.('dlj,.1't "'\pl uf men increases, the p!~r('en!'l';i' I)f mon having 
cornplcie nu-conception about Clll1t-rc'ceptlOll Jl'cn'd~! ~. Men ""\']10 ha vo 
dCCl'SS to n1:1<'S media are more 1 ik-lv to have f.',)Sltl VI' attitude towards 
r.ontraception. \·ii'n engaged in pn)!I"';sionnl/l11anag" Ill/ technical jobs 
an' less lik(,/~. (1) show complete n.i-conceptions, 1.\ hil.' men pngdged 
m 'lF~ri,"[!Itlm.' uc more likely r{) ,\,;v(' high de,;;r", ,.f misconception 
about rontr 'd-ph1(1 than their ounterparts 

(\_Tedl;) e:"F'I). 
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J6,h Ma h- lnvo lv erncnt ill Antenatal Care 

nil' R"~)l(".lutli\,: "nei ( j"Id Ikalth l'rl1sr,HYtlllc in Indio C'l1\'i'<I,\.:t'S 

th.- mvulvr-mcnr of mc-- q '. omen -: rvprod uctivc health. Ill' 11th 
workcr-. 11\: SUppI)';et! [" "1'''\ ,de expectant (<'1Ihpr;; with il1f()nnatl()J1 
on several dsped., (If mat"rnal and child cart' during their ,:cml,)ils 
with expectant fathers. III '\J7T 15-3, information was collected thrnligh 
the Men'« Questionnaire abou [ several aspects of their involvement 
in antenatal (<:11'(" inclu d iru; whether the mother of their y()lln~(~t 
child held <.lny antenatal ,11," k-ups when she was pregnant, whethe-r 
they were present at any, d these antenatal check-ups, and the n'ci~;Ol) 
the mother did not have c1J1y antenatal check ups if she did not h.iv» 
any, Men were also asked whether at any rime during the pregndrlcy 
any health provider or tw,)IHl worker told them about the v.uroi-« 
~jgns (If pn:gnancy compii"dtinns (vagmal bleeding, convulsions, and 
prolonged labour) and I\'l1...1l to do if the mother had any of thnC(. 
complications. 

Fable 1t;.7 presents iruorrnation 1)l1 men's involvement dLU ing 
antenatal CMe visits and information givcn to them by a health 
provider o r health worker "bout signs of pn~gnanC'y complications 
1\'/0 thnJs (hR Pl'( cent) of men in .I&K with a child under three 
years said they were present during at Ieast one antenatal check -up 
received bv the child's mother as compared to only 49 per cent at the 
national level. Presence 01 nu-u during antenatal care differs slightly 
by residL'I1l'(, in tilt' State. three fourth of men in urban area." and 
two-third in rural areas WUt' present during at least one antenatal 
check-up received by the child's mother. Men under age 25 year" at 
the time 1)1' the birth (If th, ir voungest child were less likely to b,~ 
present for .intenatal chr« k-ups of the mother than older men. lh.-rc 
is a si'r,mg negativt' rel"l·''l'·,hip between the father's number r: 
childro» ,'\','r horn and h, .. f'fV"'(;,T1ce during anv antenatal check up 
of th» rn,' her, and .:i PO'I!'\" n:l,}ti()n~hlp l'<'l"'L't~n both the illd ;', 
edLlti1~"'I','i level and h ~ , ,'dth <,LltUS ,LilLi hiS presl!l1ce du : 11_ 

,1l1["'Il,I[,-I I ,,'(k-'lll.)s. For \ ,11' 'lIt,. 1l)C:'11 with ,'11' child ever 1>,)1'1, .i'l 

!;J )P,' d,.)1 'Cl' ,,~; 111<.(.1-. • t'l cen!') h~ be !""" .. ,'nt dunn::; anu-». 
("-;.n.~ u., I' ali'!! \\'lti') tPlJf ' (~re . hiJdn .. ,'I1 1.'\ bon) {29 per! l.. 

5? 

1~ 
'.)j)-n; "I lien Illtll i_ l()r,' v '·,IS nf 1~('i.J\,()j·10n and n; 

, "Ll ,hl' hi ,h 
.') 't' 1 r. til t ,t lh~',.k up 
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ii' 1\ j flO j'Pi! 'i jj I 'lillt/I'ii 

\vith 11'\ du(";)(:" ,['.I 'lW[1 111 lh,· i,)\' pet ,~\,'dlth qumt rl« h(lll'-'chukb, 
1111: 111<1)1"· pI ~t"'\ 1~ Jl'ghcl ill t"j .1,1111' drvu-rou th .. \n iiI IdJl1JllU 

[)1~1"jOP [\'hl~[Jm IlWrl .ln' more' il;',eiv I" ,'(company their partners 
for I\NC than f II'1dlJe:, 

'1 hough highcr f"'I'CPlll \gc III h u:-;b,1J1Js 1 n J&K dCCOl1l panicd their 
WIves to avail /\f\( !han at the nattonal level but lower percentage 
uf men (31 }Wl'll'nt) 111 )&1<... who ,\cn presented durmg any of the 
ANC visits were not. told what to do tf the mother had a major 
complication of prj gnancy as (OIl1I'MPd In 37 at the national level 
The situation IS ('VeIl worse in rural areas where only 28 per cent ot 
men were told 1,\ hat [0 do if the mother had a major complication of 
prpgnancy. This means that even though a sizeable proportion of 
men in J&K present themselves d(Jrln)~ ANC visits but only a minor 
proportion of them are provided information related to contraception. 

As far as tvpe <.r information provided is concerned. one-fifth 
of Fathers were l()ld about sign", of t'ClI.'h (If the major pregnancy 
cornplica tions: \ <Igltl<l] bleeding (18 F)('r cent), cOnVUblOl1S (20 per 
c(?nt) and prolong: d labour (23 per Ct'l)t) The percentage of men 
who were told about the signs of ~~'(?cifi,' pregnancy complications is 
particularly low c1111(;flS men. (rom Kashmir region than in Jammu 
region, men who were less than 25 vears of age at the tune of the 
birth of child, men with four or mort' children ever born, men in 
f ural areas, men with no education, Muslim men, and men ill 

households in the It)west wealth quintilc The pattern is similar with 
q~sped. to inforrnot« n givl'n to IHeIl d[l(!ut the action tll bt' taken in 
C)~t:' the I11Nher h Hi .mv pregnancy u)mplicatton. 

Table 16,k SIt:11" S th(: distribu t.on i)l men aged 1S-49 year whose 
\,(;,mge:,t child \\ " .. les~ than thror- /i',!T'~ of age at the lime of the 
-urvev and 1I>r \,:h,'r,l Ihe mother l:ld )1('( receive il.ll:' antenatal care 
hv Ilw main 1'f',l,SI'" 

I h'lI thou ght it v-. " 

'lr.;. ,\ nother ! I ". 
:~ v..», tl(\('fH.:'>.;,j;:';!\ 
,;:.1'('. it was d;'-P 

,nr not rce':"ivlng ,nt<·n . atal care. iwo out pf fiVt). 
'it i1(~C,-~SSi\n :l!£ +,,' rrothcr to H.".'<'I\(' antenatal 
lent (\,' rnvn o,l1: , •. ol their Ia mil v d.d Ill)t think 
\.tj~·l not d.I!, d·,. "~(lthel to r:_'", :1,,' .intcnatal 

t'llt (\1 11\el1 11,;j the main 
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(' •....• -,. ,Ii ,'l'll ,lged 1.3-4() \'t';}1 ~\ lll)s(' y,lllllgc"l 1\ ll"lg ,I.Iid \\ <)" 11''',< 

thJ", r j , 't', Y('dr" old \·\'l'I'(' ill~", .1~k('d whutl u-r 'Iu-ir \,l)lmge-.i (hilt! 
\'1',,5 .1, 'ivercd in a health t.acihtv Mid, if not h hat \V,IS the rn.ii n 
rca-ou I;"_' ,hdd was not deli vorvd ill iJ health f,1('ility and l'(''iu!'" :;1'(.' 

presented in Table 1(,.9. Roughly half of men (47 pef cent) reported 
that tlIP;, youngest child was not delivere-d m d health facility (half 
of births In rural areas and one-third of birth" in urban areas). 35 per 
Ct'nt or 11l~'f1 who said the child was not delivered in a he-alth f,H !lily 
said th.u either they or their familv did not h'I:1 II. l1t'ces~ar~' to howe 
the dt'Lvcry in a health facility (or did 11(11 allow it); 'It; per c'ml 
reported that mother or the (hile! did not think It was necessary, 17 
per cenr said that the health facility was too (.,1' away or th'll 11(1 

t:ranspmt;,llon wac; available <Inti 9 pCl' cent reported that it COSl8 Inn 
111UCI1, 

lhu-; :1 substantial propr-i+ion of men HUll \V0'11CJ) in J8:d<.. <1J\' 

not conv need about the nee.I to have- an antt'lla!dl care or the peed 
tn have . dehvery 111 a health faciJity. These l<'~llltc; suggc<;! the need 
to inrorr» parents and tanulu- m,~n: about th\' h"lVAib of Jt?lin~rITig 
if I i1 health {",(Ilitv and to lwlp overvorue t1d, .. irtional attitudes and 
other hurdles that discoura);e 1I1stltlll'i,>naJ bnth« In addirion. ;CIllCl' 
about Illlt', .. third of women and men gave rc,1~I'ns dealing with the 
cost of ;-I.'n:ie't:s and problems of accessibilitv, utilisation of he-alth 
Iacif itrcs for deliveries could also be increased by lowering d irer: 
nnd indil ect costs and mdking services more accessible. 
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16.0.1 illjlJlfllati(l11 Gitren to ,\-11'11 

Men wh(J ll;1d 8 cluld Jess than four )e~lrs of J;~!. \Vl'l't' ,hked whether 
at an: ";]1(' when the moth r ,\:d~ prq:,nant \\ !ih lht:'lJ' youncest chd:i 
<111\' h. .,El' provider (If h.:.dth worker spoke () the-m nbout fdJ'lii\ 

r[.1'l"· , !davlllg th« II, , ', Iuldren tlw !"" "'ii.lfln' 111 ddl\1 ()n~_ 
i1( j), I )1("'[1ll<l] ( r hi ,I::, j,k-llJl;, , (11' t >, I' \drt:nCl' (If r!' ,,"J 
J Ii :1 .: the l"l}u!!'cr H2, pi(lgn~: th'\ i 'h.:. l ilt,)rnldti\_)j !;" 

,-l-hf-.::) 'I ~ 11) : ',1. .; p,,)r \.~c'ni.· !1\1. •••• 1 (I,'" t: 'Jd :,l_,l.'U' I "'I 

I ' d~ Iivvr 1f~ L! I· " ill d ht'l)l I' i lli\. t·1!\ 
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)II-l vuitern»! ,!llt: ( !i/,/C/[{{I/"I!g" .v t. II! 11,,'1,/ ()/ '\,1{}'J t s l-~ 'I)f~'(! !l~(" 11i,'~litl! II! 11: 'j J::';ij;' 

<II til, n dIe'I) • .! lev.-L Il's,.;('r nu ml.or ,tt 111 -n II~ [.1111 " , ,ll'd KdSh11111' 

'\'crt' ~l 'ell uuorrnation }'('Iat,-'d 1,/ m"'.l'rlllt) C .. lI'e .nf .uors. In fc\d, 
men In l.u n n iu and Kashnur r,ItH. L1~t ,1lTi()n~ ,di Ih' r..,Llh,';. SU far 
Inform 11.[<'11 lI'LlteJ tl) tamdy pLIJ~nlllg or "IX\('tng IS concerned. 
Another important finding \~ hich t'flll'rges from the analysis is that 
men from !'IF.1i areas who need llus information tIlt, most are much 
less Iikelv to be given the abov.. miormation than urban 1~lf.'11. Also c 

lower p<~Jc(,f1tJbE' ()f men [rom I<-.dshrnir region th.in [ummu region 
were glVl')\ each type of informahon. The provision "! Iht- three types 
llf informa tion uu.rcases with the l11.1n'<, educa tion level and the wea lth 
status of the household. For example, 54 per c(~ni :"1 1'1'1' Lent, and 59 
pel' cent of men with 12 or more YCMS of erlur a tion were given 
in formation on fami ly pla nil i ng, the import alice (I[ insti ttl tiona! 
delrvory, ,1Ild 111(' importance of pro~)t'r nutrition for tih;' mother during 
pregt1<ll1Cy. n':,;pl'ctively compan-d with 19 per cent. 2l Pt.'T cent, and 
2(, pcr cent (.! IlH.11 with no cducuion. By religion, \lu'ilim 1l1,']) ,up 
Iva«! likely (:) bt' grveJ1 each tvpe of information. 

Men whose child \N,I'; not delivered in a health Ich.iiih were also 
asked \.\'hdhcr anY(Jne explained t(. them the im porti nee of the mother 
brtcdstteedmg the baby irnrnedi.ucrv after delivery, til keeping the 
baby WMl1l imnu-d ia tolv atter birth, of cleanliness ,,\ the time of 
l:ki iverv. and of using i1 new OJ' unused blade to cu t the cord. II CCl 11 

be seen that higher percentage tlf men in Jammu and Kashmir had 
re-ceived iruorrnation on allllw"t' lour indicator= than the country as 
il whole. Forexample. while 45 per cent of 1111-'11. \\1,;'11' 101J about the 
importance ,If brea~tfl'cding tilt' hal)\' <ind h~t'piI1~> tbt· baby warm 
immediately after birth in Jammu and Kashmir. ihis percentage was 
only 3:'1-](1 pl'r cl'nt III India as ,l whole. Similar!:-, ,)·1 per cent were 
loki about the ;lJlf'ortan(l~ 01 cle,Hdjnt's~; at the nrne- "I' dt,livery in the 
''';{.i!t' ciS ""TllF,)ll'd 1044 F'('J' Ct Ilt in india. TIlt' ;','r, ,'ntagc of men 
who i"'.'1 V 1()1 i .ibout the- 'll1l.1,)rld'l' " Dr using.l 11'.:1' ,,, unused blnd(' 
t(' cuI d'it' cor,i '.va" ',', p,'r cent II' I,i,;. K but onlv .j:O:- pc r (,t.'IlI. in l nd ia. 
. he' p,lIter') "I dlfferenti.l1s in ll"''''t' Iou r lruiic.u, r :" h,,<:kground 
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" :'! u, "HI .ru .... 't 
; rill ~.;" I}( \J::'jJ lJl/\('(l{;d,,!\ I,', i i-'uilis I't j(',.' 

ftP-;o.JJ(" frollt II)(u.~ Croup l)i~ll!"'''II)Il~, 

Husbands awareness about m.t:e:q,tl (are: ! Ill)!tt~ tL,' Ior.u-, 
i i-, d..,,,lon'- \J dj\)rily 0/ husband- "('/"'!'(t'd lhu! \·,'"]1,';: nc<'d care 
.• llf,ng pre).'; l;HH..' .rnd were also ,h\',Il"l.lf til.' ;'1<.1 th.n pr obk-rn- can 
,~. i~ L J fly lime d l1nng- pregnancy lila t I !<'\ dId not kno\\ the dangl'1' 
'i;;tI:' of prqr,TlilnCV Men also J,K'k adcqll.l[C knil'wll'ug,- about VdfJOUS 

"~l'l~ds of .1l1lt'n"l..l1 ;)lld postnatal .rr-- !l was, howe , c-r. \:";(dblished 
thdi even though lh,'\ do not knov, thl' medical d(,t"i)s, they help 
then wive- in fOUl'l;villg treatrnent ,ld\'!u', and are concerned about 
',l;'llti()11 and other care within the home environrnoru \1en in 
1'~lJdgarn and Pulwama proved tlus !'"rnt. 

r [,pl'rybodll nUl '-(l-dIlYS knotos tlJllil'r;'Sl!lfil t tromen Ht'cd ~p(' •. ial tare 
dllring !HCXI1i<ncy:;o thai delivery [c; normu! am) (here are ,'l' nroblem«. 
fill'LlXh thl'!i <houl d nat mny hen 'Ii f,lar! Wid or do much numunl 
;u('!k iJullllf'Y .;"il,'uld uol tala' rnuch rest 1/':0 ochcr;;nls(' their "..Iii'ay 
'''Oil/rl no! l-e ,](, 1,;( III ca~e they la'_.' i'i/ly re«t aud do '1('/ too-t: they 
,/I,1i l/,I(,L' l(· ric]i."'!' by bi?; operaiion (e <cctuiu)', 

Husbands" responsi htl iry and pdrticjpalion in wives care: 
'!'<,us"ion~ with nu-n revealed that [11<H[ young husband-, encourage 

Ilkir \\ iv cs tll c!c' tor antenatal ,:,'ld dr-Ii v l'ry care and a good 
~"(lp()rli(Ji1 fed rcspul1sibJe for <lC(OPlp;tllVing their Y\ I\·CS for routine 

'1'(' :ll1d i'rl'atm('nl o{ problems. But large majorrtv ~lf l he men 
liidicaled Ih,,1 hcal t h care provi(kr~, la dv doctor" arid ('VC'lI 

?\ ild('C,)I(l~lHS Ji,,;c(\l1rag~l them to dl' su. r he structure o! .1 ntenaral 
Inl'_', In !h,' publ« sedor does not promot« attendanc« ,\e; .t ('(I[] ph:. 

1 1..1\ dOc[l/r" thmk thilt husbands "h,,,d 1 <1C'c(.Impany thvir V I\('S just 
' •. PdY fill. I ',(:,c1tnwl!t <ll the probler.is or WT security. '1 hi- i'i one of 
:1 " r"<J~,)n" that In both routine I an .nd tT\!i1tnwn' (If problems. 
d~hdnd.<, 113\':' l' .• ~'i, ipatcd more ,rt, n ;'v paying tOl (;1l'<' durin!! 
'\C and dl'iivl' \ thdll accorn p.m v 'l~, th"Jr \'\ i\'('~ 0,,<, "f ti,,; 

I;(tl ~d(:-' \--, •. l10;._C' v , tll- r(c(~nth .. dV}l\ II .l\_ \oi (IuILi ii. Hh .!~(H,~ Tl\illCltL. 

.{I l t,>, if cd,',' 
OftI' hell/O; ~l/~~ii'lfl tJ~ii!.'~<· tliat /-',q·\?lu,l't. 1/ Ih'17,,1Cf' 

111I1i} IU( J.... 1l!{)J~ -: {~/f({i( tuui tnri, ill/i'() !10 l~,'l,')Jr!{,:.,'" f<1 be in. th, 
'lIdi,'I'IIIIII ;, 'I '111(;. ,\"111 onli; rolr ,I/I/il11: IIIi' ddlv'l'ry 7C,,> 1( o.:,1'I.Jt' dun 
(f)nl.'e) 10 .nrtou-. rnratnedical slaJf nuii nlu ioonten and 1I1" utnoun! IS 

utno fixed 1>.'1 '1/.> uonten, A'lell 5CCt!l to [1(' harriers ill ~ttlPpl/lY, tlu» 
corrup! P/'Il( lice Tlia! is the reason.' wiw healtli sla!f dues not UlIJII t 
/'/('1/ ill ttu: i/lol"mity hospiia!', 

Focus ~I\)lll' ,) he suggested that another reasons for men I o plav 
. mired role dunng delivery is the traditiondJ practic(' pf women going 
lo their natal IWl1w tor delivery. Participants from l,tJpwara cited 
'IllS as a reason hI.,. their lower involvement 

"Younocr 11'01111'1/ 11[l/'n/fllIy gofnr their dclincru u, their 11(;/(/1 homes. 
'17,i, way the purcni ofwo1l1ci: l'e~irtcllhl·li/('i)luc1l!..:nl ol in-uuvs and 
i/le' lntsband« III ti« ddivt!ry care. III case ,y'/1(I11I1! dilioeru, .n-laic. «i e 
infonnc.) uhsnt f ,UiuCJv afier ciuld ii ":/1. and hi ~'r;"c If i +-tuutionn! 
dciioen], they (III' tnlortncd either Lifter ih« (,1101111'11 is ({.III. Hied in the 
/io';,viltll 1.1/' alie' d,liuen/. } 'a rents cfih« toontrn iltin]; tl d': ',:;,I«fill 10 
incolre in-luu:s i 1/ mat tcrs related to <it! Ii '('Ill care and /)1I.1/'!/01 h. '[JU(S 
'ntsband-. ((IIlIi( I i,t! ioImnl'd Iilr tills." 

Though i\ F! r"~ .. l has shown lh,\! about fW(l-ihlr,] d men 
:v rornpanied lIW;T \"in.:s when the) vsucd any A NC clinics, however; 
r(;Ds revealed lhJ I this incft~<lsing trend of men accomp'lllying women 
i, not the result of .inv perceptible, <'hangl' in the attitudos towards 
tndtcrnity cnr« but IV 1" a compl;[sinn ,Wising due to l·h, deferiorating 
",'curit.v conditic-»- :11 the Slat:? Thud()r(', militancy ",.,Il!<'il otherwise 
::.h.lUered the Pl'c]« iul <ltmosphen' arid almost all aSj'l'..:ls (,r Jih' in 
rI'" Stdte, hcrwl""r c(1mpdlcd the men to accornpa 11\ tlu-ir women 
[I.' \ i-it diffen'i'll 1'.lcCS including he,dth care fdcilill<.'~. ] Jw \ iew s 

In:'-.sed bv d!t~·,,· ' , !i the Fe/) pdrti( • ['dll ts supporte.l r. u-, \'!l'\\ 

~ P,1ilfC miu: ··Jiun}" ~Uir It,~ Fli/p·, ":« JI'J('~! IJCOLt}U 

·'{.tuc.1 vevvr ~~;lfl :, } ,Irnz'!-//irlr,' 
n i!/I_ o llt} lj(I·'r.,:tdJ I' ~!, "."lgdJ hau ,u a,' 

t.:;i;: ,(',iI thio.; '-lIP"~ 

~ 
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,I, iF/ii/leu:'!;;r I lid I.. 
I " '>, J1}'{iltU( t u» J (,'{liltl r: !.[;;:111'1 I, 

;' f) i. If ,ltc'd t II I l"i 'filII find (t~el1en1!ly '{P"'i;', I <c.! to '(1 (i}flfJrdJ.f 

t"l ,'ili.ll"·:(' ''If UI,'F: ii l~f~/~ nurnuu and uu «, .,11;", 'ii> leu: (,jilu i' 

.! ' I 1/-", ,[:( tlrt!j/ 1,1"1 f~ or tniliiant». l~lll aJL i ·1I1h'rntl('J. I·t'll/'U'(: .u 

t'V -,',11,' ,~:" I \.'!llil':~ "//ill/sed. Securiiv of ilii .(110 tiu: main I~Si"', 

,V1, Ihl iu, SOl re-tn. ['<,:I «ud there wae tunes uiucu ,Jf tel' 6,H' uol a bin! 
,1'Uill) /I/(I'i',' 7.1'/[01 /(1 t(llk ofhuman /ll'ill<,[5 rS/JI'i!idIV ;1-'1'IJlOI 111 ':;lIel; 

;J -.I!",a/>i·'fl if tltet e (Pii,' a ,ldi,)t>ry iillll!i!lagf' uu/J,)dV a-auld dale f" 
Lilli" rn.\. ")!VOI'!'III" cr (IlLY other assistance vin: am il1,lnO,l:C tltc 
Ileli",rlJ' it~ll)/JI'II(Jil' II I J>,A W/l.~ approached, she <('ullid noi lll«: to ns! 
!tc" 'i{t'· 5,' rr'::\fliil ! u,nll(-, , used 1(1 be lefl tti t11<' lIIercy of God t<) cnt 
11m! 11(' i unoeoer, ,uIIII ill/' pCissage of time tnen otu! women learnt II) 
ilfX()/lIlle toith this type 0/ -ituation by plunniro; their dctiueric-. 111 

t.d: ;'7£ c II' the initio! I'/IIN) or militancy, 1(1011)'11 lI'Olilrivi,.;i I a hca! 1/1 
flu iii!ll ior detiueru ;[1 .ulouu,»: during. day lillie Su/>s('qllenUy, tlu» 
n /1[;;(/ ,(,ttl, fill' dol. ior-. 171 ilu: maternity IHlspl/!I/c. i>ll/ll promoted as 
ucl; iL.':! i "(_lfl!pel/cd the 70()}nen to CLJ1ne [or /\.lVe t"{li't) before delh)(', ,1/ 

!!U;'i'l!Z'i'!, 11/1, to ilu: 1 n ";'1 I nly, nobodv would /Ihr their WOf/U';[ !Il 

~';~< ,I !'m/lll lilCi/lIy ,{'il/WLII till' cllmplmy ut, III ail , The bl'si' )Jer~"1 
!(' Ii, ((lll7pllny <I ivonunt u ndcr sucit cirrum-uiucc- is none hili iter 
ht!_~fiinid 

~-\·I i, " 'i/llt! il) <}'~ in, I I i Pi tlCCessiJll\!. motrntitu 'tii~ to 0],:.:' "£'P(lnh 

:, I, n ii" «ron I/Ii/i I 1/ i"/'("Ii", i'1I,lItO/" their medical ('.\I't'II:'<'", ailou: thcin 
{i! '<II", :1" f IIl11i 1'<'<'11 ildl, ,1,,:111 if; sharing the hou-eliou! chore- duriu; 
1'1''')'iillll( 1/, r1mL('i'fl, ("iUI we accompany them lo luispital« riuYil[f, 
their f're,IiI/CIlley ur de!i;.'l'rI/, our mnierniiu care !1O"pitab uaoc iiiile II! 
offer 10 1[[(,11. Neither (/1'(' '<'I' allowed to (lC((lmpIlI111 our f.Jlouses ill the 
(WI), nor is ti[l'ft' 11IIy i'('ldllli{ room jor men. Men hnrc 110 option bu! 
to ~iI?illf outsirie the maw, nuances of ilte Ii[l.'(pilal.; aud create hurdles 
in iiu III, .ocnien llif pat umt-. dlld slaU: ~'\I71el[ I(/dy ho.,;pllals or tnatcrnitu 
WI11'I/, all' (lui (:f/JOUlufj(lr 117('11, how can you evpect H[t?fJ! to interact 
tint]: men?" 

An other participant lias this tale to narrate to support his 
invol voment. 

'Lihc otiicr r(";I'0il~iNI' uu-bands I al-o ,.'isileJ the iocal hospital {1 JWI1/hcr 

(~r time: u-iil, I1llj wif~ A{ter all. sheuia« nurturing the pl'Cfi,/ilUlllj awl 
the '-,'I'(\ ian! child hr/o;!\ to bolh iJf us, True 1 cannot shnre the pain 
,'(pnS/I(iI!"Y but l lutrc Ii) <upport my tol]: duriuo pre~narlL'y, ellll,l 
lnrit, and <'('(,II in child rcr.r;JI:~ uud cnril1g, I7lllugh [had {he impression 
ilutt iwlt! doctor would hli,~ to both of u» but riuritiS these ANC.· ci=it= 
J «'i,':' l!e7'er called by thi' [ocior 10 come inside () PD tntd ,:,hal£? 

inji)1II!l1lh>l1Il/!oul the PI'l1SrC:'c a/pregnancy, (lny adtiio: iuul precautions 
filf :',11(' prcg1lancy, I1I«ml!t!tiof7 rclatrd Itl medicines, did and other 
suet: IS'UC~, I do uoi kno.» uiucther tiny government /105F11,al in this 
Stui« i!{I' !I susten: it' 1'1")(';"(' allY education [I) ntal« inrntbcrs. Stiltt 
t(l(l1'iw',\ in IlleSt' hO~P;I"!'; 1:,,,, a negntitn: altitude tou-ards men and 
lile,!! '\fI!I'nJl/y SilV u= iliut incn have 110 business in nunenutv ltozpitats", 
It can he concluded th!l men arc interested in playing ,1 1)1(11"(' 

active r ,It" during pfl'i;n,m' ci('livl'ry and infant t·.lr~, but our hc:,Jtr' 
,'-MP "\ 'I ",' 1<, not well (''-)uipped to meet this dorn.md. r o 

'l hus, It is obvious that the abnormal situation through wluch 
J&K puss,'s creat.-d ,) window of opportunity for the men t.., 
a, cl)mpu'lY their sp o u scs to avail he e lth rare services, but 
nnfortunatelv our health carp system has not [<1I,"ll advantage of this 
opportumtv. This is evident trum the NFl-lS,1 findings that despite 
(;(, p~'I~"nt "f men mentioned 11.1 have visited d health facility w ith 
the.r Spu,.lses for AN( but les s [han one .. t lu rd v, ere giVPll ,'11;' 

intoi flHiil."l related h.1 pn',!,n,)nn' complir.vion«. maternal care 1l1~j 

c'hild ,',)1(' However, [1'{'" '> I.! (' 1"1", to 1,(> inklc',1c·d in L,eing involved 
th..t·' n, ,'\ '('!.l~jy hcl,,'\'Cd. \'llt our ht'(\lth (.,1 It: ,,\ -tum is not 6;:'\1".1 ltl 
<:,r'(I'Lj,,''_'" rh:.' male f'.lrt'" ,'iti(Wl In ma o-r.i.tv. \'l'lst of tl». Il. [1 

':{.l_t'ht Jt-',~ \ r, :1'L\nlJpil'-·'t.j rh \t l"dv doctor- r ,,:,th~-r h(-n'p rim- :1{" • '\ 16.8 (I, « lusion 
i'n;,', It, ! •• ~:'" 1··,sUe~, l'el.:) ~,'.! i/) !"l<.1tL·rnily an .• 1 

it: .. :dVt'" Health Ie..; a l":':£~:- 1\ of the (111(,'-')'''\' 

; 1.' much 11<1" b""ll ),.i jp\t'd t() m. 
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.: ,~, 'I. I! ~ ill i / f ! 11 i .u '.'I!;. 
It i jii IU,U.I' ((1/. i(' 

'." I 
1/' 

j), ',f. .uu ir-s tavo ir nu.n in pur -r u uLv dl~d -vxual 
11"':.'111; d<'( isions ilJ~ ;')l,ldc bv thcm, thl'l't'i()!'I', l1nk~;'; 

"i'!'II)l'l'lalv 1111,' v t, JtI,)l1 ,JI Ihe- h" !,llldJ lel','l to im p ro v« Illl'l)'S 
111\ U]Vt:'lTICl1t II, til, : l1:\V ",c' tolr :le. V hhlllir valley 1<; concerned. Ii I" 

tl'",-ible dlld lhlit I1tl,11 , '.'fi'l'CiIY" to 1,,1\<' l.nup!c ('ollnsellinb III public 
<;CClO( clinics. even t. only J proporuoi or men will be able to participate 
and nul' public IW,l',11 care system should devise :.1 mech.mivm to 
interact 'with accompanying men during matemity. 

In addressing men's invol vcmrnt in reprod uctive he,) I th. il IS 

important to consider how to frame their contact with the health 
s v s te m so that It wi ll encourage their future a n d continued 
involvement. I'he r.uionale behind choosing the prc- and post-natal 
periods as good tIl1H.':> to encourage male participation is that evidence 
,uggests that men 1l','lY be more interested in their partners' well 
being than is usually the case because ,)f their shared role in producing 
1 healthy child (\1 and Cleland 2(1)i) Therefore the best \'vely to 
interact with me 11 is to have counsclliugy information sessions at the 
I Iispi tals for the men who aCCOlllpdlYV their spouses during l'\.;'\:C 
and delivery (nrc. II. is felt that such 0111 intervention can be introduced 
successfully in til!' ';tdte's la r gcst m a n-rn.it y Hospital (L11 Ded 
111l:"pit,11), which 1'1'('1 ides services ti") almost GO percent of the State. 

In order for mule Involvement ill the maternity CMe of their 
partners to be a SllC(es<; the foll(w;ing challenges also need tn be 
ad dressed: 

, Train n I< 'fe health provider to serve couples and to conduct 
couple nJUllsdling. 

:;... lntt'grat<' other reproductive health services such as S1'!, 
Family I'IMming, voluntary counselling and testing, and 
prcvcnnon of mother to ,]liIJ transmission with antenatal 
and r'''~[''dt'll care. 

,- lnv ol, l' i' ,,.Pltdl staff to support men who mav want to h,? 
witl: 'Ill I,' partners during delivery. 

..., .n -v .~~\I[ 

.\1 I< i J'TI,),lu, II· 
n'l'Jl are [<'at h~'" f'Hlhi"ammt> effort, IVIII have Jimitc« ,: \,")< t whik: 
jl), ll'>II1S ,,11 Wl'llll'il ,.lld clddrcs~ll1g the-ir reproductive h,,!,dth need v , 
!\gam, nu-n ." perlolm,mce agamst individual programllw I'f,mpnnent 
nt,,}" not nCct";~lI'ill ".burt! their 1!()t)d motivationymvulvement. 
'''_'~dllse (,bscncc "I <Jill' c(.mpc>neni Iilay HS1l1t in meffe,'I\'I' practice'. 
]',n example, it I husband knows all the methods of c.vnuaception 
hut disapproves 1['. 11';(' has little Impact [('(1111 the progranune point 
,1, vicw. Sinula r lv. If a husband knows all the corn pl irat ions or 
pregn,1l1,Y but d,:,,: ppr' 'V(!S pregJ '.1111 women of antenatal ci1l'ck a nd 
al~ll does not think it necl'~sarJ that women should deliver 111 a health 
(ch.:ility, his motivanon .ind subsequent practice will cnd up with 
unfavourable pn'gn,i'l\ \ outcome Therefore, special dfl'rb should 
Iw made to ,'n(nllr'l~'" ll1CT! to take le"ponsibility for rl'prUductlvf~ 
ne.ilth ,)5 r\.:'spclf' "hj, ';l'xll'i',J partners, husbands and fathers. 

This chapter fLu< , bevond the tlad;l:lol1al approach "i In<!t1sunng 
mens awareness u! ,)I'c)jnancy CCll'C and considers combining some 
ot the informatio n c,llll'lted by f\.Fl h ttl generate cI composite 
rndicator named 'De,;rl:'e of misconception related to contraception" 
ll) better underst.md l1ll'l1' s attitudes t(,\<\ ards contraception, Though 
men's involvement 1)'\ 1<1 i and dcliverx care i, still not "dll~hctnry in 
tht ~.lah' bUI: nu-n irorn Kashmir divisron, rural areas. those not 
1< gulil.rly "Xp(l~v<' tr: r H:dL], and vlushms are laggmg far b"hInd than 
their counter parts. 

(he results, ills". show that an il1t .. H',nmg number I'll husbands 
,\1'(' a(.,:ump}1l'\)'iJi~; Il ; il W1Vt'", to utih,;( i\'\jC services during dclivery 
,'<In', but, FCU" h.: v ,11011'11 th,~t tlu-, i ncre asi ng ~r'!lhl III men 
,-,f,'OIl' rId 11 v in,~ \\ (" l' II t., hc"ilh l'(ln' 'n.,ti tu tions was 1l1!l.i,d:) due to 
Ihi' [,',,11lt ot i:" 1'. '1l.dlll!)1)C, i:.' I .• t' ~,tak. H<">\,., , , \I i(h ,111 
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